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letters urging the Commission to reject the Hydrogen Energy California project.

Additional submitted attachment is included below.
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Wally Juchert
224 Mockingbird Cir
Santa Rosa, CA 95409-6218
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Heather Ding
Laney College, 900 Fallon St
Oakland, CA 94607-4808
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Laura Kielman  
2100 27th St Apt 5  
Sacramento, CA 95818-1947
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Nikki Doyle
4115 Waterhouse Rd
Oakland, CA 94602-1842
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Robert Conner
PO Box 3397
Big Bear City, CA 92314-3397
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Gary Carpenter
340 Esplanade Ave Apt 21
Pacifica, CA 94044-1874
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Laurel Quinn
PO Box M
Pine Mountain Club, CA 93222-0013
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Ivory Upthegrove
626 I St Apt 501
Sacramento, CA 95814-2431
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Margo Aparicio
228 Duncan St Apt 202
San Francisco, CA 94131-2070
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

James Dicarlo
150 Lombard St Apt 601
San Francisco, CA 94111-1133
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Ingrid Brewer
4991 Read Rd
Moorpark, CA 93021-8763
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512  

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Jan Oldham  
2712 Verde Vista Dr  
Santa Barbara, CA 93105-3031
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Tracy Van Wie
28181 Montecito Unit 49
Laguna Niguel, CA 92677-4515
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512  

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,  

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.  

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.  

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.  

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.  

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.  

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.  

Sincerely,  

Adela Valdez  
4205 45th St  
San Diego, CA 92115-4808
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Joan Jacobs
11644 N 52nd St
Scottsdale, AZ 85254-4621
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Michael Kemper  
1388 California St # 404a  
San Francisco, CA 94109-4915
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Martha Herrero
153 The Masters Cir
Costa Mesa, CA 92627-4640
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Tyler Price
1220 Olive Dr Apt 153
Davis, CA 95616-4703
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Alfred Martinez
85266 Medina St
Coachella, CA 92236-2519
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Margaret Demott
PO Box 221309
Sacramento, CA 95822-8309
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Debra Singer
1233 P
Oakland, CA 94607-1460
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Jay Price
2954 51st St
San Diego, CA 92105-4813
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Denise East
10635 Johnson Ave
Cupertino, CA 95014-3815
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Victoria Miller
15857 Moorpark St
Encino, CA 91436-1541
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Flor de Maria Blickhahn
Irvine, CA 92620
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Gary Tam  
17358 Railroad St  
City of Industry, CA 91748-1023
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Lee Juskalian
PO Box 141
Cardiff, CA 92007-0141
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512  

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Diana Morgan-Hickey  
520 Wagman Dr  
San Jose, CA 95129-1856
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Matt Bender
1527 Villa Cardiff Dr
Cardiff By The Sea, CA 92007-1343
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

John Goldsmith
977 Dominican Way
Ukiah, CA 95482-3706
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512  

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Adam Wilhite  
Green Valley  
Watsonville, CA 95076
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512  

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Karen Jacobs  
1501 Blake St Apt 205  
Berkeley, CA 94703-1885
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Heather C. Gold
35966 Royal Sage Ct
Palm Desert, CA 92211-2716
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Laurence Fitzsimons
HC 2 Box 4034
Trinity Center, CA 96091-9604
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Ruben Garcia  
PO Box 973  
Lake Elsinore, CA 92531-0973
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512  

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Giovanna Sensi-Isolani  
63 Buena Vista  
Benicia, CA 94510-2609
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Jake Gutman
1100 Via De La Paz
Pacific Palisades, CA 90272-2507
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Susan Jacobs  
148 Fairmount Ave  
Santa Cruz, CA 95062-1116
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512  

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Gregg Matson  
8943 Park Trail Dr  
Elk Grove, CA 95624-2728
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Rick Siegfried
2125 18th St
Eureka, CA 95501-2638
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Susan Keller
817 Mercedes Ln Apt 108
Redding, CA 96003-3789
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Nancy Goldberg
4040 Grand View Blvd Unit 30
Los Angeles, CA 90066-5280
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Steven Lerman  
1500 4th St  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5342
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Katherine Gilmore
5224 Grant Ave
Carmichael, CA 95608-3021
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Josy Moyer
155 Los Vientos Way
San Carlos, CA 94070-1508
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Bob Edgerly
1110 Via Verde
Cathedral City, CA 92234-4322
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

S Michelle Klein-Hass
8820 Van Nuys Blvd Apt 2
Panorama City, CA 91402-2425
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

bryan garland  
PO Box 2031  
Lake Arrowhead, CA 92352-2031
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Wayne Johnson
4320 19th St
San Francisco, CA 94114-2417
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Roberto Aburto
10535 Len St
Santee, CA 92071-4932
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Renee Gardner
2417 Venier Way
Costa Mesa, CA 92627-1441
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Suzanne Fouche  
707 W California Way  
Woodside, CA 94062-4034
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Marcia Flannery
363 40th St
Oakland, CA 94609-2608
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Kevin Aungle
1925 Pacific Ave Apt 5
San Francisco, CA 94109-2378
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Dina Brown Hofman
11552 Addison St
Valley Village, CA 91601-4359
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

James Dwyer
787 Plymouth Rd
Claremont, CA 91711-4249
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Ana Black
646 Adams St
Albany, CA 94706-1108
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Jennifer Mayol
43 Aaron Dr
Novato, CA 94949-5497
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Birdee Golden  
7730 Belden St  
San Diego, CA 92111-4458
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Roland Pesch
PO Box 142
The Sea Ranch, CA 95497-0142
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Clarice Rivera
Main
Mpk, CA 93021
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Mark Bockley
5858 Lucas Valley Rd
Nicasio, CA 94946-9703
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Nancy Robinson
147 Jacquelyn Ct
Ridgecrest, CA 93555-3947
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Nancy Gutierrez
45825 Abronia Trl
Palm Desert, CA 92260-4910
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Darryl Roberts
5139 Dry Creek Rd
Healdsburg, CA 95448-9785
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Marlene Denardo
1404 Stanley Dollar Dr
Walnut Creek, CA 94595-7410
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Ruth Yacko
2987 Camino De Las Piedras
El Cajon, CA 92019-2853
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Emily Anderson
417 Atlanta Ave
San Jose, CA 95125-1607
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Jim Salveson
3969 17th St Apt A
San Francisco, CA 94114-4126
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Daniel Podell
2330 Franklin Ave
Santa Rosa, CA 95404-2225
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Armando Aspiras
5355 Brophy Dr
Fremont, CA 94536-7247
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Clea Markman
5804 Abernathy Dr
Los Angeles, CA 90045-1620
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Kathryn Eldredge  
16862 Pasquale Rd  
Nevada City, CA 95959-9575
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Charles Sepos
1786 Waltzer Rd
Santa Rosa, CA 95403-7676
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512  

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irreversibly dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Michele Santoro  
1330 Antelope Ave Apt 22  
Davis, CA 95616-5597
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Mike McNickle
Joshua Tree, CA 92252-3321
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512  

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Brian Wexler  
165 S Civic Dr Ste 7  
Palm Springs, CA 92262-7215
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Norm Toback
3243 Oakdell Rd
Studio City, CA 91604-4223
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Paul Spruell
9407 Old Redwood Hwy Apt G
Penngrove, CA 94951-8759
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Carol Rowland
8215 O Donovan Rd
Creston, CA 93432-9748
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Sigrid McLaughlin
445 High St
Santa Cruz, CA 95060-2641
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Donna Fabiano
9651 Argonne Way
Forestville, CA 95436-9385
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Bruce Doan
12140 Rough and Ready Hwy
Grass Valley, CA 95945-8513
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

David Weitzman
PO Box 456
Covelo, CA 95428-0456
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Mate Klakovich  
19100 Friendly Valley Pkwy  
Newhall, CA 91321-2102
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Paula Barsamian
800 Brommer St Spc 74
Santa Cruz, CA 95062-2860
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Stanley Peterson
427 N Santa Monica St
Los Banos, CA 93635-3223
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Barbara Vangsness
17626 Caliente Pl
Cerritos, CA 90703-9014
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Charles Wolfe
13376 Dronfield Ave
Sylmar, CA 91342-1401
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Douglas Thorley
1565 Hillcrest Blvd
Colfax, CA 95713-9563
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Kari Millette
7070 Flintwood Way
Sacramento, CA 95831-3004
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Susan Posner  
5040 Codorniz Way Unit 36  
Oceanside, CA 92057-4544
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Steve Rosin
80 N Euclid Ave Apt 202
Pasadena, CA 91101-1701
Dear Commission Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Kathryn Summers

1111 San Vicente Blvd
Santa Monica, CA 90402-2007
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Armando A. Garcia
16710 Orange Ave Unit F35
Paramount, CA 90723-6856
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512  

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Blaise Brockman  
370 Campus Dr  
Arcadia, CA 91007-6917
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Jan Kimbrough
5129 Goodland Ave
Valley Village, CA 91607-2915
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Debra Sutton
1116 S Clementine St
Oceanside, CA 92054-5205
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Carolyn Lilly
6114 Caminito Sacate
San Diego, CA 92120-3155
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Cynthia Simms  
31637 E Nine Dr  
Laguna Niguel, CA 92677-2915
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Joseph Ramirez
90 E Lewis St
Ventura, CA 93001-1553
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512  

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Mardelle Milton  
280 Calle De Los Agrinemsors  
Carmel Valley, CA 93924-9725
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Oda John
2000 Post St
San Francisco, CA 94115-3500
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Birgit Hermann
627 Page St Apt 7
San Francisco, CA 94117-2594
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

William Webster
641 Saint George Rd
Danville, CA 94526-6231
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Lauren R & Gary E Ranz
224 Happy Hollow Ct
Lafayette, CA 94549-6243
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Aida Brenneis
44 Bay Tree Ln
Berkeley, CA 94708-2126
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Dennis Mcvey
317 Kent Ave
Kentfield, CA 94904-2526
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Ian and Janeane Moody
6 Alexander Ave
Sausalito, CA 94965-2512
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Bret Smith
PO Box 2824
Santa Cruz, CA 95063-2824
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Jan Kampa
3120 Hardin Way
Soquel, CA 95073-2739
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Diana Swisher
3051 Browns Ln
Soquel, CA 95073-2701
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Lilith Magdalene  
PO Box 1478  
Middletown, CA 95461-1478
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Megan Adams
4860 Reservation Rd
Placerville, CA 95667-9742
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Mary Lopez
5900 Yeoman Way
Citrus Heights, CA 95610-6744
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Susan Biesack
244 S Sycamore Ave
Los Angeles, CA 90036-3007
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Sister Gloriamarie Amalfitano
2205 Judson St
San Diego, CA 92111-6266
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Patricia D'Ambrosio
610 San Gabriel Ave Apt G
Albany, CA 94706-1469
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Andrea Gleason
3329 Brittan Ave Apt 5
San Carlos, CA 94070-3439
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Anthony And Carol Somkin
1076 Park Hills Rd
Berkeley, CA 94708-1750
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Ernest Medeiros
PO Box 54
Forestville, CA 95436-0054
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Marguerite Barragan
209 Bronson St
Watsonville, CA 95076-2801
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Courtney Dubois
915 Pierce St Apt 102
San Francisco, CA 94115-4508
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Gregory Dorais
2418 Willow Tree Ln
Martinez, CA 94553-4338
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

George Cleveland
713 Valley Way
Santa Clara, CA 95051-5626
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Fred Morrison
31211 Faircliff St
Hayward, CA 94544-7445
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Wendy Diamond
523 Santa Barbara Rd
Berkeley, CA 94707-1716
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Linda Klein
1257 E Maple Ave
El Segundo, CA 90245-3259
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Susan Kaar  
928 Hamilton Dr  
Pleasant Hill, CA 94523-3565
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

John Soltero
14348 Riverside Dr Unit 11
Sherman Oaks, CA 91423-1743
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Noah Tenney
318 Athol Ave
Oakland, CA 94606-1416
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Susan Strickland
6663 Gross Ave
West Hills, CA 91307-3210
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Helen Wooll
115 Blossom Cir
San Mateo, CA 94403-4672
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Rosalind Bresnahan
500 Edgerton Dr
San Bernardino, CA 92405-2318
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Mark Edgren
900 Cragmont Ave
Berkeley, CA 94708-1410
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Annette Cadosi Wilson
1421 W Dry Creek Rd
Healdsburg, CA 95448-9131
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Michael Metcalfe
1421 Pandora Ave
Los Angeles, CA 90024-5164
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Anje' Waters
14945 Christmas Tree Ln
Grass Valley, CA 95945-7804
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Beth Olson
4480 N Academy Ave
Sanger, CA 93657-9270
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Janferie Stone
30701 Boice Ln
Fort Bragg, CA 95437-8390
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Chris Hays
1 decline to state
La Canada, CA 91011-2316
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512  

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Jeffrey Carvish  
821 S Citrus Ave  
Escondido, CA 92027-4207
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Chad Scheppner
21418 Entrada Rd
Topanga, CA 90290-3539
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512  

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,  

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.  

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.  

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.  

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.  

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.  

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.  

Sincerely,  

Joy Baker  
380 19th Ave  
San Francisco, CA 94121-2305
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512  

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,  

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.  

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.  

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.  

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.  

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.  

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.  

Sincerely,  

Anthony Arcure  
4218 W Fountain Way  
Fresno, CA 93722-4652
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Don Brew  
360 Millar Ave Apt E  
El Cajon, CA 92020-4294
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Dale Mccart
34 Jackson
Irvine, CA 92620-3360
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Marie M Collins
PO Box 4540
Crestline, CA 92325-4540
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512  

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Mark Garza  
1450 Broadway Apt 8  
San Francisco, CA 94109-2635
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Amy Zink
400 Wayne Ave
Oakland, CA 94606-1167
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Robert Senger
1250 N Mentor Ave Apt 9
Pasadena, CA 91104-2987
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Barbara Burgess  
2064 Lernhart St  
Napa, CA 94559-4441
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Neil Cardew-Fanning
PO Box 291
Dutch Flat, CA 95714-0291
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Ellen Magee
4303 Pavlov Ave
San Diego, CA 92122-3709
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Karl Koessel
PO Box 257
Blue Lake, CA 95525-0257
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Jacqueline Mahrley
641 W Commonwealth Ave Apt B
Fullerton, CA 92832-1798
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Teresa Zollars
831 E Beverly Way
Fresno, CA 93704-4808
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Lora Elstad
3169 Carlyle St
Los Angeles, CA 90065-2049
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512  

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Dennis Oliver  
9355 Konocti Bay Rd  
Kelseyville, CA 95451-9580
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512  

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Anne Ehrlich  
371 Serra Mall  
Stanford, CA 94305-5008
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Dorothy Licalzi
511 Hill St Apt 202
Santa Monica, CA 90405-4219
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Laurie Schick
700 N Greenwood Ave
Tulsa, OK 74106-0702
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512  

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,  

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.  

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.  

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.  

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.  

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.  

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.  

Sincerely,  

William Botch  
6326 W 84th Pl  
Los Angeles, CA 90045-2804
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Janet Kennington
2258 Beverly Glen Pl
Los Angeles, CA 90077-2506
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Stephen Ginsburg
10056 Westwanda Dr
Beverly Hills, CA 90210-1429
We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Debra Pommer-Siegel
31560 Victoria Point Rd
Malibu, CA 90265-2638
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Victoria Shorr
16531 Akron St
Pacific Palisades, CA 90272-2306
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Brian Flannigan
27922 Avenida Cuaderno
Rancho Palos Verdes, CA 90275-1221
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Theresa Copeland
425 S Broadway
Redondo Beach, CA 90277-3718
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Seth Carr
1903 Temple Ave Unit 315
Signal Hill, CA 90755-5611
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

John Grajeda  
3204 Markwood St  
Duarte, CA 91010-1659
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Bob Stonebraker  
16420 Bryant St  
North Hills, CA 91343-5614
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Alexandra Graziano
1408 Calle Morera
Thousand Oaks, CA 91360-6518
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Paul And Alexis Teplitz
3299 Montagne Way
Thousand Oaks, CA 91362-4838
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512  

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Mary Holm  
2838 N Lincoln St  
Burbank, CA 91504-1724
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Robert Pinkus
4055 Tujunga Ave Apt 308
Studio City, CA 91604-3048
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Sheedy Dehdashti
PO Box 683
Del Mar, CA 92014-0683
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Holly Asamura  
1527 Circle Ranch Way Unit 64  
Oceanside, CA 92057-5536
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Bonnie Breckenridge
2885 55th St Apt 10
San Diego, CA 92105-5064
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Joan Raphael
10514 Ponder Way
San Diego, CA 92126-3006
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

J Michael Henderson
12979 Rp Blvd Apt 307
San Diego, CA 92129-2922
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Warren Wood
1221 E Del Paso Way
Palm Springs, CA 92262-3336
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Faye Gregory
163 W B St
Colton, CA 92324-2734
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Anna Arnaoudova
5825 Carleton St
San Bernardino, CA 92407-2597
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Mara Schoner
PO Box 4245
Idyllwild, CA 92549-4245
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Bill Gibson
660 Camino De Los Mares
San Clemente, CA 92673-1800
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Kimberly Sickel
5165 Brunswick Dr
Cypress, CA 90630-3611
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Rafael Canton
1696 Pelican Ave
Ventura, CA 93003-6200
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Linda Livingston
1247 Tico Rd
Ojai, CA 93023-3826
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Larry Patterson
PO Box 1529
Santa Barbara, CA 93102-1529
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Marsha Mcintire
866 Vereda Del Ciervo
Goleta, CA 93117-5337
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Chrys Barnes
1525 La Cita Ct
San Luis Obispo, CA 93401-4641
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Jim Phillips
PO Box 2381
Los Banos, CA 93635-2381
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Nazanin Afshar
2186 Carlmont Dr
Belmont, CA 94002-3469
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Dr. Jo C. Stroud
PO Box 3004
Half Moon Bay, CA 94019-3004
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Pete Corkey
575 27th Ave
San Francisco, CA 94121-2810
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Boris Price
1631 Florida St
San Francisco, CA 94110-4815
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Vanessa Warheit
2301 Hanover St
Palo Alto, CA 94306-1250
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Jean Johnson  
2650 Fulton St  
San Francisco, CA 94118-4026
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Gabriel Steinfeld  
693 Spruce St Apt 1  
Oakland, CA 94610-3861
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Thomas Potts
801 Walavista Ave
Oakland, CA 94610-1149
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Bill and Suzanne Saul
5780 Balmoral Dr
Oakland, CA 94619-2402
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Victoria De Goff
1916 Los Angeles Ave
Berkeley, CA 94707-2419
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Richard Puaoi  
9 Josefa Ct  
Novato, CA 94949-6627
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Jaleila King
PO Box 654
Ross, CA 94957-0654
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Lynda Leigh  
435 Manzanita Ave  
Santa Cruz, CA 95062-5533
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Joan Morgan
13213 Montrose St
Saratoga, CA 95070-4628
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Kevin Wang
213 Hayes Dr
Turlock, CA 95382-1105
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Dante Santos
20192 Alder Rd
Monte Rio, CA 95462-9786
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Norbert Beising  
175 Jed Smith Ln  
Crescent City, CA 95531-9521
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Jackson  
9551 Rockybrook Way  
Elk Grove, CA 95624-4055
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512  

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,  

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.  

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.  

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.  

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.  

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.  

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.  

Sincerely,  

Judy Tillson  
12528 Niego Ln  
San Diego, CA 92128-3025
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Barbara Whitener
431 11th St
Eureka, CA 95501-1806
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512  

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Larry Bailey  
PO Box 992480  
Redding, CA 96099-2480
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512  

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,  

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.  

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.  

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.  

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.  

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.  

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.  

Sincerely,  

Rogers Turrentine  
311 S Horne St Apt C  
Oceanside, CA 92054-3271
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Lee Niffenegger
26587 Millhouse Dr
Santa Clarita, CA 91350-5732
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Charles Beals
6611 McLennan Ave
Van Nuys, CA 91406-5540
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Edward Wainio
1726 Archer St
San Diego, CA 92109-1309
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Sue Cossins
459 Marin Dr
Burlingame, CA 94010-2724
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Nancy E Kay
2627 Cazadero Dr
Carlsbad, CA 92009-5811
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Joan Wickham
3650 Mountain View Ave
Pasadena, CA 91107-4618
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Larry Griffin  
PO Box 551  
Oakdale, CA 95361-0551
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Pamela Scrape
330 Cordova St
Pasadena, CA 91101-2451
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Mir Bahmanyar
6708 Aldea Ave
Van Nuys, CA 91406-5407
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Karen Wallaert
1535 Crane Ter
Ukiah, CA 95482-7910
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512  

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,  

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.  

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.  

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.  

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.  

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.  

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.  

Sincerely,  

Candace Hollis-Franklyn  
146 Stewart Dr  
Tiburon, CA 94920-1325
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Mickley Gantman
4630 Woodley Ave Unit 102
Encino, CA 91436-2701
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Ian Albert
101 Carmel St Apt 3
San Francisco, CA 94117-4358
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Fujiko Yamashita
13600 Mar Pt Dr Unit 1007
Marina Del Rey, CA 90292-9252
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512  

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Ll Noia  
13356 Samantha Ave  
San Diego, CA 92129-2151
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Roberto Bosio
2650 Lambert Dr
Pasadena, CA 91107-2620
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

P Cartwright
PO Box 8159
Rowland Heights, CA 91748-0159
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Phillip Quadrini  
256 Donahue St  
Sausalito, CA 94965-1030
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Phyllis Riley
1102 Ridgecrest Cir
Costa Mesa, CA 92627-3977
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Eli Kuala  
44027 Eaglebluff Ct  
Temecula, CA 92592-9678
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Christopher Mcgee
PO Box 480402
Los Angeles, CA 90048-1402

Christopher Mcgee
PO Box 480402
Los Angeles, CA 90048-1402
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Cheryl Huffman
5508 Butte View Ct
Rocklin, CA 95765-5000
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Robin Reinhart
2626 29th St
San Diego, CA 92104-4907
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Mary Rogan
230 W 64th St
Inglewood, CA 90302-1126
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Carol Smith
830 W 6th St
Gilroy, CA 95020-6004
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512  

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,  

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.  

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.  

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.  

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.  

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.  

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.  

Sincerely,  

Jackie Vescio  
25911 Kaywood Ct  
Escondido, CA 92026-8408
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Sarah Jane Hall
510 S Lake St Apt 215
Burbank, CA 91502-2133
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Watson
5590 Lincoln Way
Felton, CA 95018-9226
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Harvey White
31532 Blackfoot Rd
Coarsegold, CA 93614-9718
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Lisabette Brinkman
308 E Anapamu St
Santa Barbara, CA 93101-1304
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Edwina Whittinghill
6199 N Vista Ave
Fresno, CA 93722-3177
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Stacy Kamin
823 S Bundy Dr Apt 110
Los Angeles, CA 90049-7512
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Catherine Christen
925 Oregon Ave
Palo Alto, CA 94303-3501
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Jeanette Meeker
223 Hartnell Pl
Sacramento, CA 95825-6611
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Victoria Wierig
3163 Old Bridgeport Way
San Diego, CA 92111-7730
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Jonathan Klein
562 Military Way
Palo Alto, CA 94306-3236
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Joyce Grantham
1365 Milton Ave
Walnut Creek, CA 94596-5933
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Robert Olofson
212 14th St
Eureka, CA 95501-1705
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Andrew Cu-Unjieng
3651 Arizona St Unit 6
San Diego, CA 92104-4050
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Stephen Hurlock  
3426 Lathrop Ave  
Simi Valley, CA 93063-1117
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Larry Walters  
401 Barclay Ct  
Suisun City, CA 94585-3705
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Deborah Shields
860 Bluebird Canyon Dr
Laguna Beach, CA 92651-2800
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Rick Shreve
340 Union St Apt H
Arcata, CA 95521-6437
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Nancy Hunter
12021 Gold Pointe Ln
Gold River, CA 95670-6214
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Matt Keay
154 18th Ave Apt B
San Francisco, CA 94121-1322
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512  

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,  

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.  

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.  

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.  

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.  

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.  

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.  

Sincerely,  

Sheila Wyse  
14925 Jadestone Dr  
Sherman Oaks, CA 91403-4507
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Hunter Wallof
12340 Sir Francis Drake Blvd
Point Reyes Station, CA 94956-9733
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512  

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,  

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.  

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.  

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.  

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.  

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.  

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.  

Sincerely,  

Constance Franklin  
808 1/2 Laguna Ave  
Los Angeles, CA 90026-6197
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Teresa Scherzer
197 Banks St
San Francisco, CA 94110-5622
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Mike And Britt Ascher
1515 El Sombro
Lafayette, CA 94549-2339
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Maxine Litwak
164 Caribe Isle
Novato, CA 94949-5347
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Mira Aceves
101 Ellis St Apt 2
Petaluma, CA 94952-3366
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Stacey Rohrbaugh
15900 Ridgeview Rd
Willits, CA 95490-8722
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Wendy Walter
17360 Park Ave
Sonoma, CA 95476-3447
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Linda Johnson
2340 Carol Ave
Mountain View, CA 94040-3813
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Keith And Margaret Vickers
2388 40th Ave
San Francisco, CA 94116-2146
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Jon Maurus
130 Village Ct Apt 1
Walnut Creek, CA 94596-4879
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Michelle Tran
1298 Sierra Ct
San Jose, CA 95132-2649
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Cheryl Chase  
322 Greenoch Way Apt D  
Stockton, CA 95210-2526
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Alexandra Hopkins
2748 Prospect Ave
La Crescenta, CA 91214-3820
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Erin Gannon
849 Milton St
Oakland, CA 94607-3445
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Patrick Turney
4106 Amyx Ct
Hayward, CA 94542-1404
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Jeanette Whitehead
17700 Avalon Blvd Spec 122
Carson, CA 90746-0284
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Vernard Hedges
6452 Cleon Ave
North Hollywood, CA 91606-2706
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512  

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

David Brunk  
361 Mount Washington Dr  
Los Angeles, CA 90065-3148
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Julieann Spangler  
3350 Lemon Ave  
Signal Hill, CA 90755-4704
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Mel Freilicher
4250 4th Ave Apt 222
San Diego, CA 92103-7468
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Ardith Eudey  
164 W Dayton St  
Upland, CA 91786-3120
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Joseph Livolsi
8612 Melvin Ave
Northridge, CA 91324-4137
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Annie Hallatt
1610 Carleton St
Berkeley, CA 94703-1815
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Niles Morgan
2724 Wyatt Ct
Rocklin, CA 95765-5608
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Florence Schwartz  
150 Lombard St Apt 505  
San Francisco, CA 94111-6221
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Tamar Raine
325 Vernon St Apt 105
Oakland, CA 94610-3079
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Robert Taunton
217 Regency Ct
El Sobrante, CA 94803-3361
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512  

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,  

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.  

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.  

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.  

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.  

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.  

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.  

Sincerely,  

Astrid Giese-Zimmer  
90 El Camino Real  
Berkeley, CA 94705-2424
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Barbara Byas
Redlands Blvd
Redlands, CA 92373-6230
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Laura Elton
11159 Richmont Rd
Loma Linda, CA 92354-2967
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Syl Al Tukhaim
2701 Corabel Ln Apt 22
Sacramento, CA 95821-5231
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Jo Ann Lamar
5002 Big Bend Rd
Oroville, CA 95965-9743
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512  

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Susie Cashmore  
PO Box 649  
Cobb, CA 95426-0649
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Martha Grimson
GV Rd
Green Valley, CA 94534
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Linda Petrulias
23 Silvia Dr
Cazadero, CA 95421-9690
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

James Isoda
2023 Bravado St
Vista, CA 92081-7028
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Frank Freitas
2067 Ascot Dr
Moraga, CA 94556-2265
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Jeanne Davenport
6103 E Monlaco Rd
Long Beach, CA 90808-2820
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Steve Green
7822 Prestwick Cir
San Jose, CA 95135-2146
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Michelle Murray
829 Sheridan Ave
Chico, CA 95926-4054
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Larry Mcfatter
93 Kansas St Apt 408
Redlands, CA 92373-1473
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Jeanne Dowell
72 Scenic Dr
Orinda, CA 94563-3412
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Alisa Harrison
2018 Gatehouse Ln
Lincoln, CA 95648-8616
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Judith Schwafel
4043 Meier St
Los Angeles, CA 90066-5719
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Marion Vargas
3209 La Cresta Dr
Bakersfield, CA 93305-1017
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Phyllis Pivo
4480 Westmont St
Ventura, CA 93003-3814
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Janet Tucker
824 Eastman Ranch Rd
Petaluma, CA 94952-5730
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Leslie Mcdowell
9534 Sawyer St
Los Angeles, CA 90035-4106
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Esperanza Martinez
3974 24th St
San Francisco, CA 94114-3704
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Michelle Wagner
9206 Huntington Ave
San Diego, CA 92123-3125
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Karl Church
359 Amber Ln
Dinuba, CA 93618-6603
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Mark Baker
3930 E Kerckhoff Ave
Fresno, CA 93702-2832
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

B Cannon
PO Box 2485
Rocklin, CA 95677-8461
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Steve Hoelke
615 Bucknell Ave
Claremont, CA 91711-5425
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512  

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,  

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.  

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.  

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.  

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.  

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.  

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.  

Sincerely,  

Jean Ricci  
5 Crest Rd  
Belvedere Tiburon, CA 94920-2433
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Arthur Eddy
2179 W 21st St
Los Angeles, CA 90018-1321
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512  

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Francoise Kirkman  
1464 Crespi Dr  
Pacifica, CA 94044-3606
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Lanny Rudner
709 5th Ave Apt A
Venice, CA 90291-6041
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

James Hanson
4066 Coldwater Dr
Rocklin, CA 95765-5609
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

James Noordyk
4538 Cass St
San Diego, CA 92109-2802
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Robert Sykes
17542 Sugarmill Rd
Salinas, CA 93908-1437
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Mardi Brick
2395 Delaware Ave
Santa Cruz, CA 95060-5718
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Richard Fogel
1484 Kentfield Ave
Redwood City, CA 94061-2704
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Henry Ochnicki
576 Martil Way
Milpitas, CA 95035-3626
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Pat Poelma
435 43rd Ave Apt 208
San Francisco, CA 94121-1502
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Jeff Hawley
2426 McCourtney Rd
Lincoln, CA 95648-9710
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

David Hyde
PO Box 186
Orick, CA 95555-0186
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Drew Irby
26855 Via San Jose
Mission Viejo, CA 92691-1812
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512  

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Audrey Hall-Mendoza  
6471 Ashley St  
Felton, CA 95018-9418
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Lois Bacon
PO Box 7
Freedom, CA 95019-0007
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Bill Brand
125 S Broadway
Redondo Beach, CA 90277-3305
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512  

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Mohan Jayapal  
615 Blossom Hill Rd Apt 11  
Los Gatos, CA 95032-4533
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Andrew Rigrod
5301 Balboa Blvd Unit F2
Encino, CA 91316-2707
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Anne Reldt
37875 Dahlia Dr
Newark, CA 94560-4460
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Mickey Walker
1587 Golden Crest Dr
Escondido, CA 92029-4337
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Elsa Gerard
529 3rd St
Manhattan Beach, CA 90266-6414
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Ruth Cardenas
14264 Minorca Cv
Del Mar, CA 92014-2933
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Tereza Kryslova
4013 Camino Lindo
San Diego, CA 92122-2036
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Bruce Spring  
4632 Glenalbyn Dr  
Los Angeles, CA 90065-5060
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Susan Dailey
1322 Santa Rita Rd
Pleasanton, CA 94566-5644
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Marla Hanna  
PO Box 13978  
South Lake Tahoe, CA 96151-3978
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Adriana Galvez
1058 E Providencia Ave
Burbank, CA 91501-1545
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512  

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Kathy Szubota  
36302 Mustang Spirit Ln  
Wildomar, CA 92595-7606
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Sandra Van Horn
3375 Punta Alta Unit A
Laguna Woods, CA 92637-0203
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Kay Willens
2706 Best Ave
Oakland, CA 94619-3204
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Joyce Pennell
2127 Ticonderoga Dr
San Mateo, CA 94402-4021
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Stuart Gimber
1550 Crespo Dr
La Jolla, CA 92037-3842
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Sarah Tamor
2409 Cloverfield Blvd
Santa Monica, CA 90405-1824
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Kendra Walker  
2346 Galway Rd  
San Pablo, CA 94806-1673
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Jeffrey Jones
260 Bronwood Ave
Los Angeles, CA 90049-3104
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Scott Kilburn
4042 Camero Ave
Los Angeles, CA 90027-4515
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Todd Maki
101 Alma St Apt 804
Palo Alto, CA 94301-1009
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Jan Van Dusen
1501 Magnolia St
Oakland, CA 94607-2226
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Christopher Cornish  
PO Box 14862  
San Francisco, CA 94114-0862
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Atticus Carr
1587 47th Ave
San Francisco, CA 94122-2910
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

sarah brinker
2285 Broadway St Apt 2
San Francisco, CA 94115-1243
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Kit Ho
782 Reef Point Ct
Rodeo, CA 94572-2017
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Brandon Ramirez
805 Mountain View St
Altadena, CA 91001-4926
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Barbara Decastro
PO Box 296
Forestville, CA 95436-0296
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Lauren Mason
4145 Woodcliff Rd
Sherman Oaks, CA 91403-4337
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Kristi Kissell
2395 47th Ave
San Francisco, CA 94116-2054
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Karma Boyer  
302 Mission Serra Ter  
Chico, CA 95926-5125
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Thomasin Alyxander  
10044 Brooks Rd  
Windsor, CA 95492-7578
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Janice Tarr
11420 Berwick St
Los Angeles, CA 90049-3416
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512  

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Dalia Hettfield  
4029 1/2 Firestone Blvd  
South Gate, CA 90280-3215
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

John Livingston
2378 Waldon St
Redding, CA 96001-2621
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512  

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,  

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.  

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.  

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.  

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.  

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.  

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.  

Sincerely,  

Verona Murray  
PO Box 5038  
Oroville, CA 95966-0038
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Patrick Russell
6052 Chabot Rd Apt 10
Oakland, CA 94618-1661
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Trudy Denney
640 Miramar Ave
San Francisco, CA 94112-1232
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512  

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,  

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.  

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.  

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.  

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.  

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.  

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.  

Sincerely,  

George Klipfel  
67380 Garbino Rd  
Cathedral City, CA 92234-8405
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Bob And Diane Burdick
50 Loyola Ave
Ventura, CA 93003-2314
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Johnny Bloom
411 Wilma Ct
Manteca, CA 95336-3151
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Eric Brooks
1104 Polk St
San Francisco, CA 94109-5513
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Jamie Rosenblood  
12235 Gorham Ave  
Los Angeles, CA 90049-5214
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Carolyn Nolan
29099 Avenue 16
Madera, CA 93636-2001
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

James Barnett
2829 Montana Ave
Merced, CA 95340-2515
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Barry Edw Silverman
2036 Nevada City Hwy Ste 192
Grass Valley, CA 95945-7700
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Sioux Drabic
40223 Village 40
Camarillo, CA 93012-5602
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Sabrina Hogan
1020 Oakleaf Ave
Monrovia, CA 91016-3050
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Robert Haw
2006 Skyview Dr
Altadena, CA 91001-2129
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

D Deprospero
1165 Regia Ct
Sunnyvale, CA 94087-2471
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512  

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,  

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.  

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.  

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.  

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.  

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.  

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.  

Sincerely,  

Scott Peer  
1444 Marion Dr  
Glendale, CA 91205-3719
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Richelle Ching
PO Box 392
Redondo Beach, CA 90277-0392
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Alice Welchert  
PO Box 6599  
Los Osos, CA 93412-6599
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Robert Ellis
1919 Market St Ste F
Oakland, CA 94607-3337
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512  

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,  

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.  

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.  

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.  

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.  

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.  

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.  

Sincerely,  

Delia Pallaziol  
1683 Olympus Loop Dr  
Vista, CA 92081-5445
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

walter brown
PO Box 2532
Palm Desert, CA 92261-2532
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512  

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,  

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.  

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.  

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.  

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.  

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.  

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.  

Sincerely,  

Fatima Lemus  
315 E Plenty St  
Long Beach, CA 90805-6604
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

David Yanowitz  
6457 Firmament Ave  
Van Nuys, CA 91406-6219
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Charles Goodart
PO Box 1048
Quincy, CA 95971-1048
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Corey Benjamin
970 Menlo Ave
Los Angeles, CA 90006-2866
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512  

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,  

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.  

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.  

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.  

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.  

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.  

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.  

Sincerely,  

Marcia Bentley  
PO Box 182238  
Coronado, CA 92178-2238
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Antoinette Jaccard
11920 Windward Ave
Los Angeles, CA 90066-2841
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Julie Arnold
PO Box 573
Penryn, CA 95663-0573
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Anneliese Monnes
21 Saucito Ave
Monterey, CA 93940-5535
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512  

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,  

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.  

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.  

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.  

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.  

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.  

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.  

Sincerely,  

Thomas Conroy  
1466 11th St  
Manhattan Beach, CA 90266-6108
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Arline Fernandez
1261 Rainbow Valley Blvd
Fallbrook, CA 92028-9773
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Marilyn Jasper  
3921 Dawn Dr  
Loomis, CA 95650-9749
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Alex Stromeyer
5910 Old Gulch Rd
San Andreas, CA 95249-9720
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Gregg Sparkman  
160 Lincoln Ave  
Palo Alto, CA 94301-2437
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Tatiana Torres  
3714 Glendon Ave  
Los Angeles, CA 90034-6208
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Nancy Kelly
1624 E Hedges Ave
Fresno, CA 93728-2025
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Gladwyn D'Souza
1473 Sixth Ave
Belmont, CA 94002-3819
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Lesley Hudak
3 Rita Way
Orinda, CA 94563-4131
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Kelli Lent
1827 Harvard Dr
Alameda, CA 94501-1603
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Peter Mikkelsen
658 66th St
Oakland, CA 94609-1004
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Chris Franchuk
445 Milan Dr Unit 201
San Jose, CA 95134-2485
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512  

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Barbara Beth  
PO Box 191443  
San Francisco, CA 94119-1443
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Yolimar M. Duran Araque
Venezuela
Caracas
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Paul Sheldon  
25 Idlewood Dr  
Tonawanda, NY 14150-6413
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512  

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,  

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.  

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.  

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.  

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.  

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.  

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.  

Sincerely,  

Julie & Philip Spickler  
1259 El Camino Real PMB 163  
Menlo Park, CA 94025-4208
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Edwin Bruce
5133 Brewster Ave
San Jose, CA 95124-5452
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Joseph Gallegos
PO Box 113
El Portal, CA 95318-0113
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Jim Robertson
446 San Vicente Blvd
Santa Monica, CA 90402-1731
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

pearl wheeler
915 E Rio Grande St Apt 201
Pasadena, CA 91104-2453
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Robert Parker Stellato
3015 E Bayshore Rd Spc 212
Redwood City, CA 94063-4108
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

John Ferrari
1175 W Baseline Rd
Claremont, CA 91711-2146
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Tanya Masuguchi
4570 Van Nuys Blvd # 539
Sherman Oaks, CA 91403-2913
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512  

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Deborah Secor  
2937 Worden St  
San Diego, CA 92110-5750
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512  

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,  

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.  

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.  

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.  

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.  

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.  

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.  

Sincerely,  

Michael Russell  
2023 Folsom St Apt 9  
San Francisco, CA 94110-1343
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Deborah Walden
1950 3rd St
La Verne, CA 91750-4401
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Winter Uhlarik
4521 W 6th St
Los Angeles, CA 90020-4701
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Jason Jungreis
527 47th Ave
San Francisco, CA 94121-2424
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Marianne Tornatore
1068 Calle Del Cerro Unit 1512
San Clemente, CA 92672-6081
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Ann Bein
2216 Overland Ave
Los Angeles, CA 90064-2026
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Daniel Duboise  
725 Main St Apt E  
El Segundo, CA 90245-3043
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512  

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Sarah Alvarez  
3414 Cricklewood St  
Torrance, CA 90505-6623
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Dennis Bunton
6319 Comstock Ave Apt A
Whittier, CA 90601-3584
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Oscar Alvarez
10816 Camarillo St Apt 7
West Toluca Lake, CA 91602-1313
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Javier Flores
6630 Hollycrest Ct
San Diego, CA 92121-4137
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Aubree Stephens
13642 Holmes St Ste Et
Yucaipa, CA 92399-5547
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Curtis Keedy  
4050 Ramona Dr  
Riverside, CA 92506-1172
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Chris Seaton  
1041 Via Chaparral  
Santa Barbara, CA 93105-9746
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Timothy Larkin
1515 Sutter St
San Francisco, CA 94109-5337
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Katherine Rae  
101 Escolta Way  
San Francisco, CA 94116-2941
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Urmila Padmanabhan
42629 Queens Park Ct
Fremont, CA 94538-3946
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512  

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Carol Pinson  
275 Brady Ct  
Martinez, CA 94553-3576
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512  

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Benjamin Short  
12600 Coleman Ave  
Felton, CA 95018-8918
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Rick Robins
17169 Oscar Dr
Grass Valley, CA 95949-7220
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Ronald Firgens
PO Box 5123
Pine Mountain Club, CA 93222-5123
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Cheryl Ann Alexander  
885 Montecito Dr  
Los Angeles, CA 90031-1453
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Alicia Salazar
3436 E 2nd St
Los Angeles, CA 90063-2916
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Diana Crane
612 Madrid Ave Apt A
Torrance, CA 90501-2061
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Chester Starkweather
13116 Chestnut St
Whittier, CA 90602-3032
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Frank Ferguson
18890 Brasilia Dr
Northridge, CA 91326-1950
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512  

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,  

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.  

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.  

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.  

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.  

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.  

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.  

Sincerely,  

Rudy Sovinee  
1935 Sunset Dr  
Escondido, CA 92025-6629
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Fran Howard  
4346 Campus Ave Unit 202  
San Diego, CA 92103-2456
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Jeri Bakhsh
4301 Moraga Ave
San Diego, CA 92117-4502
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Randy Strauss
1815 Walnut Dr
Mountain View, CA 94040-4003
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Jon Bazinet
15972 Via Paro
San Lorenzo, CA 94580-2444
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512  

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Thomas Jordan  
474 Churchill Ave  
Palo Alto, CA 94301-3603
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Kathryn Kind  
904 Nowita Pl  
Venice, CA 90291-3839
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Stephanie Stone
238 Petaluma Way
Petaluma, CA 94954-1310
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Ramsey Gregory
5201 Laguna Oaks Dr
Elk Grove, CA 95758-7315
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Reva Biers
4631 Ellenita Ave
Tarzana, CA 91356-4931
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Marianne Ewing  
200 Elm Rd  
Bolinas, CA 94924-9735
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Janelle Chase
1888 San Jose Ave
San Francisco, CA 94112-2459
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Leigh Castellon
5630 Sacramento Ave
Richmond, CA 94804-5606
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Gregor Syben
PO Box 598
Tahoe City, CA 96145-0598
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Pat Stangl
9461 Charleville Blvd
Beverly Hills, CA 90212-3017
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Mary Harrison
1620 Cerro Gordo St
Los Angeles, CA 90026-2032
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Diana Kliche
3351 Ridge Park Ct
Long Beach, CA 90804-1201
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Em Wilkinson
223 Jeter St
Redwood City, CA 94062-1958
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Peter Morris
58975 Carmelita Cir
Yucca Valley, CA 92284-6433
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Lauren Steiner
1725 Clear View Dr
Beverly Hills, CA 90210-2012
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Mary Lohr
PO Box 461014
Escondido, CA 92046-1014
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Lela Nishizaki
1105 Hopkins Dr
Dixon, CA 95620-2624
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Ruth Valderama
PO Box 2142
Aptos, CA 95001-2142
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Laura Leipzig
1911 Sacramento St
Berkeley, CA 94702-1504
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Esther Zamora
12456 Los Moras Way
Victorville, CA 92392-4801
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512  

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Mike Dopson  
1040 Sutter St Apt 31  
San Francisco, CA 94109-5831
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Patricia Krommer
2957 Brighton Ave
Los Angeles, CA 90018-3123
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Liza Morell
255 Pioneer Rd
Watsonville, CA 95076-0831
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Alfred Cross  
350 Arballo Dr  
San Francisco, CA 94132-2126
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

David Dexter  
286 Shoreline Hwy  
Mill Valley, CA 94941-3624
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Wayne Gearhart
1059 1/2 Essex St
San Diego, CA 92103-3303
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Fran Watson
9734 Jamacha Blvd
Spring Valley, CA 91977-5227
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Susan Rodriguez
1076 Rahara Dr
Lafayette, CA 94549-2719
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Joan Armer  
1700 De Anza Blvd Apt 114  
San Mateo, CA 94403-3967
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Jeanette Dorsey
4334 Temecula St
San Diego, CA 92107-1126
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Marjorie Visher
1413 Wildrose Way
Mountain View, CA 94043-4587
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Steve Woodward
1888 Colgate Dr
Thousand Oaks, CA 91360-5003
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Pamela Scott
167 Teihl Dr
Boulder Creek, CA 95006-8543
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Jerry Rudd
PO Box 9698
South Lake Tahoe, CA 96158-2698
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Harold Pick
2493 S Bundy Dr
Los Angeles, CA 90064-2717
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Czyzewski
2042 1/2 Valentine St
Los Angeles, CA 90026-2377
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Carol Ng
960 Edgecliffe Dr
Los Angeles, CA 90026-1502
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512  

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,  

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.  

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.  

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.  

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.  

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.  

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.  

Sincerely,  

Victoria Brandon  
9311 Bianca Ave  
Northridge, CA 91325-2407
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Sue Wawrzycki
239 Corbett Ave
San Francisco, CA 94114-1816
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512  

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Sigrid Acosta Ramos  
14836 Hart St  
Van Nuys, CA 91405-3019
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Damon Brown
3536 S Cloverdale Ave
Los Angeles, CA 90016-5229
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512  

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Betty Murphy  
35 Linden Ave Apt 310  
Long Beach, CA 90802-5059
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Francisco Montes
622 Bennett Ave
Ventura, CA 93003-0410
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Sheila Martinez  
2438 La Costa Dr  
Santa Maria, CA 93455-1687
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Michelle Storace
420 Jonathan Ridge Dr
Danville, CA 94506-1357
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Doug Howard
2671 W Pueblo Ave
Napa, CA 94558-4347
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Laurel Harris
PO Box 88
Rutherford, CA 94573-0088
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Andrew Youngmeister
6401 Shellmound St Apt 6410
Emeryville, CA 94608-1067
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Kerri Fisher  
787 Manuela Way  
Arroyo Grande, CA 93420-6108
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Eileen Bill  
1511 La Esplanada Pl Apt 426  
Santa Rosa, CA 95404-5972
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Peter Barnett
PO Box 5005
Tahoe City, CA 96145-5005
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512  

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Kimberly Wilkinson  
677 Santa Monica Way  
Salinas, CA 93901-1011
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Daniel Ferra  
2857 N Los Felices Rd Unit 114  
Palm Springs, CA 92262-0636
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Richard Eastman
1806 San Antonio Ave
Berkeley, CA 94707-1618
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512  

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Tony Slajs  
615 32nd Ave  
San Francisco, CA 94121-2714
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Beate & John Evey
7683 Marker Rd
San Diego, CA 92130-5616
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Gayle Parsons
PO Box 2021
Palos Verdes Peninsula, CA 90274-8021
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Marvin Gentz
388 Shaw Rd
Walnut Creek, CA 94597-2041
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Doug David
7320 Cuvier St Apt B
La Jolla, CA 92037-5089
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

George Shea
4288 Klump Ave
North Hollywood, CA 91602-2654
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Patricia Fishtein
4661 Dwight St
San Diego, CA 92105-3548
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Brenda Hattisburg
15335 Washington Ave Apt 102
San Leandro, CA 94579-1841
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Rene Quinones  
48 Oakhurst Rd  
Irvine, CA 92620-1235
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Barbara Speidel
8145 Binney Pl
La Mesa, CA 91942-2611
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Leah Garland  
625 S Barrington Ave Apt 14  
Los Angeles, CA 90049-4406
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Tim Ryan
34522 Via Verde
Capistrano Beach, CA 92624-1330
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Tracey Archer  
829 Garnet St  
West Sacramento, CA 95691-2159
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

John Cronin
7731 Bently Ave
Garden Grove, CA 92841-3055
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Paul & Kathleen Lanctot
Lockewood Lane
Scotts Valley, CA 95066-3946
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Eleanor Cuevas
413 Chestnut Ave
Sonoma, CA 95476-3416
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Virginia Sharkey
1524 Raegan Way
Santa Rosa, CA 95405-4527
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Karen Parlette
2141 Tydd St
Eureka, CA 95501-5626
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Cheri Pann
1116 Palms Blvd
Venice, CA 90291-3525
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Ruby Mitchell
10619 Farallone Dr
Cupertino, CA 95014-4407
Dear Commission Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Maureen Mcgee
790 Alma Real Dr
Pacific Palisades, CA 90272-3703
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Rikje Maria Ruiter  
Zaagmolenkade7  
Utrecht, CA 35155
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Robert Summers
29 Walnut Ave
Mill Valley, CA 94941-2705
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Saveri
1857 Paloma St
Pasadena, CA 91104-4816
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Ruth Cameron
PO Box 520
Agoura Hills, CA 91376-0520
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512  

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Lucia Landman  
1974 Alderbrook Pl  
Chula Vista, CA 91913-2325
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512  

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Devlon Clouser  
10 Madrid Ct  
Novato, CA 94949-6367
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Kat Gelles
1125 Rivera St
San Francisco, CA 94116-1710
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Tiana Norlemann
1760 State St Apt 39
S Pasadena, CA 91030-2171
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Kit Lofroos
101a Post St
Petaluma, CA 94952-2624
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Lupe Sesma
880 Mabury Rd
San Jose, CA 95133-1021
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Chris Pitzel  
1940 Heywood St  
Simi Valley, CA 93065-3586
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Carol Becker
14257 Roblar Pl
Sherman Oaks, CA 91423-4017
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Sean Hagstrom
151 N Center St
Redlands, CA 92373-8147
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Donna Mitchell
5440 Baltimore Dr Unit 149
La Mesa, CA 91942-2064
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512  

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,  

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.  

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.  

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.  

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.  

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.  

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.  

Sincerely,  

Tom Davidson  
PO Box 885  
Morro Bay, CA 93443-0885
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Cathie Delay
1202 Johnathan Dr
Yuba City, CA 95993-8116
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Kim Jensen  
9831 Cullman Ave  
Whittier, CA 90603-1516
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Darius Fattahipour  
15575 Canton Ridge Ter  
San Diego, CA 92127-4120
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

David Hollier
PO Box 3453
Crestline, CA 92325-3453
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Paula Chojnacki
1662 Burton St
San Diego, CA 92111-7525
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Bruce Von Alten  
921 Campbell Ave  
Yreka, CA 96097-9601
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Lizzie Vierra
2021 Irvine Ave
Costa Mesa, CA 92627-2172
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Britt Morrissey
6426 W 83rd St
Los Angeles, CA 90045-2846
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Mika Godzich
PO Box 339
Fall River Mills, CA 96028-0339
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Suzi Sandore
1522 S Upas St
Escondido, CA 92025-5556
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Kyle Petlock
6200 Annan Way
Los Angeles, CA 90042-1346
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Megan Cutler
2012 Potter Ave
Modesto, CA 95350-3487
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Alexandra Davison
20868 State Highway 175
Middletown, CA 95461-9526
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Chris Rigney
303 Oak Ct
Daly City, CA 94014-3510
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Karen Ragan-George
3 Faireliff Ct
Glendale, CA 91206-1725
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Dorothy Shelley  
2264 Pamela Dr  
Napa, CA 94558-3265
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Janet McCalister  
520 Valley View Dr  
Paradise, CA 95969-3048
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Tristan Mansson-Perrone
2975 Carpenter Ct
Marina, CA 93933-4633
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Dominick Falzone
745 S Normandie Ave Apt 108
Los Angeles, CA 90005-2060
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

A Pamella Marks
1787 Catlin St
Fullerton, CA 92833-5648
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Jennifer Hazen
539 Hoover Ave
San Jose, CA 95126-2408
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Carol Wiley
15457 Eto Camino Rd
Victorville, CA 92394-1383
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Anne Middleton
5105 67th St
San Diego, CA 92115-1617
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512  

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,  

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.  

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.  

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.  

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.  

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.  

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.  

Sincerely,  

Julian Yerena Jr  
13571 E 3rd St  
Parlier, CA 93648-2706
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Toni Russell
348 Firecrest Ave
Pacifica, CA 94044-1721
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Alberta Lesko
50 Corte De Sabla
Greenbrae, CA 94904-1310
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Lenores Sheridan
1531 University Ave Unit 418
Berkeley, CA 94703-1488
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Sheilagh Creighton
285 Scenic Rd
Fairfax, CA 94930-1525
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Barbara Essenmacher
737 Mayo Way
Modesto, CA 95351-3062
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Trymon Hunter
514 Baines Ave
Sonoma, CA 95476-3969
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irreversibly dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Jimmie Lunsford
PO Box 16642
San Diego, CA 92176-6642
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Diane Watters
2370 Lawnview Ct
Simi Valley, CA 93065-2537
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Penelope Navone
104 Gentle Breeze Way
Cloverdale, CA 95425-5420
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Ed Schehl
PO Box 2123
Santa Cruz, CA 95063-2123
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Shannon Hunter
432 N 9th St
San Jose, CA 95112-3349
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Marilyn Lemmon
1265 Contra Costa Dr
El Cerrito, CA 94530-2564
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Merilie Robertson
24308 Shrewsbury Cir
Canoga Park, CA 91307-1240
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Georgette Cora
4905 Summer Grove Cir
Fairfield, CA 94534-3984
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Katherine Rykowski
66900 Ironwood Dr Apt 1808
Desert Hot Springs, CA 92240-6024
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

David Lewbin
918 Broderick St Ph Ap
San Francisco, CA 94115-4420
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Leah Olson
756 Page St
San Francisco, CA 94117-2439
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Ray Simmons  
821 S Mansfield Ave Apt 1  
Los Angeles, CA 90036-4947
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Linda Furr
1307 Arcadian Ave
Chico, CA 95926-3212
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Cindy & George Fosselius
1232 Everett St
El Cerrito, CA 94530-2435
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Robert Latter
2 Malaga Pl E
Manhattan Beach, CA 90266-7202
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Ron Smith
511 Sunset Ave
Woodland, CA 95695-3246
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Lee Smith
HC 4 Box 645a
California Hot Springs, CA 93207-9712
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Tj Newman
1953 Wright St
Sacramento, CA 95825-1118
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Sandra Thompson
305 Falkirk Ct
Lincoln, CA 95648-8027
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Carol Kirk
2360 Redwood Rd Apt 238
Napa, CA 94558-3287
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Merrilee Mitchell
13312 Clairepointe Way
Oakland, CA 94619-3531
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Derek Polka
2334 Browning St Apt 6
Berkeley, CA 94702-2057
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

June Caminiti
124 Terrace Ave
Kentfield, CA 94904-1531
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Ellen Cohler
6215 Manoa St
Oakland, CA 94618-1344
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Rebecca Thomas
PO Box 391076
Mountain View, CA 94039-1076
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Robert Spaccarotelli
115 N Mountain Ave Apt 228
Claremont, CA 91711-4504
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Raymond Capezzuto
1786 Shadow Mountain Dr
Encinitas, CA 92024-2949
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Barbara Schlitz
1596 Molitor Rd
Belmont, CA 94002-3714
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Donnamarie Ayala
5820 Calle Casas Bonitas
San Diego, CA 92139-3508
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512  

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Joe Lorigo  
603 N Lincoln St  
Burbank, CA 91506-1929
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Larry Hermann
4812 Larimer Way
Castro Valley, CA 94546-3728
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512  

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,  

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.  

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.  

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.  

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.  

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.  

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.  

Sincerely,  

Sandra Gather  
164 Diamond Grove Ct  
Roseville, CA 95747-4606
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Kaytee Sumida
7331 Princess View Dr
San Diego, CA 92120-1333
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Steve Conrad
382 Spruce Dr.
Lake Arrowhead, CA 92352
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Ben Swire
120 Pierce St
San Francisco, CA 94117-3334
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512  

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,  

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.  

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.  

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.  

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.  

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.  

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.  

Sincerely,  

Elva Pero  
32641 Caribbean Dr  
Dana Point, CA 92629-3539
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Kathy Klusky
10844 Ambassador Dr
Rancho Cordova, CA 95670-2430
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Charles Anderson
16226 Avenida Suavidad
San Diego, CA 92128-3212
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Al Kisner
PO Box 8186
La Crescenta, CA 91224-0186
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Malvina Landau
618 Tarento Dr
San Diego, CA 92106-2822
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Eva Rivera
10721 Burnet Ave
Mission Hills, CA 91345-2038
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Richard & Amelia Hill
4585 Beverly Glen Dr
Oceanside, CA 92056-2931
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Johanna Lang
4219 Tanager Ter
Fremont, CA 94555-3000
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Jan Beeman
14123 Buttner Rd
Guerneville, CA 95446-9509
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Ron Massoli
3524 Woodstock Rd
Santa Ynez, CA 93460-9718
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Karen Bien
8764 N Recreation Ave
Fresno, CA 93720-3959
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Nikki Nafziger
43 Frey Pl
Vallejo, CA 94590-3109
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Lisa Rogers  
19821 Mountain Meadow S  
Hidden Valley Lake, CA 95467-8570
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Jamie Perlman  
28 Fairway Pt  
Newport Coast, CA 92657-1722
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Jon Shmagin
2153 Montair Ave
Long Beach, CA 90815-2939
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512  

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Victor Vuyas  
1244 Broadway  
San Francisco, CA 94109-2704
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Sharon Hull
800 Brommer St Spc 75
Santa Cruz, CA 95062-2860
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512  

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Marjorie Burnham  
PO Box 4059  
Paradise, CA 95967-4059
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512  

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

 Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Kay Choi  
15 Sharon Ct  
Daly City, CA 94014-1567
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Joel Okada
341 Lomita St
El Segundo, CA 90245-4052
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Joseph Buhowsky
83 Tahoe Ct
San Ramon, CA 94582-4865
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Howard Rosenthal  
555 Laurel Ave Apt 407  
San Mateo, CA 94401-4159
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Phillip Mertz
5332 Bryant Ave
Oakland, CA 94618-1430
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Mary Praznik
3220 Stonegate Ln
Alamo, CA 94507-1721
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Mortimer Glasgal
1501 Santa Barbara St Apt E
Santa Barbara, CA 93101-1920
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512  

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Ann Simonsen  
5836 Esrig Way  
Sacramento, CA 95841-4706
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Murray Levine  
5702 Hazel Ave  
Richmond, CA 94805-2006
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512  

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,  

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.  

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.  

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.  

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.  

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.  

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.  

Sincerely,  

Lisa Kienholz  
4124 Lyceum Ave  
Los Angeles, CA 90066-5710
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Joan Ferreira  
61984 Chollita Rd  
Joshua Tree, CA 92252-2330
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Christine James
4060 El Cerrito Rd
Palo Alto, CA 94306-3114
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Daniel Denis
9542 Markwood Dr
Santee, CA 92071-1448
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Carole Reiner
1325 Ponderosa Ave
Fullerton, CA 92835-2034
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Nancy Walker
3691 McMillan Dr
Arcata, CA 95521-8372
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Susan Bryson
12825 Chukar Cir
Sonora, CA 95370-5968
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Roselen Newstat  
475 Quietwood Dr  
San Rafael, CA 94903-1339
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Rebel Kreklow
9369 Winding Oak Dr
Fair Oaks, CA 95628-4175
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

David Neiberger
PO Box 6549
Carmel By The, CA 93921-6549
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Judy Turner
3610 Hall Rd
Corning, CA 96021-9690
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Bonnie Pearce
3529 Paseo De Elenita Unit 187
Oceanside, CA 92056-4151
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Linda Thomas
441 Walnut St Apt 3
San Francisco, CA 94118-1932
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

George Burnash
10541 Malaga Way
Rancho Cordova, CA 95670-3637
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Cody Grout
14526 Old White Toll Rd
Grass Valley, CA 95945-4320
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Laquitta Andrews
19674 Soulsbyville Rd
Soulsbyville, CA 95372-9741
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Bob Simmons  
8420 Hermosa Ave Apt D  
Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91730-3751
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Jim Messano
1626 Raquel Ct
San Jose, CA 95128-3639
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Jane Goldman
401 Granelli Ave
Half Moon Bay, CA 94019-1819
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Carol Hendl
14039 Hastings Ranch Ln
Rch Cucamonga, CA 91739-2176
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Francis Fredette
2232 Camilar Dr
Camarillo, CA 93010-2061
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Sarosh Patel
525 Inverness Way
Sunnyvale, CA 94087-4610
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Vernetta Muir
PO Box 395
Knights Landing, CA 95645-0395
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Destiny Tran
1114 Delna Manor Ln Apt 2
San Jose, CA 95128-3415
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Megan Kerins  
142 Acadia St  
San Francisco, CA 94131-3213
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Camile Getter
4441 G St
Sacramento, CA 95819-3139
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512  

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Urs Hoelzle  
PO Box 60520  
Palo Alto, CA 94306-0520
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Carol Weinstock
3600 Harbor Blvd
Oxnard, CA 93035-4136
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Laura Matyi
400 N The Strand
Oceanside, CA 92054-1924
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Laszlo Kurucz  
26571 Normandale Dr Apt 25j  
Lake Forest, CA 92630-7971
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Gaye O'Callahan
363 Moreton Bay Ln Unit 2
Goleta, CA 93117-6244
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Walter Bodger
5805 Comstock Ave Apt 4
Whittier, CA 90601-5416
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Eric Melendez
2174 Cambridge St
Los Angeles, CA 90006-4249
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Miriam Weinstein
7 Oak Tree Ln Apt 4
Fairfax, CA 94930-1124
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Imran Mirdad  
1215 33rd Ave  
San Francisco, CA 94122-1302
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Stephen Poulios
2365 Union St
San Francisco, CA 94123-3932
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Mark Takaro
3026 Stanton St
Berkeley, CA 94702-2730
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Marilyn Berlin
1738 28th Ave
San Francisco, CA 94122-4219
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Jean Reinys
1219 Francisco St
Berkeley, CA 94702-1334
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512  

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

John And Ann Kadyk  
1060 Mariposa Ave  
Berkeley, CA 94707-2444
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Swarthout
6739 Richmond Ave
Richmond, CA 94805-2079
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Diane Hill
6214 Aspinwall Rd
Oakland, CA 94611-2114
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Donald Grether
1031 Oxford St
Berkeley, CA 94707-2621
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Nancy Byers
2009 Prince St
Berkeley, CA 94703-2518
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Merle Hill
1399 Via Madera
San Lorenzo, CA 94580-2742
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Floyd Flanagan
3111 E Mariquita St
Long Beach, CA 90803-5806
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Ian Griffith
3824 Evans St Apt 2
Los Angeles, CA 90027-3339
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Levy
4468 Merlin Way
Soquel, CA 95073-2339
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

John & Sue Scott
4370 Tao Way
Butte Valley, CA 95965-8345
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512  

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Marco Van Erp  
1308 Montana Ave  
Santa Monica, CA 90403-1710
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512  

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,  

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.  

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.  

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.  

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.  

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.  

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.  

Sincerely,  

Robert Boehme  
1386 Block Dr  
Santa Clara, CA 95050-4413
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512  

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,  

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.  

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.  

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.  

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.  

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.  

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.  

Sincerely,  

Joshua Wilken  
1263 Parque Dr  
Chico, CA 95926-7333
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Thomas Fukuman
2313 W 170th St
Torrance, CA 90504-2833
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Rebecca Davis
1302 Euclid St
Santa Monica, CA 90404-1732
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Carolyn Pettis
28625 Winterdale Dr
Santa Clarita, CA 91387-3138
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Dara Grey
671 Vernon St Apt 310
Oakland, CA 94610-1487
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

William Evans
2531 Carlow Ln
El Cajon, CA 92020-2077
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Kim Lazaro
12939 Conley St
Poway, CA 92064-5609
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Mike & Marga Filip
1001 McCloud Ave
Mount Shasta, CA 96067-9451
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Sarah Cadman
412 Caledonia St
Santa Cruz, CA 95062-3312
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Jennie Pakradooni
6403 Shattuck Ave # 1
Oakland, CA 94609-1031
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Kathryn Brandt
1964 Palmerston Pl
Los Angeles, CA 90027-1816
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

John Elliott
860 Sutter St Apt 106
San Francisco, CA 94109-0517
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Velma Oakes
PO Box 312
Etna, CA 96027-0312
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Patricia Wipfler
4114 Willmar Dr
Palo Alto, CA 94306-3835
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Julie Gall
829 Georgia St
Imperial Beach, CA 91932-2342
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Andy Fisher  
77 Lerida Ct  
Portola Valley, CA 94028-7424
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Marcia Orbelian
608 48th Ave
San Francisco, CA 94121-2410
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Christopher Agostini
839 Garfield St
San Francisco, CA 94132-2624
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Jennifer Grasso
1210 W Paseo Del Mar
San Pedro, CA 90731-6026
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Lowell Young
5589 Meadow Ln
Mariposa, CA 95338-9630
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

July Green
229 Pacific Heights Dr
Santa Rosa, CA 95403-7508
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Heather Blancho
107 Gerard Dr
Goleta, CA 93117-1085
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Alan Watwood
359 Maeve Ct
San Jose, CA 95136-3927
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Quincy McCourt
3781 Circle Dr
Loomis, CA 95650-9240
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Roberta Holt
2251 Lido Cir
Stockton, CA 95207-6017
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Maurice Correa
11622 El Camino Real
San Diego, CA 92130-2049
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Amy Mccrary
2450 Grosse Ave
Santa Rosa, CA 95404-3129
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512  

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Joan Parrish  
118 La Canada Way  
Santa Cruz, CA 95060-1044
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Dale Wright
17134 Woodson View Ln
Ramona, CA 92065-6813
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Dollie Spinks
713 W 6th St Unit A
Antioch, CA 94509-1501
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Scott Waldron
109 N Fulton St
Ojai, CA 93023-2806
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512  

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Gamal Mikhail  
3121 Colorado Ave Unit K  
Santa Monica, CA 90404-3260
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Scott Sinclair
1 3rd St
San Rafael, CA 94901-3544
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Kate Fields
11160 Huston St
North Hollywood, CA 91601-4450
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Katrina Child
662 Guerrero St
San Francisco, CA 94110-1563
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Randy And Michelle Davis
155 Lighthouse Way
Vacaville, CA 95688-0100
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Evan Shamoon
1144 N Hudson Ave
Los Angeles, CA 90038-1406
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Judith Turner
PO Box 12112
Marina Del Rey, CA 90295-3112
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Andrew Prince  
725 Essex Ct Apt 192  
Hayward, CA 94544-6779
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Debra Floyd
58 K Rd
Coronado, CA 92118-5004
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Paula Hollie
3024 Calle Sonora Unit B
Laguna Woods, CA 92637-8849
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Eugenia Larson
160 Canyon Green Pl
San Ramon, CA 94582-4614
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Ronald Maxson
2801 Hauser Blvd
Los Angeles, CA 90016-3205
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Fiona Priskich
41 Beresford Gardens
Swan View, CA 90210-5432
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Charlene Cooper  
15608 Sandel Ave  
Gardena, CA 90248-2339
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Jason Laberge
28128 P Coast Hwy Spe 115
Malibu, CA 90265-8115
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Tracy Ewing
11520 183rd St
Artesia, CA 90701-5504
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Lauren Rogers
464 E 51st St
Long Beach, CA 90805-6608
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Erzsebet Osz
14052 Fox St
San Fernando, CA 91340-4043
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512  

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Marisa Stokien  
25302 Via Palacio  
Valencia, CA 91355-2636
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Rachel Kohn  
6877 Rains Pl  
Alta Loma, CA 91701-4819
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

John Lane
3526 6th Ave
San Diego, CA 92103-5007
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Glen Carlson
PO Box 488
Cabazon, CA 92230-0488
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Misty McIntyre  
2043 Lincoln Ave Apt D  
Alameda, CA 94501-2763
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

John Graham
PO Box 1543
Idyllwild, CA 92549-1543
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Megan Franklin  
615 1/2 N Ellis Ln  
Fullerton, CA 92832-1509
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Karen Davidson
4536 Via Vistosa
Santa Barbara, CA 93110-2332
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Amy Anderson
617 Tiffany Dr Apt B
Santa Maria, CA 93454-3218
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

James Hogan
6309 N Fisher St
Fresno, CA 93710-5513
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Barrett Miller
2233 Divisadero St
San Francisco, CA 94115-1773
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Thomas Koester
1275 8th Ave
San Francisco, CA 94122-2464
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Ann Walker  
462 Centre Ct  
Alameda, CA 94502-6558
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Sudesh Prasad
1016 Miner Ave
San Pablo, CA 94806-2057
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Angela Munoz
268 Euclid Ave
Oakland, CA 94610-3146
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

John Golding
3706 Quigley St
Oakland, CA 94619-1364
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Beatrice Tocher
591 Appleberry Dr
San Rafael, CA 94903-1201
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Noah Kenoyer
175 Santa Rosa Ave
Oakland, CA 94610-1332
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Sharon Mcgraham
148 Blaine St Apt Q
Santa Cruz, CA 95060-2863
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Merianne Hanson
1468 Townview Ave
Santa Rosa, CA 95405-7561
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Helen McAllister, Phd
16635 Round Hill Ct
Hidden Valley Lake, CA 95467-8810
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Donna Lee
8367 15no7
Lucerne, CA 95458
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Eithne Cunningham
344 S Church St
Grass Valley, CA 95945-6709
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Tracey Weiss
7908 Rancho Fanita Dr Spc 47
Santee, CA 92071-3423
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Danielle Cambier
33 Flood Ave
San Francisco, CA 94131-3122
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Michael Misquez
4151 Deland Ave
Pico Rivera, CA 90660-1702
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Robert Hondrick
3636 Edison Ave Apt 41
Sacramento, CA 95821-2744
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Carol Black
32554 Pacific Coast Hwy
Malibu, CA 90265-2532
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Christopher Gunn
170 Airport Blvd E
Santa Rosa, CA 95403-8052
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Rosemary Jewkes
103 Via Estrada
Laguna Woods, CA 92637-4072
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Maria Serrano  
151 Estancia Way  
Hemet, CA 92545-9150
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Erin Smith
899 Oak St Apt 5
San Francisco, CA 94117-2424
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Ryan Tucker
410 Mimosa Ct
Nipomo, CA 93444-9212
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Victoria Vance
582 Indianola Rd
Bayside, CA 95524-9334
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Mary-Kay Gamel
95 Specht Rd
Sonoma, CA 95476-7958
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Bill Legere
2849 Portals Ave
Clovis, CA 93611-3401
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512  

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,  

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.  

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.  

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.  

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.  

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.  

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.  

Sincerely,  

Steven Berman  
2424 Spaulding Ave Apt 8  
Berkeley, CA 94703-1665
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512  

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Marian Ko  
519 33rd Ave  
San Francisco, CA 94121-2715
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Michele May
PO Box 232
Guerneville, CA 95446-0232
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

David Nelson
2580 Juniper Ave
Morro Bay, CA 93442-1766
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Alena Jorgensen
5941 Kauffman Ave
Temple City, CA 91780-2235
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Andy Hou
15256 Carmelita Ave
Chino Hills, CA 91709-2702
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Gayl Hunter
431 S Burnside Ave
Los Angeles, CA 90036-5335
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Ron Freemire
158 Burnside Ave
San Francisco, CA 94131-3224
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Evan Gillespie
714 W Olympic Blvd Ste 1000
Los Angeles, CA 90015-1442
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

James Lamm
10916 Braddock Dr
Culver City, CA 90230-4211
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Edward Costello
620 E Channel Rd
Santa Monica, CA 90402-1316
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Holly Anderson  
1575 Spinnaker Dr  
Ventura, CA 93001-4381
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Robert Zimmerman
300 Rancho De Maria
Martinez, CA 94553-9674
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Landry W
532 Balra Dr
El Cerrito, CA 94530-3317
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Annette Raible  
6163 Bodega Ave  
Petaluma, CA 94952-9687
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512  

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,  

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.  

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.  

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.  

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.  

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.  

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.  

Sincerely,  

Rain Waters  
17855 Oklahoma Ln  
Fort Bragg, CA 95437-8785
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Bonnie Bowers
202 Tucker St
Healdsburg, CA 95448-4423
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Wayne P. Flottman
2721 W 182nd St
Torrance, CA 90504-5228
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

James And Nancy Howard
2579 Stansberry Way
Sacramento, CA 95826-2122
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Cloud Moss
7350 Fircrest Ave
Sebastopol, CA 95472-4442
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Jessica Goodheart
711 Lark Ct
Los Angeles, CA 90065-4003
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512  

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Gary Naake  
18079 Nubian Way  
Nevada City, CA 95959-9247
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512  

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,  

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.  

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.  

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.  

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.  

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.  

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.  

Sincerely,  

Hannah MacLaren  
694 Royce St  
Altadena, CA 91001-5280
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Susan Green
920 Diamond St
San Francisco, CA 94114-3627
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Karen Pitts
225 Bluebird Ln
Folsom, CA 95630-1705
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Debra Lewis
727 Medford Ave
Hayward, CA 94541-1808
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512  

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Raven Davis-King  
5301 Mississippi Bar Dr  
Orangevale, CA 95662-5434
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512  

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,  

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.  

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.  

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.  

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.  

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.  

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.  

Sincerely,  

Leslie Kneeland  
2324 Gads Hill St  
Santa Rosa, CA 95401-4932
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Peggy Bushnell- Lee
4611 W Mlk Blvd B
Los Angeles, CA 90016-5556
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

F Hammer
1490 Chestnut St
San Francisco, CA 94123-3159
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Potter
251 Elysian Fields Dr
Oakland, CA 94605-5035
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Danah Woodruff
4185 Huerfano Ave
San Diego, CA 92117-4308
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Alfons & Carrie Altintop  
1543 N Locan Ave  
Clovis, CA 93619-8472
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Richard Langstaff
1515 Carroll Dr
Altadena, CA 91001-2618
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Nancy Smith
1507 7th St # 170
Santa Monica, CA 90401-2605
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512  

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Gena Pennington  
4905 S Quarry Rd  
Bayside, CA 95524-9303
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Marilyn Livote
7152 Yucca St
Buena Park, CA 90621-2718
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Kathie Kingett
807 West Rd
La Habra Heights, CA 90631-8057
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Francesca Bolognini
PO Box 1639
Cambria, CA 93428-1639
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Heidi Murphy
PO Box 285
Big Bear Lake, CA 92315-0285
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

David Vydra
720 Chesterfield Way
Rocklin, CA 95765-6108
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Kendra Young
6312 Rainbow Dr
San Jose, CA 95129-3944
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Caroline Krewson
2844 Chelsea Dr
Oakland, CA 94611-2508
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Arthur Harding
4043 Williams St
Eureka, CA 95503-6054
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Michael Logue
13149 Ridge Rd
Grass Valley, CA 95945-4819
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Karen Dallow
446 La Paloma Rd
El Sobrante, CA 94803-1732
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512  

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Victoria Von Keyserling  
629 Charles St  
Santa Rosa, CA 95404-5020
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Melinda Bragno
119 Achor Ct
Modesto, CA 95354-0309
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Keith Kellogg
33 Edgewood Way
Santa Cruz, CA 95060-2805
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Dorelle Rawlings
PO Box 2174
Aptos, CA 95001-2174
We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Don Johnston
5250 El Cemonte Ave
Davis, CA 95618-4418
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Melissa Adams
576 Sioux Trl
Yucca Valley, CA 92284-1541
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Christine Tanaka
1912 Benecia Ave
Los Angeles, CA 90025-5150
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Jill Ratner
1970 Broadway Ste 600
Oakland, CA 94612-2218
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Sharon Lovell
1037 Via Pacheco
Camarillo, CA 93012-5254
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Farukh Basrai
334 Ruth Ave
Mountain View, CA 94043-4115
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Chandra Stephens
W. Sexton Rd
Sebastopol, CA 95472-9419
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Anthony Williams
6 Mendocino Ln
Novato, CA 94947-2038
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Dennis Eicholtz
128 W Sacramento Ave
Chico, CA 95926-4544
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Steve Kent
8111 Robert Street
Hamilton, CA 90012-3712
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Michelle Mackenzie
2607 Graceland Ave
San Carlos, CA 94070-4407
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Gretchen Kenney
8 Country Ln
Redwood City, CA 94061-3620
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Faith Strailey
PO Box 3012
Quincy, CA 95971-3012
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

George Wood
398 Washington Ave
Ukiah, CA 95482-8340
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512  

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,  

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.  

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.  

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.  

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.  

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.  

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.  

Sincerely,  

James Petkiewicz  
916 Wren Dr  
San Jose, CA 95125-2952
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Celeste Young  
Paseo Padre Pkwy  
Fremont, CA 94538-2975
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Brian Casidy
930 Rosedale Ave Spc 46
Capitola, CA 95010-3601
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Jon Boyden
420 Orange Ave
Long Beach, CA 90802-7017
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Karen Ornelas
764 W 2nd St
San Pedro, CA 90731-2424
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Reyna Garcia Ramos
1887 Yorba Dr
Pomona, CA 91768-1554
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Jeff Taylor  
850 E Spencer Dr  
Palm Springs, CA 92262-3193
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Carolyn Virgulak
28131 Casitas Ct
Laguna Niguel, CA 92677-7014
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Maria Karafilis
642 Fairview Ave
Sierra Madre, CA 91024-1006
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Nichole Royston
16691 Bartlett Ln Apt 3
Huntington Beach, CA 92647-8550
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Tyler Cook
324 Marshall St
Grass Valley, CA 95945-7212
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512  

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,  

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.  

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.  

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.  

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.  

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.  

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.  

Sincerely,  

Larry Powell  
5216 Raintree Cir  
Culver City, CA 90230-4465
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Watts
2030 Santa Clara St
Richmond, CA 94804-5236
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Karin Peck
6401 Coyle Ave
Carmichael, CA 95608-0310
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512  

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,  

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.  

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.  

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.  

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.  

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.  

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.  

Sincerely,  

Greg Di Cristina  
41185 Golden Gate Cir Ste 202  
Murrieta, CA 92562-6995
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512  

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,  

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.  

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.  

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.  

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.  

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.  

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.  

Sincerely,  

Darrel Crain  
450 Summerhill Ct  
Alpine, CA 91901-2782
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Linda Chandler
9605 Estacia St
Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91730-2706
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Dawn Hoyt
6 Tessera Ave
Foothill Ranch, CA 92610-1927
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Rose Puntillo
7924 Clinton St
Los Angeles, CA 90048-2330
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truck loads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Miriam Neff  
56 Corniche Dr Unit K  
Dana Point, CA 92629-4066
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Douglas Rosestone
141 Wellesley Cres Apt 205
Redwood City, CA 94062-1745
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Cynthia Byrd
68 Macondray Ln Apt 2
San Francisco, CA 94133-2648
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

JAKE SCHWARTZ  
152 Webster Street  
Petaluma, CA 94952-2483
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Natalie Mather
PO Box 2239
Mammoth Lakes, CA 93546-2239
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Jill Bittner
828 Bay St
San Francisco, CA 94109-1247
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Dort Rothafel
Coast Rd
Santa Cruz, CA 95060-5614
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Celine Nahas
6516 W 85th Pl
Los Angeles, CA 90045-2820
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Winnie Shy
314 Drayton Ct
Walnut Creek, CA 94598-2322
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Nora Lyman  
2325 McKinley Ave Apt 2  
Berkeley, CA 94703-1734
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Loretta Marcel  
100a Merrill St  
San Francisco, CA 94134-1220
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Helen & Murven Sears
41600 Comptche Ukiah Rd
Mendocino, CA 95460-9599
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Rachel Longville
6295 Jeff St
San Diego, CA 92115-6708
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Keira Lynn
Sunset
benicia, CA 94510
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Gina Ness
1718 Capistrano Dr
Petaluma, CA 94954-4528
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Jon Beck
4221 Los Coches Way
Sacramento, CA 95864-5241
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

John Harris
PO Box 5410
Pittsburg, CA 94565-0410
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Patrick Lewis
5980 Horton St Ste 200
Emeryville, CA 94608-2057
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Eric Towle
222 Green Valley Rd
Scotts Valley, CA 95066-3005
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Peter Gavin
23562 Lipari
Laguna Hills, CA 92653-1830
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Kim Bauer  
432 E Lingard St # E  
Lancaster, CA 93535-3025
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Neal Peters
1605 Coriander Dr Apt D
Costa Mesa, CA 92626-2457
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Nancy Wessel  
879 Wendt Ter  
Laguna Beach, CA 92651-2208
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Ms. Lilith  
3060 Channel Dr Apt 8  
Ventura, CA 93003-4929
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Laura Galloway
6434 Chiriqui Ln
Carlsbad, CA 92009-4316
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Melissa Sun
1713 Hillman Ave
Belmont, CA 94002-1918
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Douglas Marshall
6624 Corona Ave
Bell, CA 90201-2319
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Allie Gonino
11150 W Olympic Blvd Ste 1020
Los Angeles, CA 90064-1827
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Myrna Chapman
450 E Strawberry Dr Apt 51
Mill Valley, CA 94941-3220
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Robnett Hill
4 Russell Ct
Menlo Park, CA 94025-2934
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Madeleine Krois
1358 14th Ave
San Francisco, CA 94122-2104
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Virginia Langford
8289 Halley Rd
Winters, CA 95694-9642
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

F Stein
17326 Mayall St
Northridge, CA 91325-1527
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Maggie Mc Ginley
1771 S Hayworth Ave
Los Angeles, CA 90035-4640
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

John And Sara Donnelly
578 7th St W
Sonoma, CA 95476-6435
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Karl And Paula Danz
1540 Morton Ave
Los Altos, CA 94024-6830
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Frederick Wooley  
PO Box 13  
Yorkville, CA 95494-0013
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Peggy and Ron Shapera
739 Holly Oak Dr
Palo Alto, CA 94303-4143
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Marilyn Spivey
1840 S Gaffey St
San Pedro, CA 90731-5324
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Kate Naples
PO Box 2072
Avalon, CA 90704-2072
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Margaret Shuler
147 N 5th Ave
Monrovia, CA 91016-1911
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Karen Cherry
1131 Via Cielito
Ventura, CA 93003-1239
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Linda Kolakosky
1198 Willowhaven Dr
San Jose, CA 95126-4237
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Sandra Moura
2385 Westlake Dr
Kelseyville, CA 95451-7055
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Susan Breitbard
765 Chimalus Dr
Palo Alto, CA 94306-2712
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Marcy Ratliff
8310 Carmel St
Gilroy, CA 95020-4340
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Michael and Susan Saunders
1000 Valley View Rd
Ben Lomond, CA 95005-9334
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Myra Scheploff
20029 Grand View Dr
Topanga, CA 90290-3318
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Ann Boren
PO Box 822
Inverness, CA 94937-0822
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Jacqueline & Richard Ryan
PO Box 704
Ross, CA 94957-0704
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Debra Foster
1798 Tonini Dr Apt 75
San Luis Obispo, CA 93405-7461
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Rene Markley  
6816 Hyde Park Dr Unit C  
San Diego, CA 92119-2244
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Paula Defelice
4013 Mozart Dr
El Sobrante, CA 94803-2749
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Joe & Anne Ercolani
360 Iris Way
Palo Alto, CA 94303-3041
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Francis Higgins
379 River Isle Way
Sacramento, CA 95831-3268
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Helen Williamson
357 Nile St
Nevada City, CA 95959-2825
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Robin Kohler
4015 Haines St Apt 10
San Diego, CA 92109-5312
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Carole Swan
5130 Cordoy Ln
San Jose, CA 95124-5603
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Sergio Sanchez
305 Avenida Esplendor
Walnut, CA 91789-2663
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Mary Heinrich
21620 Bald Hill Rd
Fort Bragg, CA 95437-8110
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Emily Ladner
2732 Benvenue Ave Apt 8
Berkeley, CA 94705-1251
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

G Hauser
1382 Chamberlain Rd
Pasadena, CA 91103-2310
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Jackie McGinnis  
12616 Princeton Dr  
Auburn, CA 95603-2997
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Susan Kulakowski
751 Upland Rd
Redwood City, CA 94062-3042
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Susan Schell-Ryan
23925 Boulder Oaks Dr
Corona, CA 92883-4152
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Mary O'Connell
2206 Greenwich St Apt 305
San Francisco, CA 94123-3454
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Lucinda Evanston
752 Glenview Dr
San Bruno, CA 94066-3744
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Sandra Barlow
2951 Derby St Apt 322
Berkeley, CA 94705-1364
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512  

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,  

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.  

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.  

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.  

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.  

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.  

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.  

Sincerely,  

Mike Natelson  
237 Stanford Ct  
Irvine, CA 92612-1677
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Sheryl Sankey
211 Kingston Way
Walnut Creek, CA 94597-3115
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Sheila Fink
5970 Zora St
La Mesa, CA 91942-2248
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Lois Abraham
1101 Green St Apt 802
San Francisco, CA 94109-2012
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512  

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,  

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.  

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.  

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.  

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.  

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.  

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.  

Sincerely,  

Kristine Ollikkala  
945 Ward Dr Spc 69  
Goleta, CA 93111-2966
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Lori Ward
410 25th St
Sacramento, CA 95816-3105
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Sarah Starr
1617 Lucretia Ave
Los Angeles, CA 90026-2649
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Linda Goldman
280 Calle De Los Agrinemsors
Carmel Valley, CA 93924-9725
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Debbie Rihn
7614 San Antonio Dr
Stockton, CA 95207-2049
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Mary Lou Knapp
PO Box 133
Camptonville, CA 95922-0133
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Thomas Grinnell
1391 Via De Los Reyes
San Jose, CA 95120-4459
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512  

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Michael Stryker  
3 Pine Ct  
Kentfield, CA 94904-1040
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Terrence Ohearn
1670 262nd St
Harbor City, CA 90710-3260
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Barbara Hockman
100 Adams Ave
Mill Valley, CA 94941-5010
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Rulon Smith
1518 Castro St
San Francisco, CA 94114-3719
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Paul Wilkins
350 Burchett St Apt 233
Glendale, CA 91203-1373
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Linda Gehre
555 Ygnacio Valley Rd Unit 224
Walnut Creek, CA 94596-3329
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Inge Kessler
518 Quaking Aspen Ln
Windsor, CA 95492-8120
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Theresa Hebert
6737 Linda Sue Way
Fair Oaks, CA 95628-3054
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

William Hunter  
38 Stanislaus Ave  
Oakdale, CA 95361-3451
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Linda Cowgill
2231 20th St Apt 1
Santa Monica, CA 90405-1745
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Joanne Watchie
330 Cordova St Unit 376
Pasadena, CA 91101-4663
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512  

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,  

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.  

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.  

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.  

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.  

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.  

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.  

Sincerely,  

Adrian Tafolla  
129 S Mount Vernon Ave  
San Bernardino, CA 92410-2420
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Penny Jarecke
2096 Mission Hills Dr
Oxnard, CA 93036-6320
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Doug Chorn  
6183 4th Ave  
Sacramento, CA 95817-2607
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512  

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,  

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.  

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.  

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.  

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.  

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.  

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.  

Sincerely,  

Steve Santos  
1447 S Palmetto Ave  
Ontario, CA 91762-5550
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Celine Grenier
1819 43rd Ave
Capitola, CA 95010-3511
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512  

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Grace Huenemann  
670 De Haro St Apt 3  
San Francisco, CA 94107-2750
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512  

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,  

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.  

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.  

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.  

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.  

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.  

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.  

Sincerely,  

Quinn Kennedy  
3526 Taylor Rd  
Carmel, CA 93923-8918
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Sandy Brown  
15655 Lorie Dr  
Grass Valley, CA 95949-6416
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Patrick Cooley
3847 El Canto Dr
Spring Valley, CA 91977-1712
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Geri Rostron Afshari
841 Summersong Ct
Encinitas, CA 92024-5447
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Alicia Chu
140 Kent Ct
San Bruno, CA 94066-3714
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Judy Pelton  
4249 Brookshire Cir  
Santa Rosa, CA 95405-7827
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Juanita Harris
750 Petit Ave Apt 306
Ventura, CA 93004-2260
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Norman Rudman
1651 Cameron Rd
Elk, CA 95432-9204
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Walter Huitema
10435 Colima Rd
Whittier, CA 90604-1403
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Tim Kidd
PO Box 3786
Paradise, CA 95967-3786
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Kathleen Mason-Norris
4057 6th St
Riverside, CA 92501-2713
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Valerie Smith
1723 Muirfield Gln
Escondido, CA 92026-1069
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

C Vertel  
1176 Spruce St  
Berkeley, CA 94707-2630
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512  

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,  

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.  

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.  

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.  

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.  

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.  

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.  

Sincerely,  

Lauren Steely  
618 W Pedregosa St Apt E  
Santa Barbara, CA 93101-4038
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Matthew Culmore
172 Cordoba Way
Windsor, CA 95492-8301
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Margery Jette
1720 Upperton Ave
Los Angeles, CA 90042-1156
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Cyndy Patrick
37420 Rockwood Dr
Fremont, CA 94536-6646
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Brian Skaggs  
2378 Market St Apt 4  
San Francisco, CA 94114-1546
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Nancy Bodan-Gonser
30 Los Alondras Ct
Novato, CA 94947-7020
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Luis Matos-Boneta
Lake Merritt
Oakland, CA 94610-5034
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Jennifer Lawrence
3033 Perdot Ave
Rosamond, CA 93560-6741
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Stephanie Snyder
4812 Montair Ave
Long Beach, CA 90808-1137
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Donnie Sullivan
197 Franz Valley School Rd
Calistoga, CA 94515-2004
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Brenda Rippon
308 N Newell Pl
Fullerton, CA 92832-2032
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Paul Johnson
713 Asbury Pl
Santa Clara, CA 95051-5701
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Bob McCleary
9361 Courtney Way
Roseville, CA 95747-9143
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Sylvia Campbell
636 Dorothea Rd
La Habra Hgts, CA 90631-8305
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Tamar Rein
1318 Clara Ln
Davis, CA 95618-1457
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Irene Dowling
337 Monaco Ave
Union City, CA 94587-3714
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Brent Laffoon
20316 Pacific Coast Hwy
Malibu, CA 90265-5428
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Peggy Zeller
11 Portola Ave
S San Fran, CA 94080-5934
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

C Peacock
3100 Spring Mountain Rd
Saint Helena, CA 94574-9524
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Margaret Miles
831 W 3rd St
San Pedro, CA 90731-2405
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Mary Ellingwood
135 Carl Ave
Santa Cruz, CA 95062-1321
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

M Van Patten
2550 Painted Cave Rd
Santa Barbara, CA 93105-9768
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Larry Clem
900 N Cleveland St Spe 99
Oceanside, CA 92054-2179
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Melanie Goldman
31078 Mesa Crest Rd
Valley Center, CA 92082-5006
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Rita Klingel
10 Laredo St
Rohnert Park, CA 94928-2312
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Lori Crouse
PO Box 420173
San Diego, CA 92142-0173
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Michelle Stankewitz
123 Kent Ave Apt 4
Kentfield, CA 94904-2540
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Gary Lanford
10 Gardenside Dr Apt 6
San Francisco, CA 94131-1471
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Corbett Bray  
3468 37th St  
Sacramento, CA 95817-3646
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Scott Young
248 Ashbury Ave
El Cerrito, CA 94530-4104
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

James Masi
300 Berry St Unit 602
San Francisco, CA 94158-1663
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512  

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,  

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.  

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.  

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.  

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.  

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.  

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.  

Sincerely,  

Black Brendan  
10347 Mount Gleason Ave  
Sunland, CA 91040-3120
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Joanne Brownlie
1311 Berkeley St Apt A
Santa Monica, CA 90404-2657
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Shannin Resendes
2 Kinsdale Blvd - 303
Etobicoke, CA 90211
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Valeska Gann
5940 Melrose Ave Apt 2
Los Angeles, CA 90038-3630
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Rafael Desquitado
10025 Austin Dr
Spring Valley, CA 91977-6802
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

John Ruttner
1802 Daley Canyon Rd
San Bernardino, CA 92404-2155
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Rick St. John  
1 Daniel Burnham Ct  
San Francisco, CA 94109-5455
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Karen Scott
35505 S Highway 1
Gualala, CA 95445-9514
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Jeff Levicke
12445 Albers St
Valley Village, CA 91607-1612
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Lisa Garcia
22 Sierra Dr
Salinas, CA 93901-4140
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Karen Warren
301 Greenlake Dr
Sunnyvale, CA 94089-2523
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Joan Weiner
76 Ross Ave
San Anselmo, CA 94960-2845
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512  

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,  

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.  

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.  

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.  

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.  

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.  

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.  

Sincerely,  

Richard Robinson  
PO Box 2970  
Big Bear City, CA 92314-2970
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Thomas Rippner
6448 Squire Ct
San Luis Obispo, CA 93401-8021
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Joan Mac Beth
1244 Hearst Ave Apt 5
Berkeley, CA 94702-1473
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Floyd O'Brien  
33 W Alder St  
Stockton, CA 95204-5701
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Robert Burk
611 Woodruff Ave
Los Angeles, CA 90024-2544
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Joshua Hill
2029 Camden Ave
Los Angeles, CA 90025-5607
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Dana Friedman
23852 Pacific Coast Hwy
Malibu, CA 90265-4876
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Scott Devries
PO Box 230340
Encinitas, CA 92023-0340
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Laila Noori
7007 Rodling Dr Unit H
San Jose, CA 95138-1978
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Susan Livingstone
3020 Three Springs Ct
Mount Hamilton, CA 95140-9714
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Robin Williams
21192 Jasmines Way
Lake Forest, CA 92630-7608
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

James Foley
1549 Crocker St
Simi Valley, CA 93065-3360
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Toni Gilmont
31641 Rancho Viejo Rd
San Juan Capistrano, CA 92675-2716
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Margaret Rogers
342 Elwood St
Redwood City, CA 94062-1315
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Greg Chiotti
2005 Crist Dr
Los Altos, CA 94024-7228
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Ron Wick
77 Paloma Ave Apt 310
Pacifica, CA 94044-2251
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Stephanie Laszlo
730 Pronto Dr
San Jose, CA 95123-3838
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512  

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Rebecca Ray  
1060 S 3rd St Apt 146  
San Jose, CA 95112-3988
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Ram Misra
3039 Kaiser Dr Unit B
Santa Clara, CA 95051-4752
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Marleen Gillespie
7 Misty Mdws
Irvine, CA 92612-3206
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

David Wasserman
899 Peralta Ave
Berkeley, CA 94707-1818
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Janet Heck  
23731 San Dona  
Laguna Hills, CA 92653-1915
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512  

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Patricia Daskivich  
1640 Espinosa Cir  
Palos Verdes Estates, CA 90274-1920
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Wende Sharrock
1205 Walk Cir
Santa Cruz, CA 95060-5335
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Robert Jensen
5110 Caminito Luisa
Camarillo, CA 93012-4090
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Victoria Foraker
5400 Carlton Way Apt 104
Los Angeles, CA 90027-4834
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Brett Laflamme
PO Box 1604
Mill Valley, CA 94942-1604
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Donald Cousino
1660 Ithaca St
Chula Vista, CA 91913-3012
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Daniel Nadsady
8000 Kroll Way Apt 84
Bakersfield, CA 93311-1128
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Patricia Bleha
3209 Fosca St
Carlsbad, CA 92009-7830
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Ana Chou
3256 Ramona St
Palo Alto, CA 94306-2944
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512  

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Nancy Koller  
440 E Crescent Ave  
Redlands, CA 92373-6816
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Sean Carver
719 Dover Ct
San Diego, CA 92109-8012
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

John Sloan
299 Carmel Ave
Marina, CA 93933-3164
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Tara Leesa Davis
2002 Pinercrest Dr Apt 266
Santa Rosa, CA 95403-8193
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

John Carr
PO Box 740
Palo Cedro, CA 96073-0740
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Joyce Trapp
4220 Cothrin Ranch Rd
Shingle Springs, CA 95682-8055
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Janet Burns
1467 Treat Blvd
Walnut Creek, CA 94597-8854
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Leean Lantos  
3217 Thatcher Ave  
Marina Del Rey, CA 90292-5555
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Franc Fiamengo
803 W 29th St
San Pedro, CA 90731-6218
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512  

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Allen Jamieson  
3225 Freeport Blvd Apt 224  
Sacramento, CA 95818-4244
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Kristie Wells
1773 11th St
Los Osos, CA 93402-2238
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Margaret Crimmins  
11154 San Pablo Ave  
El Cerrito, CA 94530-2131
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Ed Correia
27230 Moody Rd
Los Altos Hills, CA 94022-4201
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Brian Cole
PO Box 6001
North Hollywood, CA 91603-6001
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512  

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,  

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.  

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.  

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.  

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.  

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.  

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.  

Sincerely,  

Natalie Wright  
2201 Monroe St Apt 704  
Santa Clara, CA 95050-3262
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Arthur Bohlmann
1621 Gish Ave Apt 4
Long Beach, CA 90815-3811
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Dinah Fedorow
23755 N Shore Ln
Laguna Niguel, CA 92677-1695
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Barbara Hill
19009 S Laurel Park Rd Spc 197
Rancho Dominguez, CA 90220-6056
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Ivor Schucking
685 Oak St
Laguna Beach, CA 92651-2920
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Leda Contis
1931 Parker St
Berkeley, CA 94704-3206
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Nancy Calsbeek
7506 Jerez Ct
Carlsbad, CA 92009-7433
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Derek Royle
12582 2nd St Spc 24
Yucaipa, CA 92399-4664
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Mary Ellen Sperling
1140 Francisco St
Berkeley, CA 94702-1333
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Constantin Crontiris
4272 Waycross Ct
Pleasanton, CA 94566-4737
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

naomi zuckerman  
PO Box 434  
Whitethorn, CA 95589-0434
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Lauren Halstead
5571 N Nantucket Ave
Fresno, CA 93704-1912
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512  

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Linda Black  
25972 Dana Blf E  
Capistrano Beach, CA 92624-1217
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Yasuko & Sarasa Weinstein
1132 Wellington St
Oakland, CA 94602-1343
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Gerald Shaia
8103 San Fernando Rd
Sun Valley, CA 91352-4005
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Monique Ricardo
32325 Wiskon Way W
Pauma Valley, CA 92061-1624
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Steven Jelich
1715 West St
Concord, CA 94521-1005
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Tara Kelly
5830 Lindo Paseo Apt 1
San Diego, CA 92115-1335
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Brian Quintanilla
14411 Kittridge St
Van Nuys, CA 91405-4775
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Patrick Conners
10041 Greenwood Rd
Grass Valley, CA 95945-8514
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Pat Mimeau
256 Circular Ave
San Francisco, CA 94131-3134
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Cheryl & Donald Weiden
91 Solana Dr
Los Altos, CA 94022-2327
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Robert Nyman
PO box 244
Kanab, UT 84741-0244
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Kevin & Gina Diggs
6440 Hazel Cir
Simi Valley, CA 93063-4470
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Grace Johnson
3792 Crete St
San Diego, CA 92117-6122
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512  

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Otha Jack Stewart  
PO Box 5397  
San Jose, CA 95150-5397
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Teresa Zimmerman-Liu
8840 Villa Lj Dr Unit 316
La Jolla, CA 92037-1957
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Kathleen Bungarz
PO Box 30227
Walnut Creek, CA 94598-9227
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Spencer Baker
PO Box 163676
Sacramento, CA 95816-9676
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Tamar Carson
510 62nd St
Oakland, CA 94609-1210
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,  

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.  

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.  

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.  

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.  

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.  

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.  

Sincerely,  

Ema Concone  
320 Wilshire Blvd  
Santa Monica, CA 90401-1315
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Helen Jaccard
Confidential
Vina, CA 96092
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Steven Crandall
211 W Mesquite Ave
Palm Springs, CA 92264-8328
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

ann lynette mayo
1533 Buena Vista Apt D
San Clemente, CA 92672-4948
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Fred Granlund
5619 Lankershim Blvd Ste 102
N Hollywood, CA 91601-1723
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

John Meyer
333 W Bay St
Costa Mesa, CA 92627-5703
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Barry Simkins
25151 Mt. Charlie Rd.
Los Gatos, CA 95033
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512  

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,  

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.  

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.  

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.  

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.  

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.  

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.  

Sincerely,  

Rose Kahn  
245 Mount Hermon Rd Ste M  
Scotts Valley, CA 95066-4045
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512  

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,  

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.  

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.  

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.  

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.  

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.  

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.  

Sincerely,  

Dana Lubin  
5846 Coldwater Canyon Ave  
Valley Village, CA 91607-1034
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Tark Elgassier
4637 Suisun Valley Rd
Fairfield, CA 94534-3113
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Suzanne Pena
2407 Ivy Pl
Fullerton, CA 92835-3012
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Mariano Marquez
955 Bay Shore Blvd
San Francisco, CA 94124-2206
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Samuel Case  
84 Canyon Rd  
Fairfax, CA 94930-2207
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Geoff Leavell
10825 El Paso Ave
Fountain Valley, CA 92708-3911
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Elaine Alfaro
424 Gold Ave
Felton, CA 95018-9637
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Scott Smith
1614 Russell St
Berkeley, CA 94703-2024
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

June Stepansky
23755 Clarendon St
Woodland Hills, CA 91367-5819
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Nicole Paul-Almand
12 Weymouth Bluff Rd
Ferndale, CA 95536-9573
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Gloria Maldonado
131 Alameda De Las Pulgas
Redwood City, CA 94062-2711
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Kathryn Sward  
200 Pacific Way  
Muir Beach, CA 94965-9734
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Jerrold Cook  
3105 Royal Oaks Dr  
Thousand Oaks, CA 91362-3337
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Deisha Garcia
1277 Branham Ln
San Jose, CA 95118-3738
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Rita Carlin
4811 Del Monte Ave Apt 3
San Diego, CA 92107-6205
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Mary Larkin
10927 Pieri Court
Moss Landing, CA 95039
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Victoria Erickson
335 Kingsbury Dr
Aptos, CA 95003-5132
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Rawan Almomani
513 Cecil St Apt 1
Monterey Park, CA 91755-3344
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Jennifer Sellers
3901 Clayton Rd Apt 66
Concord, CA 94521-2531
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Andy Lupenko
8555 Golden Ave
Lemon Grove, CA 91945-2615
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Sandy Levine
974 N Holliston Ave
Pasadena, CA 91104-3012
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Karen Alcantara
6549 N Palm Ave Apt 150
Fresno, CA 93704-1069
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Kevin Ryan  
18 Crawford Ct  
Santa Rosa, CA 95401-4305
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Herve Glon
PO Box 2752
San Rafael, CA 94912-2752
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Takashi Yogi
4481 Slodusty Rd
Garden Valley, CA 95633-9443
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Caroline Courtright
12025 Larkspur Ln
Grass Valley, CA 95949-9755
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Joshua Sapkin
928 N Malden Ave
Fullerton, CA 92832-1237
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Jewels Marcus
17900 Ocean Dr
Fort Bragg, CA 95437-8250
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Donna Kowzan  
13644 Deering Ln  
Moorpark, CA 93021-2844
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Joe Mellis
2645 Ivanhoe Dr
Los Angeles, CA 90039-2602
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Martha Jean Ottina
3900 Woodcliff Rd
Sherman Oaks, CA 91403-5054
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Margaret Matson
15 Anacapa St
Santa Barbara, CA 93101-1801
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Bill Pierson
2801 Ocean Park Blvd
Santa Monica, CA 90405-2905
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Ryan Bettilyon
1540 Hearst Ave Apt 4
Berkeley, CA 94703-1249
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Ron Hansel
307 N Astell Ave
West Covina, CA 91790-1802
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Tim Oben
7553 Brigadoon Way
Dublin, CA 94568-5550
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Robert Ellis
1030 Southwood Dr
San Luis Obispo, CA 93401-5813
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Philip Brockman
3713 El Cajon Blvd
San Diego, CA 92105-1004
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Alex Olivares  
1070 Hi Point St  
Los Angeles, CA 90035-2608
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512  

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,  

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.  

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.  

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.  

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.  

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.  

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.  

Sincerely,  

Richard Ramirez  
118 N Annin Ave  
Fullerton, CA 92831-4006
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Cherie Connick
100 Boyds Way
Crescent City, CA 95531-9677
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

David Peterson
60 N 3rd St Apt 422
San Jose, CA 95112-5565
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Georgeann Hemingway-Proia
19 Serramar Dr
Oakland, CA 94611-1850
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Jude Fletcher
1218 Campbell St
Oakland, CA 94607-1506
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Klaudia Englund
2077 Hopewell Ct
Thousand Oaks, CA 91360-1923
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512  

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,  

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.  

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.  

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.  

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.  

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.  

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.  

Sincerely,  

Ahmed Ortiz  
2010 6th St  
Sacramento, CA 95818-1223
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Cynthia Frederick
xxx
Pasadena, CA 91104-2122
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Desiree Mourad  
1200 Park Ave  
Emeryville, CA 94608-3677
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Lisa Wice
1407 Golden Gate Ave
San Francisco, CA 94115-4615
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Jay Lindberg
1459 Route 38
Hainesport, NJ 08036-2982
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Diane Bryden
4848 P St
Sacramento, CA 95819-4412
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Sandrine Marten
4104 Magna Carta Rd
Calabasas, CA 91302-5723
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Lydia Henry
1315 N Columbus Ave Apt 1
Glendale, CA 91202-1639
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Suzanne Menne  
265 Geneive Cir  
Camarillo, CA 93010-7820
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Revel Paul
538 Taraval St
San Francisco, CA 94116-2510
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Ryan Clarke
3857 Bandini Ave
Riverside, CA 92506-1118
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Barbara Bersell
2698 Greenfield Ave
Los Angeles, CA 90064-3128
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Susie Barton
2360 Ohara Ct
San Jose, CA 95133-1823
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

David Ruzicka
PO Box 1153
Santa Monica, CA 90406-1153
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Terry Jones  
526 S Rice Rd  
Ojai, CA 93023-3404
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Toby Suckow
341 Noe St
San Francisco, CA 94114-1618
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Elvis Johnson  
906 Sir Francis Drake Blvd  
San Anselmo, CA 94960-1901
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

David Podsakoff
1835 E 4th St
Long Beach, CA 90802-3878
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Christine Hoffman
2815 Russell St
Berkeley, CA 94705-2319
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512  

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

John Petroni  
823 Lexington Ave  
El Cerrito, CA 94530-2824
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Catherine Simmons
3665 Laredo Dr
Lexington, KY 40517-2179
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Susan Zaslaw  
452 Heatherbray Ct  
San Jose, CA 95136-2062
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

John Stanley
3822 24th St
San Francisco, CA 94114-3811
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Keith Bein
3046 Frye St
Oakland, CA 94602-4039
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Susan Goran Sobel
4829 Corbin Ave
Tarzana, CA 91356-4918
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Brandy Schumacher
8054 Oak Ave
Citrus Heights, CA 95610-2514
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Bunny Firebaugh
PO Box 3544
Arnold, CA 95223-3544
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Patricia Luken
23 Oceanview Ave
Half Moon Bay, CA 94019-2305
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512  

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Gary Goldsmith  
763 Timberline Pl  
Fairfield, CA 94534-6873
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Karen Guma
121 White Oak Cir
Petaluma, CA 94952-1934
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Sheri Duren
909 S Knott Ave Apt 19
Anaheim, CA 92804-3628
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Melvin Taylor
6585 Calvine Rd
Sacramento, CA 95823-5780
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512  

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Lawrence Levy  
8105 Redlands St Apt 102  
Playa Del Rey, CA 90293-8799
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512  

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Keith Johnson  
1225 Bell St Apt 123  
Sacramento, CA 95825-3587
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Karthik Raghunathan
3731 Peacock Ct Apt 6
Santa Clara, CA 95051-4269
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Lisa Orsatti
3050 Rue Dorleans
San Diego, CA 92110-5927
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely, 

Michael Horton
156 S Spruce Ave Ste 213
South San Francisco, CA 94080-4556
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Ravi Shah
924 Westwood Blvd
Los Angeles, CA 90024-2910
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Helga Tarver
100 Bay Pl Apt 403
Oakland, CA 94610-4402
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Helen Keenan
3917 Beresford St Apt 4
San Mateo, CA 94403-4595
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Nicklas Otto
505 Walnut Ct
Fairfield, CA 94534-1547
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Donna Alleyne-Chin
PO Box 370812
Montara, CA 94037-0812
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Louis Demars
PO Box 1631
Oak View, CA 93022-1631
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Meteka Bullard
3500 W Manchester Blvd
Inglewood, CA 90305-2164
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

George Buzzetti
966 Schumacher Dr
Los Angeles, CA 90048-5353
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Linda Bruton  
20431a Williams Ave  
Saratoga, CA 95070-5427
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Cecil Smith
4320 S Higuera St
San Luis Obispo, CA 93401-7734
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Rodrigo Dominguez
446 S Tustin St Spc 16
Orange, CA 92866-3503
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Inna Abramova
7925 Romaine St
West Hollywood, CA 90046-7153
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Dave Rawcliffe  
4031 Stanley Blvd Apt 220  
Pleasanton, CA 94566-8052
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Rob Doucette
8227 Redlands St Apt 1
Playa Del Rey, CA 90293-8196
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Rachel Abdel
186 Byxbee St
San Francisco, CA 94132-2603
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

David Ross
2150 Taylor St
San Francisco, CA 94133-2295
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

David Smith
2051 Scott St
San Francisco, CA 94115-2165
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Michael Ross
4264 N Pershing Ave
San Bernardino, CA 92407-3738
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

George Quezada
1944 Shuey Ave
Walnut Creek, CA 94596-4332
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Laverne Elliott
831 San Felipe Rd
Hollister, CA 95023-2806
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Deborah Montero
8860 Tahiti Ct
Orangevale, CA 95662-3437
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Dotty Gonsalves
1828 Trym St
Hayward, CA 94541-5430
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512  

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Kevan Vander Wahl  
1630 Jones St Apt 10  
San Francisco, CA 94109-2730
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Jill Bolton  
540 North St  
Oakland, CA 94609-1202
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Ann Ngo
1641 Lawrence Pl
Pomona, CA 91766-5454
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Lisa Patton
1881 Sutter St Apt 105
San Francisco, CA 94115-3234
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Molly Freed
1168 Meredith Ave
San Jose, CA 95125-3242
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Julia Dean
125 Sunnyside Ave
Santa Cruz, CA 95062-1037
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Leslie Tate
3517 Fairlomas Rd
National City, CA 91950-8215
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Juanita Ryan  
16010 Milvern Dr  
Whittier, CA 90604-3537
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Shari Laham
11856 Nebraska Ave
Los Angeles, CA 90025-3848
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Margaret Buck
410 Paseo Ganso
San Clemente, CA 92672-3522
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Ron Weinberg
14445 San Feliciano Dr
La Mirada, CA 90638-4341
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Eric Jorgensen
712 Coakley Dr
San Jose, CA 95117-2105
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Jana Perinchief
3330 Arbor Way
Sacramento, CA 95821-3402
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Mark Rosin
832 N Sweetzer Ave
Los Angeles, CA 90069-5408
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Rena Falk
8206 Skyline Dr
Los Angeles, CA 90046-1037
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Carrie Stoeber  
PO Box 8325  
San Diego, CA 92209
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Mary Wiener
429 Lambert Rd
Carpinteria, CA 93013-3076
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512  

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Adam Trauger  
5160 E Atherton St Apt 83  
Long Beach, CA 90815-3947
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512  

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,  

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.  

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.  

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.  

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.  

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.  

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.  

Sincerely,  

Donna Reed  
630 San Vicente Blvd Apt D  
Santa Monica, CA 90402-1854
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Debra Schonfeld
13252 Evening Sky Ct
San Diego, CA 92130-1301
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Joel Cusimano
2177 Pinto St
La Verne, CA 91750-2741
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Julie Knight
204 Reed Cir
Mill Valley, CA 94941-2514
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Wiener
823 Key Route Blvd
Albany, CA 94706-1716
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Elaine Edell
5244 Bridgetown Pl
Westlake Village, CA 91362-4742
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Amber Sims
803 Fawn Pl
Santa Barbara, CA 93105-2421
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Jonathan Wolff
3784 Redwood Ave
Los Angeles, CA 90066-3506
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Michael Hogan
Ladera Sarina
Del Mar, CA 92014-4230
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Pamela Kell
34 Williams Ln
Foster City, CA 94404-3966
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Jason Ellis
849 50th St
Sacramento, CA 95819-3515
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Glenn Linderman
7716 Farol Pl
Carlsbad, CA 92009-8324
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Nancy Lyon
1334 19th St Apt 4
Santa Monica, CA 90404-1943
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Laird Weaver
27853 Amberwood Ln
Valencia, CA 91354-1457
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Rachel Kelley
2916 10th St
Santa Monica, CA 90405-5704
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Barbara Stannard
1767 Iverson Way
Sacramento, CA 95835-1238
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Victor De Vlaming
3942 Terra Vista Way
Sacramento, CA 95821-2936
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512  

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Virginia Smedberg  
441 Washington Ave  
Palo Alto, CA 94301-3953
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Keith Churchill
3509 Portola Dr
Santa Cruz, CA 95062-5140
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Jim Reynolds
2301 Ball Mtn Little Shasta Rd
Montague, CA 96064-9101
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Cathy Valle
PO Box 2494
Truckee, CA 96160-2494
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Yvonne Peck
8167 Woodlake Hills Dr
Orangevale, CA 95662-3723
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Kathryn Burns
5781 Los Pacos St
Buena Park, CA 90620-3440
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Kelley Mcnamara  
338 S Fremont St  
San Mateo, CA 94401-3373
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Laura Sternberg  
1596 Puerto Vallarta Dr  
San Jose, CA 95120-4854
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Karen Hartland
1617 Selby Ave
Los Angeles, CA 90024-5715
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Concha Madrid
5903 Irvine Ave
North Hollywood, CA 91601-1022
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Judy Munson
859 Granada Dr
Oceanside, CA 92056-3501
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Jason Keefer
381 Pershing Dr
Playa Del Rey, CA 90293-7739
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Joseph Razo
485 Deerhurst Ave
Camarillo, CA 93012-5149
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Scott Jenkins
7207 Rainbow Dr
San Jose, CA 95129-4574
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Bruce Cowan
232 Robinhood Pl
Costa Mesa, CA 92627-2133
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Eugene Rinehart
240 Athol Ave Apt 103
Oakland, CA 94606-1347
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Wendy Raymond
7 Hidden Valley Rd
Monrovia, CA 91016-1601
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Jedediah Staley
1106 2nd St # 120
Encinitas, CA 92024-5008
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Laini Katheiser
481 W Maple Way
Woodside, CA 94062-4142
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Stacy & Greg Kline
PO Box 4002
Newport Beach, CA 92661-4002
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Eva Nipp
3655 View St
Bakersfield, CA 93306-9775
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Beverly Farr
359 Cambridge Dr
Goleta, CA 93117-2143
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Kathleen Warren
PO Box 1784
Brentwood, CA 94513-8784
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Dawn Tesluk
2420 Dunstan St
Oceanside, CA 92054-5727
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Eric Leblanc
PO Box 223146
Carmel, CA 93922-3146
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Dottie Wine
1715 259th St Unit 11
Lomita, CA 90717-3356
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Donna Ritola
1630 Eastside Way
Petaluma, CA 94954-3662
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512  

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,  

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.  

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.  

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.  

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.  

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.  

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.  

Sincerely,  

Enisa Jakupovic  
3388 S Centinela Ave Apt 21  
Los Angeles, CA 90066-1546
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Gabe Beam
92109
San Diego, CA 92109-5919
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512  

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Shirley Fladeland  
9008 Golden Hawk Ct  
Bakersfield, CA 93312-6602
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Judith Yamane
12531 Mabee Cir
Garden Grove, CA 92841-4829
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Irene Kraus  
26531 Baronet  
Mission Viejo, CA 92692-4100
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Michael Walsh
807 Cabrillo St
San Francisco, CA 94118-3606
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Kira Schabram
3206 Gillam Rd
Valley Springs, CA 95252-8515
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Louis Baker
4563 Terry Ln
La Mesa, CA 91942-5848
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Kerry Stanton
2087 Main St
Santa Clara, CA 95050-3850
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512  

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,  

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.  

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.  

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.  

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.  

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.  

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.  

Sincerely,  

Lil Judd  
15555 Sorbonne St  
Sylmar, CA 91342-1132
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Lewis Kawecki
PO Box 96
Kings Beach, CA 96143-0096
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Marc Woersching
PO Box 4471
Valley Village, CA 91617-0471
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Ray Wallner
357 Chi Chi Cir
Hemet, CA 92545-8931
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Michael Ristig
2040 N Cleveland St
Orange, CA 92865-3827
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Allen Nelson  
15962 Gault St  
Lake Balboa, CA 91406-4933
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Todd Fisk
10956 Caminito Cuesta
San Diego, CA 92131-3573
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512  

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,  

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.  

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.  

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.  

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.  

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.  

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.  

Sincerely,  

Mark & Kate Howard  
11443 Alberni Ave  
Lake View Terrace, CA 91342-6902
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Vicky Vanvalkenburg
1127 Elgin St
San Lorenzo, CA 94580-1222
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Wes Erck
1614 N Clear Creek Pl
Danville, CA 94526-5623
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Tom Gallagher
1452 Floribunda Ave
Burlingame, CA 94010-7515
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Susan Kraus
6224 Tapia Dr Apt E
Malibu, CA 90265-3146
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512  

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,  

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.  

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.  

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.  

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.  

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.  

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.  

Sincerely,  

Andrea Lieberman  
111 please do not send paper mail street  
Los Angeles, CA 90066-1216
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Michael Briley  
1225 S Rice Rd Spc 69  
Ojai, CA 93023-3418
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512  

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,  

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.  

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.  

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.  

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.  

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.  

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.  

Sincerely,  

Brittany Pyke  
8081 Holland Dr Apt 2b  
Huntington Beach, CA 92647-6349
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Bryan Ruff
3457 Ramstad Dr
San Jose, CA 95127-4322
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Edith Drobny  
632 Hawthorne Ave  
Los Altos, CA 94024-3120
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Robert Chirpin
18520 Vincennes St
Northridge, CA 91324-2906
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Janene Frahm
PO Box 2243
San Anselmo, CA 94979-2243
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512  

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Janet Beach  
4 Emperor Ct  
Napa, CA 94558-1695
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Julie Zito
2152 Yates Ct
Brentwood, CA 94513-4117
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Jody McGinnis
2605 Maxine Dr
Modesto, CA 95350-2432
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512  

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,  

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.  

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.  

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.  

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.  

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.  

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.  

Sincerely,  

Martha Meade  
16914 Donna Ynez Ln  
Pacific Palisades, CA 90272-2809
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Nadya Schmeder
1901 York St
Napa, CA 94559-1107
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Yseult Biwer
23143 Canzonet St
Woodland Hills, CA 91367-6104
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Sharon Madhvani
17996 Deer Run Ct
Morgan Hill, CA 95037-9446
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Susan Goldberg
1609 Arbor Dr
Glendale, CA 91202-1301
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512 

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Steven Gaylord  
2588 W Main St  
Barstow, CA 92311-3676
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Sheila Riley
1336 16th Ave Apt 4
San Francisco, CA 94122-2021
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Ollie Warner
5501 Alpine Rd
San Pablo, CA 94806-4029
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Sara Williams
9634 Oak Glen Rd
Cherry Valley, CA 92223-3744
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Barbra Leigh
PO Box 403
Inverness, CA 94937-0403
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Sally Picciotto
5940 Chabot Rd
Oakland, CA 94618-1253
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Tanya Baldwin
100 Oak Rim Way Apt 16
Los Gatos, CA 95032-3475
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Mitzy Esteva-Grillet
6425 Edmonton Ave
San Diego, CA 92122-2512
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Benjamin Medved
1860 Chestnut St Apt 3
Santa Clara, CA 95054-2559
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

James Dyer
132 Beulah St
San Francisco, CA 94117-2718
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Carol Mcmahon
6854 Sly Park Rd
Placerville, CA 95667-8153
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512  

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,  

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.  

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.  

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.  

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.  

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.  

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.  

Sincerely,  

Lily Chin  
408 Elizabeth Ave  
Monterey Park, CA 91755-1402
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Cynthia Hoppenfeld
832 N Sweetzer Ave
Los Angeles, CA 90069-5408
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

William Graham
16432 Illinois Ct
Torrance, CA 90504-1916
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Margaret Staton
1639 Fernald Point Ln
Santa Barbara, CA 93108-2906
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Rick Bettis
1716 P St Apt 9
Sacramento, CA 95811-6121
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Ann Erickson
PO Box 862
Monte Rio, CA 95462-0862
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512  

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Eva Leeman  
347 Peters Dr  
Vista, CA 92083-5808
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Catherine McCoy
30359 Savannah Oaks Dr
Murrieta, CA 92563-6856
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Nora Burns  
1806 Walnut St  
Berkeley, CA 94709-1861
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

David Kinkaid
2337 Galveston St
San Diego, CA 92110-2304
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Patrick Burke
88 Holt St
Ventura, CA 93001-1172
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

J Timothy Forbush  
9560 Via Salerno  
Burbank, CA 91504-1225
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Sharon Gekko
613 Via Golondrina
San Clemente, CA 92673-5667
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Van Butenschoen
702 E Camino Real Ave
Arcadia, CA 91006-4425
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Nancy Gorrell
850 Mendocino Ave
Berkeley, CA 94707-1923
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

A Adams
20415 Via Paviso
Cupertino, CA 95014-6322
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Irene Grumman
4226 Utah St Apt 20
San Diego, CA 92104-1857
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

E Peterson  
193 Montemar  
San Jose, CA 95125-5647
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Sarah Chaney  
7948 Hemphill Dr  
San Diego, CA 92126-3432
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Jeffrey Hasenau
5201 Lake Knoll Ln
Fair Oaks, CA 95628-3507
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Richard & Jeanne Placone
601 Chimalus Dr
Palo Alto, CA 94306-2710
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Lawrence Gilmour
6050 Canterbury Dr Unit F110
Culver City, CA 90230-6800
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Candy Rocha
651 Echandia St
Los Angeles, CA 90033-1612
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Marian Dennis
20 Hanover Ct
Santa Cruz, CA 95062-2651
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Jennifer Ruch
325 9th Ave Apt 33
San Francisco, CA 94118-2284
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Max Ryden
PO Box 475
Big Bear Lake, CA 92315-0475
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Erica Stanojevic
611 Centennial St
Santa Cruz, CA 95060-6007
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512  

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,  

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.  

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.  

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.  

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.  

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.  

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.  

Sincerely,  

Richard Packer  
24679 Park Miramar  
Calabasas, CA 91302-1455
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Joshua Arnold  
5140 Sacramento Ave Apt E  
Richmond, CA 94804-5442
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Steven Scott
1238 Carlotta Ave
Berkeley, CA 94707-2707
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Brian Phillips
13651 Gibson St
Glen Ellen, CA 95442-9669
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Ray Jarosz
PO Box 301
Montgomery Creek, CA 96065-0301
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Ernest Thayer
580 Roosevelt Way
San Francisco, CA 94114-1419
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Rollye Wiskerson
1678 Devlin Dr
Vallejo, CA 94591-7625
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Robert Foran
410 Lincoln St
Santa Cruz, CA 95060-4335
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Sarah Black
1277 46th Ave
San Francisco, CA 94122-1110
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Linda Whitley  
123 McLellan Ave  
San Mateo, CA 94403-2827
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Monica Odani
25409 Cypress St
Lomita, CA 90717-2038
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Kacie Shelton
465 S El Molino Ave Apt 5
Pasadena, CA 91101-3453
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Carol Remsen
408 Glen Arbor Dr
Encinitas, CA 92024-1926
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Sharon Griffen
3210 Orange St
San Jose, CA 95127-1029
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

John Delaney
285 N Ventura Ave Apt 11
Ventura, CA 93001-4533
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Garril Page
70 Fawn Dr
San Anselmo, CA 94960-1126
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Bonnie Wells  
224 Marshall Dr  
Walnut Creek, CA 94598-2833
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Tresa Gorman
PO Box 1174
Jacksonville, OR 97530-1174
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Melvin Zimmerman
Morro Bay Blvd
Morro Bay, CA 93442-2141
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Tammy Robertson
1339 Stellar Way
Mount Shasta, CA 96067-9097
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Laura Roberson
261 W Colony Rd
Ripon, CA 95366-9449
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Jeannette Ralston  
PO Box 3376  
Half Moon Bay, CA 94019-3376
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Edith Duncan
20146 E Lancaster Blvd
Lancaster, CA 93535-8919
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Denise Erkeneff
33566 Seawind Ct
Dana Point, CA 92629-1854
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Kenneth Sisson
2275 Eunice St
Berkeley, CA 94709-1452
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Sharon Janulaw
6560 Eagle Ridge Rd
Penngrove, CA 94951-9575
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Zoe Huang
Poplar Court
Oakland, CA 94607
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Sandra Witecki
1861 Poggi St
Alameda, CA 94501-1879
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Gloria Mcclintock
1077 Grebe St
Foster City, CA 94404-1442
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Harrison B. Kinney, Jr.  
43 Dutch Valley Ln  
San Anselmo, CA 94960-1045
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Michael Berry
97 N Ashwood Ave Apt 502
Ventura, CA 93003-1844
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Norman Nelson
2613 Willowbrook Ln Unit 74
Aptos, CA 95003-6020
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Lynda Grandinetti
PO Box 3529
Santa Cruz, CA 95063-3529
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Dennis Mann
PO Box 577
San Jacinto, CA 92581-0577
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Donald Mackey
PO Box 823
South Pasadena, CA 91031-0823
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Shelley Carroll
219 Brannan St Unit1H
San Francisco, CA 94107-4031
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512  

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Susan Cliff  
PO Box 1332  
Mount Shasta, CA 96067-1332
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Tim Curl
PO Box 341691
Los Angeles, CA 90034-9691
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512  

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,  

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.  

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.  

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.  

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.  

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.  

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.  

Sincerely,  

Marty Lemaj  
1260 Morse Ave  
Sunnyvale, CA 94089-1605
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Gabrielle Johnston
4304 Shepherds Ln
La Canada, CA 91011-3132
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Tom Heinz
19111 Croyden Ter
Irvine, CA 92603-3504
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Michael Raymor
275 Mund Rd
St Helena, CA 94574
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Victor Frias  
1742 S Orange Ave  
West Covina, CA 91790-4417
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Diane Goldsmith  
977 Dominican Way  
Ukiah, CA 95482-3706
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

David Boyer
135 Mosher Way
Palo Alto, CA 94304-2418
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Maureen Cole
464 Clinton St Apt 303
Redwood City, CA 94062-1005
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512  

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Katja Irvin  
215 S 19th St  
San Jose, CA 95116-2708
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Clifford Hanson
5505 Sierra Ave
Richmond, CA 94805-1932
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Jim Hard  
PO Box 188871  
Sacramento, CA 95818-8871
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

John Montgomery
6 Edgehill Way
San Rafael, CA 94903-4204
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Corey Thomas  
3040 Soda Bay Rd  
Lakeport, CA 95453-9749
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Leonard Foreman  
102 Germaine Ave  
Santa Cruz, CA 95065-1114
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Matthew Lunn  
450 Lohrmann Ln  
Petaluma, CA 94952-1611
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Beverly Fitzpatrick
6046 N Feland Ave
Fresno, CA 93711-1616
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Fern Schlesinger
23675 Cadenza Dr
Murrieta, CA 92562-2105
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Fabian Garcilazo
10075 Dauntless St
San Diego, CA 92126-5517
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Jane Nachazel-Ruck
1844 Effie St
Los Angeles, CA 90026-1712
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Helen Bierlich
816 N Harvard Blvd
Los Angeles, CA 90029-3316
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Susan Castor
4975 Glen Iris Ave
Los Angeles, CA 90041-2006
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Patricia Marlatt
3863 Fredonia Dr
Los Angeles, CA 90068-1211
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Erick Weber
15640 Freeman Ave
Lawndale, CA 90260-2601
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Joan Petermann
3185 Rossini Pl
Topanga, CA 90290-4465
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Vanessa Colon
11717 Tina St
Norwalk, CA 90650-1745
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512  

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Rachel Kuryan  
313 8th St Apt D  
Seal Beach, CA 90740-6328
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Tadd Armbruster
2621 E 20th St Unit 4
Signal Hill, CA 90755-1058
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Lynda Obershaw
330 Cordova St
Pasadena, CA 91101-2451
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Anthony Burton
14949 La Mesa St
Sylmar, CA 91342-2016
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512  

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Wayne & Marsha Williams  
15423 Sutton St  
Sherman Oaks, CA 91403-3809
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Gavin Gamboa
12926 Addison St
Sherman Oaks, CA 91423-2216
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Susan Swan
2907 Corte Celeste
Carlsbad, CA 92009-9211
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512  

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Christy Trowbridge  
3305 Vista Rocosa  
Escondido, CA 92029-7946
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Rosa Flores  
8524 Via Mallorca Unit H  
La Jolla, CA 92037-2512
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Robert Gates
5252 Balboa Arms Dr Unit 116
San Diego, CA 92117-4927
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Andre Tarverdians
6531 Hopedale Ct
San Diego, CA 92120-3211
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Geraldine Racik
16520 Calle Pulido
San Diego, CA 92128-3251
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Scott Woker
1011 Beyer Way Spc 13
San Diego, CA 92154-4609
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Christina Burton
12624 Remington Rd
Apple Valley, CA 92308-5033
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Von Douglas  
29418 Evans Ln  
Highland, CA 92346-7702
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

David Sarricks
PO Box 452
Running Springs, CA 92382-0452
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Daniel Steele
29725 Merjanian Rd
Menifee, CA 92584-8378
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

William Smith
26904 Flo Ln Unit 455
Canyon Country, CA 91351-5514
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Mary Kathryn Rodarte
8355 Rattlesnake Rd
Phelan, CA 92371-6430
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Kathleen Kuczynski
25402 Shoshone Dr
Lake Forest, CA 92630-3520
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Michael McMahan
4892 Maui Cir
Huntington Beach, CA 92649-2363
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Gary Fishman
425 Anita St
Laguna Beach, CA 92651-2901
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Kurt Speidel
761 Calle Los Olivos
San Clemente, CA 92673-2717
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Kathleen Boyer  
86 Timbre  
Rancho Santa Margarita, CA 92688-2023
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Vince Harper
1531 E San Carlos Ave
Orange, CA 92865-1524
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Lynne and Ashley Francovich
990 Seamist Pl
Ventura, CA 93003-0483
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Nicholas Perocco
5131 San Simeon Dr
Santa Barbara, CA 93111-2130
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Aileen Campbell
4202 Calle Real Apt 337b
Santa Barbara, CA 93110-4084
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Cynthia Obyrne
4045 Sagan Ct
Lompoc, CA 93436-1969
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Ramon Sandoval
37204 95th St E
Littlerock, CA 93543-1247
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Peter Smith  
3863 E Kerckhoff Ave  
Fresno, CA 93702-2829
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Elena Ennouri
175 Orchard Ave
Redwood City, CA 94061-3721
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Bryce Verdier
1400 Bowe Ave Apt 608
Santa Clara, CA 95051-3834
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Robert Lopez
440 N Rengstorff Ave
Mountain View, CA 94043-2879
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Lissa Coleman
3051 Glendale Ave
Redwood City, CA 94063-3620
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Matthew Johnson
1623 Cordilleras Ave
San Carlos, CA 94070-4504
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Manuel Luschas
1471 Flamingo Way
Sunnyvale, CA 94087-3405
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Nora Roman
68 Arnold Ave
San Francisco, CA 94110-5913
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Kimberly Pikul
1283 40th Ave Apt 2
San Francisco, CA 94122-1263
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512  

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Gail Horvath  
82 Levant St  
San Francisco, CA 94114-1410
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Carol Anna Lind
822 Clayton St Apt 7
San Francisco, CA 94117-4460
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Judy Ireland
400 Deer Valley Rd Apt 4f
San Rafael, CA 94903-5520
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Aaron Blohowiak
2101 Williams St
Palo Alto, CA 94306-1417
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512  

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be "clean," it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Mark Roest  
3329 Los Prados St Apt 1  
San Mateo, CA 94403-3035
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

William Maya
10425 Link St
Oakland, CA 94603-4040
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Donal Mahon
2210 Pinehurst Ct
El Cerrito, CA 94530-1880
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Carolyn Wheeler
40452 Ditmus Ct
Fremont, CA 94538-3558
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Douglas Lowder
San Leandro
San Leandro, CA 94577-3853
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Rebecca Spindler
4301 Horner St
Union City, CA 94587-2523
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

William Mitchell
5511 Fernhoff Rd
Oakland, CA 94619-3165
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Nancy Jo  
1633 Ward St  
Berkeley, CA 94703-1827
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Steven Schultz
827 Curtis St
Albany, CA 94706-1803
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Eileen Kramer
137 Purdue Ave
Kensington, CA 94708-1032
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Gregg Bambo
5113 Panama Ave
Richmond, CA 94804-5451
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Frank Andrews
247 D St Apt 104
San Rafael, CA 94901-5036
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512  

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Paul Ryan  
1236 Lokoya Rd  
Napa, CA 94558-9567
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Tom Ussery
1029 Greenwood Dr # B
Novato, CA 94947-4839
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

David Keller
1327 I St
Petaluma, CA 94952-4767
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Allison Levin
258 Glen Dr
Sausalito, CA 94965-1819
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Bronte Kass
16383 Aztec Ridge Dr
Los Gatos, CA 95030-7503
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Patricia Cachopo
2337 Harrison St
Santa Clara, CA 95050-4416
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Susan Green
206 Regency Ct
Santa Rosa, CA 95401-5826
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512  

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,  

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.  

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.  

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.  

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.  

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.  

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.  

Sincerely,  

Yvette Fallandy  
2928 Bardy Rd  
Santa Rosa, CA 95404-8544
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Carol Starkey
10875 Rio Ruso Dr
Windsor, CA 95492-8012
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Steven Johnson
2575 Starbuck Rd
Rescue, CA 95672-9675
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Linda McCalister  
115 Del Loma Ct  
Vacaville, CA 95687-9477
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Joel Webb
1017 Kains Ave Apt 2
Albany, CA 94706-2246
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Sharon Norlund
PO Box 162
Durham, CA 95938-0162
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Barbara Mauk
PO Box 153
Hyampom, CA 96046-0153
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Roger Pinon
2100 E Katella Ave Unit 542
Anaheim, CA 92806-6089
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Tanya Desloover
8132 Forelle Dr Apt 3
Huntington Beach, CA 92646-1698
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Helen Salyers
PO Box 630
Mill Valley, CA 94942-0630
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

William Holt
4310 Valley Ave Apt H
Pleasanton, CA 94566-5555
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512  

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Charlene Little  
1141 Cima Linda Ln  
Santa Barbara, CA 93108-1820
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Cynthia Crittenton  
50 La Palma  
Newbury Park, CA 91320-1016
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Dana May
12251 Fallingleaf St
Garden Grove, CA 92840-4208
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Catherine Kamas
13674 Eastbridge St
Westminster, CA 92683-2985
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512  

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Patty Ebel  
14 La Purisima  
Rancho Santa Margarita, CA 92688-3107
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Harriet Hill
1444 McFarlan St
Eureka, CA 95501-1346
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Rick Santos
145 W Clover Rd
Tracy, CA 95376-1856
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Stephen Bartlett-Re
1474 Sacramento St Apt 203
San Francisco, CA 94109-4040
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512  

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Tiffany Belzer  
15 Laurel Hill Ct  
San Mateo, CA 94402-3807
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Tonya Dysart  
1512 La Playa Ave Apt 7-209  
San Diego, CA 92109-6329
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Nancy Whitehead
1591 Calathea Rd
Hemet, CA 92545-9002
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Shari Doty  
PO Box 1103  
Nipomo, CA 93444-1103
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Lorna Buratto
1933 Dove Ln
Carlsbad, CA 92009-4081
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Sandie Minasian
20360 Wynfread Ln
Porter Ranch, CA 91326-4056
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Dennis Morton
221 Bay St
Santa Cruz, CA 95060-6121
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Paige Nielsen
2230 Memory Ln
Westlake Village, CA 91361-5523
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512  

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Chris Rhine  
22620 Mobile St  
West Hills, CA 91307-3612
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Gregg Chadwick
2308 Schader Dr Unit 206
Santa Monica, CA 90404-2930
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512  

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Jeff Rudisill  
247 San Gabriel Ct  
Sierra Madre, CA 91024-2645
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Jerry Manoukian
2500 Hospital Dr
Mountain View, CA 94040-4106
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Betty Porter  
25119 Filaree Ave  
Moreno Valley, CA 92551-4511
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Emmett Mcmahon
2555 Hopkins St
San Diego, CA 92139-3436
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Brett Diener
25632 Nottingham Ct
Laguna Hills, CA 92653-7504
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Charles Wiley
10620 Victory Blvd Apt 212
North Hollywood, CA 91606-3934
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Arnie Schoenberg
3345 Gregory St
San Diego, CA 92104-4751
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Dianne Lane
3509 Udall St
San Diego, CA 92106-1648
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Claire Carsman
360 W Pico Rd
Palm Springs, CA 92262-1914
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Stephen Seehafer
3636 Broderick St Apt 11
San Francisco, CA 94123-1033
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Fred Mauck
38651 Desert Mirage Dr
Palm Desert, CA 92260-0609
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Pattie Meade
421 Via Montego
San Clemente, CA 92672-3628
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512  

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,  

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.  

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.  

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.  

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.  

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.  

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.  

Sincerely,  

Joy Salmon  
PO Box 130281  
Carlsbad, CA 92013-0281
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Allen Root
1551 Royal Way
San Luis Obispo, CA 93405-6331
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Robert Schaar
46353 Teton Trl
Temecula, CA 92592-4139
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Richard Klune
4714 Renovo Way
San Diego, CA 92124-2451
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Catherine Lanzl
501 Sweet Pea Pl
Encinitas, CA 92024-7711
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Dana Al-Ghanim
5040 Alana Dr
Santa Rosa, CA 95409-4228
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Jesse Greer
90 Aiken Way
Sacramento, CA 95819-2142
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Stefanie Baldwin
526 Pomona Ave
Albany, CA 94706-1427
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512  

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Karen Bowman  
5349 Wheaton St  
La Mesa, CA 91942-1768
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Paul Lambotte
5549 Sandburg Ave
San Diego, CA 92122-4129
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Evan Mc Dermit
608 Golden Ave
Fullerton, CA 92832-1110
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Megan Saunders
645 Austin Creek Rd
Cazadero, CA 95421-9742
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Charles Lieou
6520 El Colegio Rd
Santa Barbara, CA 93106-4204
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512  

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,  

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.  

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.  

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.  

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.  

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.  

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.  

Sincerely,  

Alan Liechty  
766 Filip Rd  
Los Altos, CA 94024-4909
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Harley Sebastian-Lewis
7713 Manet Pkwy
Sacramento, CA 95823-3043
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Jacob Merkin
833 W 10th St
Claremont, CA 91711-3617
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Terry Heffernan
991 Tennessee St
San Francisco, CA 94107-3013
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Ian Duncan
2149 California St
Berkeley, CA 94703-1474
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Dr. Kanti Rawal
PO Box 1818
San Leandro, CA 94577-0266
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Johanna Movassat
San Jose State University
San Jose, CA 95192-0001
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Dan Buckles
4006 Willow Pass Rd
Concord, CA 94519-1040
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Ryan Johnson
860 1/4 N Ocidntl Blvd Apt 2
Los Angeles, CA 90026-6507
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Rich Juline
2020 Graydon Ave
Monrovia, CA 91016-4737
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irreversibly dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Grainger
4508 Ramona Dr
Riverside, CA 92506-1181
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Bob Brantley
6010 Briercrest Ave
Lakewood, CA 90713-1018
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Ralph Boccheff  
11867 Terracina Lane  
Fontana, CA 92337
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Peggy Stewart
950 La Mirada
Pasadena, CA 91105
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Lynn Fonkalsrud
712 Vista Coto Verde
Camarillo, CA 93010-9237
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Lillian Paynter
5540 W 5th St Spc 85
Oxnard, CA 93035-3817
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Maree Penhart
4625 Falkirk Bay
Oxnard, CA 93035-3743
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Pam Rochell
PO Box 1252
Santa Barbara, CA 93102-1252
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512  

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,  

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.  

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.  

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.  

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.  

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.  

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.  

Sincerely,  

Seb Baum  
7893 Adrian Dr  
Rohnert Park, CA 94928-3904
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

John Thielen
2101 Bryant St Apt 309
San Francisco, CA 94110-2172
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Dorothea Stephan
Deglwies 1
Winzer, None 94577
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Brian Bennici
2290 W 24th St
Los Angeles, CA 90018-1903
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

William Dillon
240 Edgewood Ave
San Francisco, CA 94117-3715
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Henry And Carole Slucki  
1467 S Oakhurst Dr  
Los Angeles, CA 90035-3227
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Sheryl Kaplan
1653 Whitsett Dr
El Cajon, CA 92020-1347
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Janice Boyce
1853 San Juan Ave
Berkeley, CA 94707-1621
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Janice Vieth
21333 E Venton St
Covina, CA 91724-1937
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Jerilyn Beck
236 Hacienda Dr
Arcadia, CA 91006-2234
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512  

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Ted Pillar  
39707 Princeton Way Unit B  
Murrieta, CA 92563-8334
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Katharine Hansen
4265 Brittany Dr
Redding, CA 96002-5108
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

James Berkheimer
4714 Wadsworth Ct
Fremont, CA 94538-3351
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Edwin Schweifler
718 Orchid Ave
Capitola, CA 95010-3719
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Lawrence Smith
PO Box 1816
Mendocino, CA 95460-1816
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Mari Enitez
PO Box 488
Watsonville, CA 95077-0488
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Cathy Wagner
375 W Napa St Apt 4
Sonoma, CA 95476-6532
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512  

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Tom Wyman  
4227 Miramonte Pl  
Riverside, CA 92501-3054
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Lisa Aguilar
532 45th Ave
San Francisco, CA 94121-2421
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512  

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Joel Isaacson  
1417 Spruce St Apt G  
Berkeley, CA 94709-1478
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Vickie Chandler
1640 Canna Ln
San Jose, CA 95124-6555
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

David Levy
2071 Truesdell Ln
Carlsbad, CA 92008-1141
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Charles Nicoll
7703 Verna Way
Lucerne, CA 95458-8593
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Susan Bauer
2123 Rambling Rose Dr
Camarillo, CA 93012-2533
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Eric Bratcher
26626 Voltaire St
Hayward, CA 94544-3521
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Richard Texeria
27619 Cliffwood Ave
Hayward, CA 94545-4207
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Alexa Mcmahan  
4892 Maui Cir  
Huntington Beach, CA 92649-2363
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Dale Hoglund
54215 Cananero Cir
La Quinta, CA 92253-8059
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Cathrynne Johnston  
14335 Huston St Apt 203  
Sherman Oaks, CA 91423-1814
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512  

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Linda Gibb  
13909 Annandale Ln  
Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91739-2186
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Sampson Chan
268 Orizaba Ave
San Francisco, CA 94132-3158
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Cherry Battaglia
293 Eastside Dr
San Jose, CA 95127-1903
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Muntzi Verga
352 12th St
Seal Beach, CA 90740-6473
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512  

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Russell De La Mare  
70 Via Solaz  
Rancho Santa Margarita, CA 92688-2965
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512  

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,  

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.  

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.  

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.  

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.  

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.  

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.  

Sincerely,  

Regina Phillips  
20134 Leadwell St  
Winnetka, CA 91306-3264
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Linda Gates
1926 W Via Rancho Pkwy
Escondido, CA 92029-6505
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Frank Marwood  
2252 6th Ave  
San Diego, CA 92101-2107
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512  

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Mary Pritchett  
958 Park St Apt C  
Alameda, CA 94501-5298
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Diane Wallace
2338 Ransom Ave
Oakland, CA 94601-3875
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

margaret diamond
400 Casa Grande Rd
Petaluma, CA 94954-3004
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512  

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,  

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.  

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.  

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.  

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.  

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.  

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.  

Sincerely,  

Portia Sinnott  
672 Robinson Rd  
Sebastopol, CA 95472-4101
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Mark Rembe
9539 Janfred Way
La Mesa, CA 91942-4136
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Arturo Madera
10312 Burin Ave
Inglewood, CA 90304-1522
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAlister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Craig Wessinger
36 Augusta
Irvine, CA 92620-3282
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Rebecca Miller
27560 Grosse Point Dr
Sun City, CA 92586-2120
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

John Vantress
39 Curtis Ave
San Rafael, CA 94901-2006
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512 

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,  

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.  

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.  

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.  

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.  

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.  

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.  

Sincerely,  

Elaine Bitzel  
498 Eureka St  
San Francisco, CA 94114-2715
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Joan Wehr  
22930 Fuller Ave  
Hayward, CA 94541-7414
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Dorothy Wilkinson
5118 De Longpre Ave Apt 314
Los Angeles, CA 90027-5722
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Salome Hawkins  
6159 E Calle Pantano  
Anaheim, CA 92807-2308
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Zach Brodsky
1502 Crestline Dr
Santa Barbara, CA 93105-4611
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Andrew Clark  
555 Bryant St # 210  
Palo Alto, CA 94301-1704
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Dolores Dahm
PO Box 898
Cotati, CA 94931-0898
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Michael Wagner
845 W Colorado Blvd
Monrovia, CA 91016-2517
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Linda Moore
8110 Mission Blvd Spc 38
Riverside, CA 92509-2944
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Cynthia King
684 E Guiberson Rd
Fillmore, CA 93015-9785
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Christina Chen
2468 W Bayshore Rd
Palo Alto, CA 94303-3558
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Terry Helbick-White
15917 Frontiersman Dr
Redding, CA 96001-9762
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Alana Guarnieri
19 Rollins Pl
Laguna Niguel, CA 92677-4122
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Elsa Carcamo
1234
Palmdale, CA 93552-3031
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

David Ely
1328 Addison St
Berkeley, CA 94702-1717
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Sally Boggini
212 Seacliff Dr
Aptos, CA 95003-4426
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Lorain Mangaliman
415 S Oxford Ave
Los Angeles, CA 90020-3853
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Phil Ganezer  
16996 Mulholland Dr  
Los Angeles, CA 90049-1166
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Megan Rice  
21516 Encina Rd  
Topanga, CA 90290-3522
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Vanessa Ivory
555 Evergreen St Apt 12
Inglewood, CA 90302-7053
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Michael Alexander
1124 S Palos Verdes St
San Pedro, CA 90731-4398
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Marlena Garland
28427 Cascade Rd
Castaic, CA 91384-4735
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Philip Glaser
25501 Camino Los Padres
Laguna Niguel, CA 92677-5853
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Emily Brandt
3335 W McKinley Ave
Fresno, CA 93722-5525
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Kathy Ruppel
680 San Juan St
Stanford, CA 94305-8434
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Keith Ellis  
502 Winslow St  
Crockett, CA 94525-1250
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Martha Mcnamee
14 Center Ct
Walnut Creek, CA 94595-1367
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Charles Ivor
PO Box 1425
Gualala, CA 95445-1425
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Grey Issel
1520 E Covell Blvd Ste 5
Davis, CA 95616-1366
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Janet Dunlap
915 Marvin Gardens Way
Rocklin, CA 95765-4541
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Leona Graham
311 Park Rd
Ojai, CA 93023-2933
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Ormand Tegland
401 W Rainbow Blvd
Big Bear City, CA 92314-9388
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Nik Kripalani  
5104 Greenwillow Ln  
San Diego, CA 92130-2894
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Deborah Peri
2525 Sir Francis Drake Blvd
Fairfax, CA 94930-1453
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Erik Hilburn
1905 Pacific Ave
San Francisco, CA 94109-2335
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Brad Rae
24892 Rivendell Dr
Lake Forest, CA 92630-4127
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Charles Williams  
9701 Haas Ave  
Los Angeles, CA 90047-4022
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Art McCue
560 N Verdugo Dr
Porterville, CA 93257-1830
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Gina Lyons
156 9th Ave
San Francisco, CA 94118-1261
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Tim O’Brien
1709 Pine Knoll Dr
Belmont, CA 94002-1932
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Stephen Dvorak
211 Hope St # 1791
Mountain View, CA 94041-1306
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Pat Patterson
627 Leyden Ln
Claremont, CA 91711-4236
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Robin Finley
807 Tierra Alta St
Moss Beach, CA 94038-9722
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Brett Forray
PO Box 2124
Turlock, CA 95381-2124
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Russell Symonds
1973 Newport Blvd Spec 23
Costa Mesa, CA 92627-2268
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Michael Basham
1820 Copperton Rd
Camino, CA 95709-9608
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Grant Langan
3240 1/2 Lewis Ave
Signal Hill, CA 90755-5127
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Theresa Owens
3434 Edgewood Rd
Eureka, CA 95501-2757
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512  

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Tammy Glazkov  
175 Giffin Rd  
Los Altos, CA 94022-3903
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Joe Jah  
536 Mason St Apt 305  
San Francisco, CA 94102-1205
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Tess Renahan
2610 Hillegass Ave
Berkeley, CA 94704-3340
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Cheryl Pruitt  
15863 Minnetonka St  
Victorville, CA 92395-9624
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Christopher Evans
Hearst Avenue
Berkeley, CA 94720
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Michael Sumpter
750 South Rose Way
Tecopa, CA 92389
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Richmond Michael
PO Box 866
Monte Rio, CA 95462-0866
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Curtis Mitchell  
1327a El Camino Real  
Burlingame, CA 94010-4701
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Leana Rosetti
3835 Bayo St
Oakland, CA 94619-2013
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Bonnie Black
146 Marnell Ave
Santa Cruz, CA 95062-1521
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Gary Wernick
17470 Ferndale St
Lathrop, CA 95330-8822
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Nicole Tapia
3301 Fleetwood Dr
San Bruno, CA 94066-1205
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512  

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,  

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.  

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.  

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.  

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.  

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.  

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.  

Sincerely,  

James Loughran  
46 Rausch St  
San Francisco, CA 94103-3918
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512  

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,  

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.  

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.  

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.  

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.  

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.  

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.  

Sincerely,  

Rogelio Huerta  
81187 Coco Palm Dr  
Indio, CA 92201-3793
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Natasha Hopkinson
725 Tehama St
San Francisco, CA 94103-3872
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Pat Bryan
8333 Golden Ave
Lemon Grove, CA 91945-2649
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Jill Mistretta
904 Sir Francis Drake Blvd Apt 2
Kentfield, CA 94904-1572
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Gilia Humrich  
9887 Hillside Dr  
Forestville, CA 95436-9774
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Amanda Gonzalez  
4405 Roosevelt St  
Chino, CA 91710-3225
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Keith Fahey
18400 Collins St Apt 38
Tarzana, CA 91356-2329
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Tara Starr
PO Box 83
Lafayette, CA 94549-0083
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

James Wallace
PO Box 576
Little River, CA 95456-0576
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

John Quadros
48243 Turquoise St
Fremont, CA 94539-7656
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Kim Vonk
10012 Resmar Ct
La Mesa, CA 91941-6971
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Sherry Parker
1021 6th St
Santa Monica, CA 90403-3913
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Thomas Gillespie
15272 Valeda Dr
La Mirada, CA 90638-2440
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Charles Kinsey
16330 Foothill Blvd Spc 23
Fontana, CA 92335-3366
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Marilyn Drake
3301 Langley Way
Antelope, CA 95843-2217
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512  

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,  

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.  

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.  

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.  

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.  

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.  

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.  

Sincerely,  

Carolyn Shuman  
37 Claremont Blvd  
San Francisco, CA 94127-1128
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Katherine Schaff  
2866 24th St  
San Francisco, CA 94110-4233
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Jim Littlefield, West Coast Director, S.E.A.
410 Seacliff Dr
Aptos, CA 95003-4322
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Daniel Ryan
434 Pennsylvania Ave
Santa Cruz, CA 95062-2434
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Naomi Gilmore
4390 47th Ave Apt 108
Sacramento, CA 95824-3709
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Robin Fellner
3151 Fieldbrook Rd
Mckinleyville, CA 95519-8125
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Mary Quilliam
6059 Springvale Dr
Los Angeles, CA 90042-2015
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Dan Glassoff
7857 Sterling Dr
Oakland, CA 94605-3044
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Darcy Vasudev
88 Hoff St Apt 108
San Francisco, CA 94110-7203
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Carmen Fried
976 E Villa St Apt 7
Pasadena, CA 91106-1044
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Raziel Kainne
PO Box 1201
Guerneville, CA 95446-1201
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

John Clark
2911 Simkins Ct
Palo Alto, CA 94303-3847
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Walter Sleeth
227 Catalpa Dr
Atherton, CA 94027-2002
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512  

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,  

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.  

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.  

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.  

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.  

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.  

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.  

Sincerely,  

Alex Torres  
843 E 2nd St  
Calexico, CA 92231-3026
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Trisha Hamera
5415 Myrtle Dr
Loomis, CA 95650-9203
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Sacha Badame
195 Santa Clara Ave Apt 6
Oakland, CA 94610-1377
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Susan Emerson
PO Box 990403
Redding, CA 96099-0403
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Mary Plauson
4643 W Rio Bravo Dr
Fresno, CA 93722-3238
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Shirley Simons
1001 Buckthorn Dr
Murphys, CA 95247-9474
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Mark Lawlor
2037 Vine St
Berkeley, CA 94709-2049
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512  

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,  

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.  

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.  

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant. 

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region. 

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come. 

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.  

Sincerely,  

Harry Smith  
766 W Wilson St Apt E  
Costa Mesa, CA 92627-2985
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Marcie Long
8707 Wight Way
Kelseyville, CA 95451-9229
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Janice Cumming
5835 College Ave Ste C
Oakland, CA 94618-1653
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Abot Bensussen
5917 Eton Ct
San Diego, CA 92122-3203
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Sharon Feissel
5895 Mountain Hawk Dr
Santa Rosa, CA 95409-4358
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Jon Spitz  
401 Steele Lane  
Laytonville, CA 95454
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

John & Gloria Sefton
PO Box 714
Trabuco Canyon, CA 92678-0714
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Paula Cunningham
17990 Paskenta Rd
Corning, CA 96021-9586
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Art Krakowsky
3052 Reed Ave
Livermore, CA 94550-9615
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Frederick Bialy
1925 Hudson St
El Cerrito, CA 94530-1835
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Heather Grant
5025 Thacher Rd
Ojai, CA 93023-8304
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Ian Seagren
1001 Pine St Unit 206
San Francisco, CA 94109-5005
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

John And Ginny Wiedmann
861 E Bennett Ave
Glendora, CA 91741-2772
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

John Mahon
2551 Hood Dr
Thousand Oaks, CA 91362-2429
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Andrew Hung
28609 Conejo View Dr
Agoura Hills, CA 91301-3373
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Clayton Graham
1827 Fremont Ct Apt 2
Davis, CA 95618-0339
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Robert McCauley
716 40th St
Richmond, CA 94805-1812
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512  

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Dwight Barry  
3185 Contra Loma Blvd  
Antioch, CA 94509-5479
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

John Contos
n/a
n/a, CA 90623-1967
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512  

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,  

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.  

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.  

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.  

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.  

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.  

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.  

Sincerely,  

James Slark  
33672 Blue Lantern St Unit 3  
Dana Point, CA 92629-1732
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Hanhs Vandertouw
1200 E 40th St
San Bernardino, CA 92404-1523
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Jillian Wilkowski
270 Palm Ave
Woodland, CA 95695-2881
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Ann Wasgatt
308 Alta Vista Ave
Roseville, CA 95678-1702
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512  

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,  

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.  

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.  

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.  

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.  

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.  

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.  

Sincerely,  

Stephen Telesmanic  
12 W Grand Ave  
Alhambra, CA 91801-2466
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Joanne Barnes
960 Ilima Way
Palo Alto, CA 94306-2617
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Patricia Marks
344 Hutchison St
Vista, CA 92084-1404
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512  

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,  

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.  

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.  

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.  

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.  

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.  

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.  

Sincerely,  

Michael Sixtus  
8353 Rumson Dr  
Santee, CA 92071-2252
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Janine Hurd-Glenn
8020 Prospect Way
La Mesa, CA 91941-6426
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Maile Chock  
16485 Los Gatos Blvd # C  
Los Gatos, CA 95032-5504
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Paul Hirschberger
1418 N Poinsettia Pl Apt 8
West Hollywood, CA 90046-8202
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Valerie Lizarraga
865 W Ashiya Rd
Montebello, CA 90640-2563
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Jason Triefenbach
1750 E 3rd St
Long Beach, CA 90802-3760
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Denise Anderson-Gaines
3129 Rodeo Rd
Los Angeles, CA 90018-4052
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Mitch Cohen
2609 Le Conte Ave
Berkeley, CA 94709-1024
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Kevin Pendlebury
2274 Eucalyptus Ave
Long Beach, CA 90806-4216
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

David Cotner
PO Box 1211
Ventura, CA 93002-1211
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Sandy O’Leary
5776 Plateau Dr
Felton, CA 95018-9215
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Dale Peterson  
1191 Huntington Dr # 329  
Duarte, CA 91010-2400
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Alan Diaz
55 E Camino Real Ave
Arcadia, CA 91006-4045
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Rebecca Mastoris  
972 McKenzie Ave  
Watsonville, CA 95076-3528
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

James Simpson
PO Box 73
Joshua Tree, CA 92252-0073
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Anamaria Bermeo
17923 Canehill Ave
Bellflower, CA 90706-7144
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Ron Wood
5757 McFarlane Rd
Sebastopol, CA 95472-5754
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Susan Jonas
611 Lilac Dr
Los Osos, CA 93402-3821
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Kathleen Wiersch
885 Marshall Dr
Palo Alto, CA 94303-3614
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Marytheresa Martini
15083 Kingsford Ave
Adelanto, CA 92301-4802
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Monica Tanza
243a 17th Ave
San Francisco, CA 94121-2310
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Jonathan Lee
2337 15th St
Eureka, CA 95501-1308
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Mary Berkana  
300 Plum St  
Capitola, CA 95010-2210
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Barry Jones
4430 Price St
Los Angeles, CA 90027-2746
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Alexis Wray Negele Miller
1342 Stanford St Apt 3
Santa Monica, CA 90404-2541
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Nicholas Lenchner
1324 Cashew Rd
Santa Rosa, CA 95403-1543
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Stephen Chandler
1523 Tulip Cir
Auburn, CA 95603-2924
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Pete Keay
25 Crescent Dr Ste A # 147
Pleasant Hill, CA 94523-5508
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Thomas Wilson
530 E Vista Del Playa Ave
Orange, CA 92865-3434
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Ron Giddings
1625 9th St
Los Osos, CA 93402-2222
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Karen Liao  
154 Lombard St  
San Francisco, CA 94111-1141
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Betty Lou Notti
10 Marina Court Dr
San Rafael, CA 94901-3519
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Marti Litchman
3755 Cesar Chavez
San Francisco, CA 94110-4316
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

E Alexander Glover
620 Sand Hill Rd Apt 202g
Palo Alto, CA 94304-2625
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Charlie Faye Duggan
5861 Haber St
San Diego, CA 92122-3135
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Ron Hansen  
3109 Athene Ct  
Concord, CA 94519-2228
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Beau Bellanger
1293 Rosita Rd
Pacifica, CA 94044-4224
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Lesley Beatty
1128 Juanita Ave
Burlingame, CA 94010-3406
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Gary Clark
3045 Mar Vista Dr
Aptos, CA 95003-3652
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Deborah Atwell
2577 Raymond Ave
Altadena, CA 91001-5145
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Helen Martin
PO Box 6403
Carmel By The, CA 93921-6403
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Ruth Haber  
3040 Flora Ct  
Pleasanton, CA 94588-7706
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

S Page  
547 Arkansas St  
San Francisco, CA 94107-2828
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Paul Fairchild
PO Box 1193
Inverness, CA 94937-1193
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Rick Smith
192 Cottage Grove Ave
Camarillo, CA 93012-0908
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Eldon Luce
16775 Old Stagecoach Rd
Applegate, CA 95703-9737
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Carl Orr
424 Stratford Ct
Del Mar, CA 92014-2755
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Brian Wines
439 Corbett Ave Apt 2
San Francisco, CA 94114-2265
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Keith Morris
1522 1/2 Rosalia Rd
Los Angeles, CA 90027-5520
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Ginger Lamp
20250 Questhaven Rd
Escondido, CA 92029-4808
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Jack Newman
10821 Charnock Rd
Los Angeles, CA 90034-6606
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Pat Haris
4019 Cheryl Dr
Redding, CA 96002-3524
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512  

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,  

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.  

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.  

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.  

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.  

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.  

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.  

Sincerely,  

Sarah Sheets  
1620 Shirley St  
Merced, CA 95341-5261
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

M Pramik
1940 Baker St
San Francisco, CA 94115-2013
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Phil Harnage
1714 Pine St
Santa Monica, CA 90405-2731
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Greg Movsesyan
282 Old Quarry Ln
Mckinleyville, CA 95519-9781
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Karen Ferlito
PO Box 625
Carmel By The, CA 93921-0625
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Sigrid Moranz
PO Box 10383
Newport Beach, CA 92658-0383
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Jacqueline Bergseid
3136 Verde Ave
Carlsbad, CA 92009-7530
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Antero A
Jäp 6
Angels Camp, CA 95222
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

John Price
11439 Ruffner Ave
Granada Hills, CA 91344-3643
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Kathy Bloomberg-Rissman
1864 Morgan Ave
Claremont, CA 91711-2624
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Shirle Gottlieb
215 Prospect Ave
Long Beach, CA 90803-1615
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Eugene Tssui
6 Admiral Dr Apt 272
Emeryville, CA 94608-1520
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Joie Hancock
8532 Forsythe St
Sunland, CA 91040-2313
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Karlee Schnyder
1289 Camino Lorado
San Marcos, CA 92078-7106
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Charle Hazlehurst
13663 Moonlite Ln
Redding, CA 96003-7423
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512  

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Alethya Avilan  
339 Bautista Pl  
San Jose, CA 95126-3531
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

David Perry
513 Ashton Ave
Palo Alto, CA 94306-3608
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Rick Guidotti
5959 Franklin Ave Apt 307
Los Angeles, CA 90028-5692
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

James Young  
648 S Aspen Ave  
Bloomington, CA 92316-1317
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Kathy Frandeen
48 Valley View Rd
Watsonville, CA 95076-9730
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Diane Christiansen  
6061 N Durant Ave  
Fresno, CA 93711-1923
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Joan McAllister  
211 8635 Heather St  
Schenectady, NY 12345-6000
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Elaine Barrett
1020 Robinson Ave Apt 8
San Diego, CA 92103-4474
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

James Jett
1830 Montgomery Dr
Vista, CA 92084-7630
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Jim Cramer  
1225 Cedar Pl  
Davis, CA 95616-2047
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Don Herriott  
172 Grayland Heights Rd  
Rio Dell, CA 95562-1662
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

June Forbes
1611 El Capitan St
Davis, CA 95616-6659
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Ron Parsons
104 Claremont Ave
South San Francisco, CA 94080-1618
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Marisa Baca
38740 Aurora Ter
Fremont, CA 94536-4464
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Lawrence Jay
121 Violet Rd
Hercules, CA 94547-1024
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Susan Bryan
222 Blackburn Ave
Menlo Park, CA 94025-2706
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Tracy Elliott
11331 Valley Spring Ln
North Hollywood, CA 91602-2612
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Kathleen Schumacher
1811 Harvard Dr # 02
Alameda, CA 94501-1603
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Bryna Fuchslocher
1121 Calle Pensamiento
Thousand Oaks, CA 91360-4846
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Laxmi Pandey
11904 Colima Rd
Whittier, CA 90604-3056
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Brad Putz
801 Lyons Bald Mountain Rd
Sonora, CA 95370-5861
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Rita Nicholas
2800 Saint Paul Dr Apt 252
Santa Rosa, CA 95405-8508
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512  

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,  

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.  

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.  

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.  

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.  

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.  

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.  

Sincerely,  

Brandon Musselman  
722 N Edinburgh Ave  
Los Angeles, CA 90046-7004
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Munny Toor
1030 Tiverton Ave
Los Angeles, CA 90024-3000
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Fed Up
124 Main St.
San Francisco, CA 94105
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512  

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Jason Batten  
1400 Talmadge St Apt 102  
Los Angeles, CA 90027-1571
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Siavash Human
1011 4th St Apt 305
Santa Monica, CA 90403-3845
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Kyle Bracken
12960 Greene Ave Apt 1
Los Angeles, CA 90066-6451
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Joe Foy
2253 Lagoon View Dr
Cardiff By The Sea, CA 92007-1505
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Joanne Shumway
33604 Nandina Ln
Murrieta, CA 92563-3402
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Flora Wang
35 Chickadee Ln
Aliso Viejo, CA 92656-1815
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Pucci Dellanno
444 N Prospect St Ste B
Porterville, CA 93257-1931
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512  

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,  

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.  

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.  

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.  

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.  

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.  

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.  

Sincerely,  

John White  
560 N Indiana St  
Porterville, CA 93257-2037
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Mary Lou Zoback
433 Gerona Rd
Stanford, CA 94305-8448
June 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Ruby Lee
1221 Nevin Ave
Richmond, CA 94801-3123
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Melissa White
407 1st St Apt 7
San Rafael, CA 94901-3735
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Penny Thatcher
595 Chapman Ln
Petaluma, CA 94952-1661
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Dawnelle Ricciardi
99a Pepper Ln
Petaluma, CA 94952-9611
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Sean Sullivan  
PO Box 826  
Woodacre, CA 94973-0826
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

David Neaves  
1555 Merrill St Spe 83  
Santa Cruz, CA 95062-4040
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Faye Soares
5744 Juarez Rd
Pollock Pines, CA 95726-9424
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Quinton James
4102 S Cloverdale Ave
Los Angeles, CA 90008-1035
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512  

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,  

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.  

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.  

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.  

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.  

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.  

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.  

Sincerely,  

Felicia Payton  
16121 Londa Ln  
Riverside, CA 92504-5889
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Addy Murphy  
1695 Fallon Rd  
Petaluma, CA 94952-9408
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Brian Gustafson
6673 Hilltop Dr
Eureka, CA 95503-7031
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Pamela Logan
1900 Willow Dr
Los Osos, CA 93402-2926
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Laurie Fraker  
314 N Wilson St  
El Centro, CA 92243-2335
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Barbara Frazer
668 39th St
Sacramento, CA 95816-3937
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Lindsay Daitch
263 S Muirfield Rd
Los Angeles, CA 90004-3730
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Patricia Cole
1000 Sutter St
San Francisco, CA 94109-5818
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512  

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Richard Baumgartner  
1860 Newell Rd  
Palo Alto, CA 94303-2952
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512  

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Harvey Warr  
, CA 93923-9325
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512  

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Peter Baye  
33660 Annapolis Rd  
Annapolis, CA 95412-9739
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Christine Nelson  
5437 Shallows Pl E  
Santa Rosa, CA 95409-5504
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Brent Galaway
2509 Via Ramon
Palos Verdes Estates, CA 90274-1438
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Richard Shepard
PO Box 5649
Diamond Bar, CA 91765-7649
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Shondene Ammon
530 Esplanade Apt 305
Redondo Beach, CA 90277-4067
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Antonio Bryant
3923 W 59th Pl
Los Angeles, CA 90043-2925
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Lavive Kiely
1420 Portola Dr
San Francisco, CA 94127-1409
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Nancy Havassy
5940 Thornhill Dr
Oakland, CA 94611-2149
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Michael Kleine
528 E San Jose Ave Apt 105
Burbank, CA 91501-2676
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Lesley Giger
21525 Juniper Rd
Perris, CA 92570-9282
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Sarah Murdoch
15515 W Sunset Blvd
Pacific Palisades, CA 90272-3533
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512  

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,  

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.  

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.  

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.  

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.  

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.  

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.  

Sincerely,  

Graciela Huth  
8732 El Manor Ave  
Los Angeles, CA 90045-3707
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Mark Mendenahall
325 N New Ave Apt 1
Monterey Park, CA 91755-2097
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Donald Isbell  
PO Box 1608  
Carlsbad, CA 92018-1608
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Bob Atwood
248 Boulder Creek Dr Apt 8
Redding, CA 96003-2692
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Ben Lindo
Leameadow Road
Thornhill, CA 90210
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Kathleen Kent
PO Box 3557
Paso Robles, CA 93447-3557
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Teresa Black
22 Beach Dr
San Rafael, CA 94901-2506
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Alan Wray
14810 Center Ave
San Martin, CA 95046-9747
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Pam Lever
215 Hillview Ave
Los Altos, CA 94022-3752
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Lannette Rangel
939 Creekwood Dr
South Lake Tahoe, CA 96150-2801
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Karen Valentine
3576 Vienna Dr.
Aptos, CA 95003
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512  

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,  

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.  

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.  

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.  

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.  

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.  

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.  

Sincerely,  

Jim Grant  
PO Box 265  
Bodega, CA 94922-0265
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512  

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Ken Doub  
PO Box 98  
Brookdale, CA 95007-0098
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Stanley Delfs
35800 Canada Cir
Cathedral City, CA 92234-7912
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Steven Davis
814 W Citron St
Corona, CA 92882-4133
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

M Perona
PO Box 426
Cupertino, CA 95015-0426
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512  

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Patrick Sorensen  
376 Imperial Way Apt 304  
Daly City, CA 94015-2584
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Kathy Sabatini
4728 Isabella Ave
Fair Oaks, CA 95628-5520
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

David Krug
25319 Morse Ct
Hayward, CA 94542-1142
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Emerald Lanto  
3305 Castalia Ave  
Los Angeles, CA 90032-2107
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Roy Tuckman
3661 Regal Pl Apt 5
Los Angeles, CA 90068-1239
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Miyuki Powell
15672 Jefferson St
Midway City, CA 92655-1609
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Gary Hanks
748 Oakland Ave Apt 201
Oakland, CA 94611-4586
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Dawn Sare
10725 Country Meadows Rd
Salinas, CA 93907-1666
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Suzan Clausen
3155 2nd Ave
San Diego, CA 92103-5607
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Phyllis Holliday
555 Taylor St Apt 406
San Francisco, CA 94102-1244
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

David Soares  
5744 Juarez Rd  
Pollock Pines, CA 95726-9424
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Maerian Morris
127 Pryce St
Santa Cruz, CA 95060-2828
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Peter Chew
4165 Weslin Ave
Sherman Oaks, CA 91423-4671
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Chris Eldridge
7203 Rochelle Way
Fair Oaks, CA 95628-4364
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Julie Sasaoka
1082 Tilley Cir
Concord, CA 94518-1829
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Jean Staats
563 Bryan Ave
Sunnyvale, CA 94086-6420
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Delilah Butler
4818 W 99th St
Inglewood, CA 90301-3610
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

John Thielking
592 Mountain Home Dr
San Jose, CA 95136-1224
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Cynthia Hernandez  
106 Poulos Ct  
Ukiah, CA 95482-6526
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Rob Porter
123 Carlsbad
Carlsbad, CA 92009
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Melanie Faulkner  
2137 E Mission Rd  
Fallbrook, CA 92028-1805
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Achata Achata
4335 N 5th St
Fresno, CA 93726-3409
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Michael Miller
8013 Blackburn Ave
Los Angeles, CA 90048-4441
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Bojana Morgenthaler
25401 Spanish Ranch Rd
Los Gatos, CA 95033-8091
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Dorothy Knable
2161 Fruitridge Rd
Sacramento, CA 95822-3151
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Marilyn Chinivasagam
1632 Fairlawn Ave
San Jose, CA 95125-4930
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

John Prince
816 Calle Haya Apt 16
Thousand Oaks, CA 91360-4763
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Angela Grattan
910 Sloat Dr
Salinas, CA 93907-1974
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Katie Stewart
784 Southland St
Nipomo, CA 93444-5648
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

wendy nathan
24739 Calle Largo
Calabasas, CA 91302-3014
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Katrina Stimson
2933 W Riverside Dr
Burbank, CA 91505-4721
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512  

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Lesley Culhane  
705 Anacapa Dr  
Camarillo, CA 93010-1108
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Raina Schally
PO Box 28
El Granada, CA 94018-0028
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Michael Marchessault
4543 Bonny Doon Rd
Santa Cruz, CA 95060-9719
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Joyce Sortland
306 Pleasant St
Grass Valley, CA 95945-6625
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Bill Herman  
4546 Westridge Dr  
Oceanside, CA 92056-2940
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Susan Shapira
10 E Mission Ave
San Rafael, CA 94901-4209
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Anita Wisch
23709 Del Monte Dr
Valencia, CA 91355-3814
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Joe Mueller
Sky Oaks Road
Fairfax, CA 94930
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512  

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Marsha Bowers  
2272 E Los Altos Ave  
Fresno, CA 93710-4618
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Boyer August
1957 East Ave
Hayward, CA 94541-5405
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Svetha S
--
Los Angeles, CA 90211
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Sandra Noah
939 S Dunsmuir Ave
Los Angeles, CA 90036-4729
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Miranda Leiva
4950 Coldwater Canyon Ave Apt 23
Sherman Oaks, CA 91423-2206
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Linda Redman
949 Larrabee St
West Hollywood, CA 90069-3957
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Anne-Catherine Roch Levecq  
317 Diamante Way  
Oceanside, CA 92056-3764
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Kendra Bickler
14625 Mussey Grade Rd
Ramona, CA 92065-7717
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Rebecca Marsico
1210 Talbot Ave
Berkeley, CA 94706-2336
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512  

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Janet Dehaven  
6020 Sutter Ave  
Richmond, CA 94804-5349
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Beth Obrien
1806 Key Blvd
El Cerrito, CA 94530-1928
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Marcia Anderson
921 Benton St
Santa Rosa, CA 95404-3801
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Marcene Van Dierendonck
1131 Seena Ave
Los Altos, CA 94024-4925
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Edmund Miller
360 Forest Ave Apt 205
Palo Alto, CA 94301-2523
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

John Herziger
292 W Montecito Ave Apt P
Sierra Madre, CA 91024-1835
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Lynda Curtis
10833 Lakeshore Dr
Clearlake, CA 95422-9743
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Ali Ballou
PO Box 611976
San Jose, CA 95161-1976
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Christine Trela
11555 Santa Gertrudes Ave
Whittier, CA 90604-3455
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Bia Zamudio
PO Box 8459
Van Nuys, CA 91409-8459
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Sakura Vesely
4432 Actriz Pl
Martinez, CA 94553-1456
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Georgia Lynn
Torrey Pine
Bakersfield, CA 93308
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Retha Knight
8782 Wahl St
Santee, CA 92071-3351
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512  

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Mary Fitzgerald  
595 N Garfield Ave Apt 1  
Pasadena, CA 91101-3744
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Reneau H Reneau
600 E Regent St
Inglewood, CA 90301-1415
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Erlene Benevento
3300 W Cherry Ave
Visalia, CA 93277-5902
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Ophir Bruck
722 Alcatraz Ave Apt 102
Oakland, CA 94609-1049
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Lorraine Lowry
8-201 The West Mall
Etobicoke, CA 90211
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512  

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,  

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.  

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.  

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.  

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.  

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.  

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.  

Sincerely,  

Barbara Fukumoto  
1686 Lewiston Dr  
Sunnyvale, CA 94087-4135
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Steve Sigler
22704 Quail Mine Rd
Sonora, CA 95370-8543
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Vera Strader
17275 Blackbird Ln
Sonora, CA 95370-8715
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Barbara Hinkey
PO Box 1193
Kernville, CA 93238-1193
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512  

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Eric S & Ana Brill  
12 Deerhill Dr  
Rolling Hills Estates, CA 90274-5110
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Mark Sauer
5875 Overlake Ave
San Diego, CA 92120-3913
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Janie Lucas
827 Capp St
San Francisco, CA 94110-3224
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

M Carole McElwee
117 White Flower
Irvine, CA 92603-0121
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Betsy Shapiro
PO Box 1608
Carlsbad, CA 92018-1608
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Paul Engstrom
655 Washington St
Los Altos, CA 94022-3955
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512  

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Zachary Dautrich  
1910 Ralston Ave  
Richmond, CA 94805-2017
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Mara Johnson
PO Box 1307
Lafayette, CA 94549-1307
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Mark J. Fiore
1259 14th Ave Apt D
San Francisco, CA 94122-2120
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Cheryl Maslin
1412 Saint Charles St Apt C
Alameda, CA 94501-7452
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Pam Plummer
3261 Claremore Ave
Long Beach, CA 90808-4445
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Jacqualine Brown
786 Plymouth Rd
Claremont, CA 91711-4248
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Pablo Cirulnick  
627 Rosemont St  
La Jolla, CA 92037-6147
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Lisa Kearney
1735 Southgate Dr
Petaluma, CA 94954-3001
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Shawn Emery
1483 Hogan Ct.
Merced,, CA 95340
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Wendy Meidt
PO Box 7044
Big Bear Lake, CA 92315-7044
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Carol Mock
287 Hirsch Ter
Fremont, CA 94536-1601
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Tabitha Maya
10 Miner St
Bakersfield, CA 93305-2425
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Peggy Fisher
8323 Noeline Ln
San Diego, CA 92114-7443
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Corinne Creager
2553 Roosevelt Ave
Richmond, CA 94804-1645
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Andrea Kevech
3608 Reposo Way
Belmont, CA 94002-1221
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512  

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Stephanie Matthews  
8927 Graves Ave #10 H  
San Diego, CA 92121-2417
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Woodlyn Perez
1386 Stanislaus Dr
Chula Vista, CA 91913-1402
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Joanna Stanford
Tamarisk St
Palm Desert, CA 92260-5744
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512  

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Esther Wagner  
2991 Higuera Ave  
Pinole, CA 94564-1514
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Prescott Wilson  
3030 Regent St Apt 14  
Berkeley, CA 94705-2527
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Mark Levengood  
Marina  
Marina, CA 93933
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Georgina Taylor  
PO Box 881003  
San Diego, CA 92168-1003
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Bergman
60863 Natoma Trl
Joshua Tree, CA 92252-2837
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Aaron Jones
Ucen Rd
Santa Barbara, CA 93106-0001
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

David Humes
PO Box 1553
Mammoth Lakes, CA 93546-1553
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Marijeanne Sarraille  
Declines 2 State  
Pittsburg, CA 94565-5135
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Longwilow Fudemberg
PO Box 936
Occidental, CA 95465-0936
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Dan Steward
4 Elverta Cir
Chico, CA 95973-0938
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Carlos Navarrette
1329 Cordon Dr
Los Angeles, CA 90063-3202
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Andrew Olsen  
4440 Finley Ave  
Los Angeles, CA 90027-2758
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Deirdre Wilson
2214 Nelson Ave # B
Redondo Beach, CA 90278-2410
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Amalia Erickson
1919 Belmont Ln
Redondo Beach, CA 90278-4809
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Robert Ormonde
11925 183rd St
Artesia, CA 90701-5703
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Elnora Cosey
460 Golden Ave Unit 318
Long Beach, CA 90802-2166
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Newman Clarke
74 S Grand Ave
Pasadena, CA 91105-1654
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Isaac Motola
975 E Union St Unit 104
Pasadena, CA 91106-1712
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Ida Greschner
22227 Chatsworth St
Chatsworth, CA 91311-1322
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Janice Smith  
13188 Whistler Ave  
Granada Hills, CA 91344-1139
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Mark Kantor
5721 Greenbush Ave
Valley Glen, CA 91401-4515
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Wendy Rosenfeld
4924 Tujunga Ave Apt 7
North Hollywood, CA 91601-4464
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Christine Sirias
318 La France Ave Apt B
Alhambra, CA 91801-6555
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Simeon Flick
2040 Dale St
San Diego, CA 92104-5512
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Daniel Kuchars
26696 Avenida Quintana
Cathedral City, CA 92234-8651
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Joyce Mitchell
PO Box 143
Corning, CA 96021-0143
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Lauren Youngs
54680 Avenida Carranza
La Quinta, CA 92253-3716
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Tupefaavae Auelua
12549 Heron St
Victorville, CA 92392-8004
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Brandy Novak
2807 S Fairview St Unit F
Santa Ana, CA 92704-5917
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Mary L. Sanchez
7207 Casitas Pass Rd
Ventura, CA 93001-8725
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Linda Adams  
206 Moreton Bay Ln Unit 1  
Goleta, CA 93117-6272
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

James Webb
820 W Laurel Ave
Lompoc, CA 93436-5243
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Lou Dematteis
3 Juri St
San Francisco, CA 94110-3626
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Johanna Simmons
1122 Santa Margherita Way
Brentwood, CA 94513-6557
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Dave Larson
11049 Magnolia Blvd Apt 420
North Hollywood, CA 91601-5659
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Carlos Corral
25053 Joyce St
Hayward, CA 94544-2306
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Robert Elia
1285 Bollinger Cyn
Moraga, CA 94556-2739
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Kellie Karkanen
256 Castle Glen Rd
Walnut Creek, CA 94595-2603
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Judy Jackson
45 Bret Harte Rd
Berkeley, CA 94708-1608
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Doug Mcguire
309 Harbor Dr
Santa Cruz, CA 95062-2611
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Terry Word
5496 Silver Birch Ln
Soquel, CA 95073-2846
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Geof Pawlicki
119 Vasona Oaks Dr
Los Gatos, CA 95032-7601
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Brigette Greener
2145 Hamilton Ave
San Jose, CA 95125-5905
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Andrea Stilwell  
4937 Harville Rd  
Santa Rosa, CA 95409-2546
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Kathleen Seisdedos
206 Grove St
Windsor, CA 95492-7904
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Barbara Root
564 Hummingbird Ct
Merced, CA 95340-8353
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Patricia Black
268 4th St
Crescent City, CA 95531-3902
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Jon Dumbelton
8312 Canyon Oak Dr
Citrus Heights, CA 95610-0730
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Victor Monjaras
3330 Rattlesnake Rd
Newcastle, CA 95658-9388
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Irene Turner
2526 L St Apt 304
Sacramento, CA 95816-5627
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Debra Little
PO Box 2100
Nevada City, CA 95959-1944
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Cecil Corwin
Jones St
San Francisco, CA 94102-2007
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Sharon Adamson
1339 Champagne Cir
Roseville, CA 95747-7297
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Robert Kittredge
2986 W Pembrook Loop
Fresno, CA 93711-1177
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Lori White
1900 Cathay Way
Sacramento, CA 95864-1624
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Jennifer Thompson
323 College Ave
Vallejo, CA 94589-2136
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Colleen Bugarske
17 Palomino Ct
Petaluma, CA 94954-4621
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Bradford Ekstrand  
556 1/4 N Mariposa Ave  
Los Angeles, CA 90004-2844
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Scott Gerow
1368 Leonard Dr
San Leandro, CA 94577-2421
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Joseph Martin
PO Box 5473
Palm Springs, CA 92263-5473
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512  

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,  

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.  

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.  

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.  

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.  

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.  

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.  

Sincerely,  

Elaine Johnson  
235 Vista Grande  
Greenbrae, CA 94904-1136
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Kisha Alexander
480 Corcoran Ave Apt 1
American Cyn, CA 94589-3735
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512  

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,  

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.  

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.  

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.  

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.  

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.  

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.  

Sincerely,  

Marcy Mathes  
950 Sea Cliff Dr  
Carlsbad, CA 92011-1141
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512  

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Eileen Breslin  
2220 Tabari Ct  
El Dorado Hills, CA 95762-4200
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512  

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Katalin Pesti  
PO Box 5592  
San Mateo, CA 94402-0592
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Danny Estrella
114 Kent Rd
Pacifica, CA 94044-3957
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Paul Lonac
5297 Timber Branch Way
San Diego, CA 92130-2885
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Bronwyn Olsen
PO Box 1079
Loyalton, CA 96118-1079
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

George Postgate
PO Box 9958
Truckee, CA 96162-7958
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Maria Potter
60 California Ave
Mill Valley, CA 94941-3534
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

James Kimball
15780 Castroville Blvd
Castroville, CA 95012-9739
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Mark Demarta  
PO Box 712393  
Los Angeles, CA 90071-7393
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Michael Santopietro
4110 Soule St
Eureka, CA 95503-5851
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Tim Miller
PO Box 1894
Sonoma, CA 95476-1894
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512  

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,  

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.  

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.  

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.  

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.  

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.  

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.  

Sincerely,  

Patricia Bowers  
341 36th Ave  
Santa Cruz, CA 95062-5516
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Min Choi  
20341 Harvard Blvd  
Torrance, CA 90501-1674
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Milo Lovejoy
5488 Byron Ave
Ventura, CA 93003-2116
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Daniel Carrillo
1068 Huntington Ave E
San Bruno, CA 94066-1539
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Hannah Wade
2033 W 64th St
Los Angeles, CA 90047-1702
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Terry Dycus
1291 Holmgrove Dr
San Marcos, CA 92078-2800
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512  

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,  

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.  

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.  

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.  

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.  

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.  

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.  

Sincerely,  

Anita Gilbride-Read  
255 Wilson Ln  
Mckinleyville, CA 95519-7129
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

John Wendell
2834 Ventura Ave
Santa Rosa, CA 95403-2227
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Charles Richard  
614 Putnam St  
Antioch, CA 94509-4847
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512  

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Jan Steury  
26732 Carretas Dr  
Mission Viejo, CA 92691-5136
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Richard Semel
11927 Ocean Park Blvd
Los Angeles, CA 90064-2701
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Shelley Walden
1965 Rodney Dr
Los Angeles, CA 90027-3154
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Mary Lou Copp
1075 Space Park Way Spc 87
Mountain View, CA 94043-1435
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512  

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Bob Andrews  
1680 Main St  
Morro Bay, CA 93442-1835
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

George Dreaper
PO Box 266
Mendocino, CA 95460-0266
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Tiffany Grande
458 Saratoga St
Fillmore, CA 93015-1532
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Ruth Sheldon
950 Humboldt Rd
Brisbane, CA 94005-1640
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Karina Oleynikov
7015 De Celis Pl
Van Nuys, CA 91406-3702
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Jerry Levesque
620 Victoria Way
Arroyo Grande, CA 93420-4130
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Maria Gastelumendi
130 Frank H Ogawa Plz
Oakland, CA 94612-2003
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Cynthia Patrick
944 Albany Ave
Ventura, CA 93004-2370
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512 

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,  

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County. 

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort. 

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant. 

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region. 

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come. 

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal. 

Sincerely,  

Binh Tang  
20126 Runnymede St Unit 24  
Winnetka, CA 91306-4600
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512  

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,  

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.  

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.  

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.  

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.  

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.  

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.  

Sincerely,  

Jessica Likens  
8137 Santa Inez Way  
Buena Park, CA 90620-3156
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Elaine Benjamin  
2627 Eltinge Dr  
Alpine, CA 91901-2240
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Susan Wilson
70875 Dillon Rd
Desert Hot Springs, CA 92241-7695
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Sandra Rolleri  
209 Belvedere Dr  
Mill Valley, CA 94941-2421
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Roger Jacques
2426 Hastings Dr
Belmont, CA 94002-3320
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Joseph Duran
3924 Galbrath Dr
North Highlands, CA 95660-3416
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Michael Abler
99 Frederick St
Santa Cruz, CA 95062-3436
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Sharon Easterly
15885 Jackson Oaks Dr
Morgan Hill, CA 95037-6803
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Angelica Delarosa  
3014 Sunny Brook Ln  
Chino Hills, CA 91709-1492
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Jennifer Kim Zeller
753 Chapala Dr
Pacific Palisades, CA 90272-3708
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Francisca Salazar
3436 E 2nd St
Los Angeles, CA 90063-2916
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Alanna Evans
1200 Dale Ave Apt 93
Mountain View, CA 94040-3329
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

C Dan Conaway
515 Myrtle Ct
Solvang, CA 93463-2982
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Brad Haskell
309 Hill St
Santa Monica, CA 90405-4115
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Joseph Maguire
1369 School House Rd
Santa Barbara, CA 93108-1236
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512  

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Travis Thumm  
110 Gough St  
San Francisco, CA 94102-5945
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Suzette Rochat
5160 McFarlane Rd
Sebastopol, CA 95472-5711
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Russell Weisz
319 Laguna St
Santa Cruz, CA 95060-6109
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Jeff Loth
25710 Velan Dr
Valencia, CA 91355-2433
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Mathew-James Vincent
6081 Lemon Ave
Long Beach, CA 90805-3053
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Tassa Arreola
2838 Castlewood Ct
Chula Vista, CA 91915-1622
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Donald Orahood
31340 Cottontail Ln
Bonsall, CA 92003-4607
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Ann Klinefelter
5201 Westridge Rd
Bishop, CA 93514-7105
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Michael Haas  
128 Sugarloaf Dr  
Tiburon, CA 94920-1624
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Johnson
14618 Tyler Foote Rd
Nevada City, CA 95959-9316
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Britta Lee Shain
35493 Gr S Overland
Julian, CA 92036-9309
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Angela Vanthaneeyakul
1029 S 5th Ave
Arcadia, CA 91006-4331
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

David Chisholm
4224 Club Vista Dr
Palmdale, CA 93551-5656
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Lillian Mejia
632 W 5th St
Ontario, CA 91762-1640
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

E Wall
4020 Primavera Rd
Santa Barbara, CA 93110-1494
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Lawrence Dillard, Jr.
4025 Cabrillo St
San Francisco, CA 94121-3835
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

marla wyatt
12865 Lantana Ave
Yucaipa, CA 92399-4914
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Gordon Barlow
925 Shadow Lake Dr
Thousand Oaks, CA 91360-2597
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Sandra Morey
3461 Laguna Ave
Oakland, CA 94602-2901
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Entera
939 Arcady Rd
Santa Barbara, CA 93108-1906
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Michael Merz
745 Las Colindas Rd
San Rafael, CA 94903-2345
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512  

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,  

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.  

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.  

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.  

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.  

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.  

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.  

Sincerely,  

William Richardson  
27024 Baseline St Apt 101  
Highland, CA 92346-3179
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Ralph Peterman
19275 Coyle Springs Rd
Hidden Valley Lake, CA 95467-8229
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Kent Williams
35450 Daffodil Cir
Winchester, CA 92596-8950
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Anne Chavez
2090 Lomita Dr
San Leandro, CA 94578-1200
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512  

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

William Hunrichs  
7138 Galewood St  
San Diego, CA 92120-1911
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Jarno De Bar
15504 Gramercy Pl
Gardena, CA 90249-4715
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Mary Lou Gunn  
51 Montclair Ave  
Daly City, CA 94015-4508
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Susan Martinez  
1517 Delaware Ave  
Santa Cruz, CA 95060-6433
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Nancy Spinella  
2329 Ponderosa Rd  
Rescue, CA 95672-9411
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Stuart & Frances Smedley
2157 Anda Lucia Way
Oceanside, CA 92056-3234
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Tom And Nancy Black
2428 Rockdell St
La Crescenta, CA 91214-2218
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Gina Felicetta  
4442 Bakman Ave  
Studio City, CA 91602-2012
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Jo-An Aguirre
1317 37th Ave
San Francisco, CA 94122-1333
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Rob Myers
620 Gamont
Anaheim, CA 92804
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Joy Turlo
116 Palos Verdes Blvd Apt C
Redondo Beach, CA 90277-5811
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512  

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Mike Attrd  
14264 Jerome Dr  
Poway, CA 92064-2740
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Daniel Farr
3277 Galveston Ave
Simi Valley, CA 93063-1235
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Rex Bagwell  
23731 Del Monte Dr Unit 184  
Valencia, CA 91355-3836
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512  

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

David Klein  
18101 Superior St  
Northridge, CA 91325-1756
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Fernando Yap
239 N Reese Pl
Burbank, CA 91506-2139
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Rhonda Green
PO Box 6100
Beverly Hills, CA 90212-1100
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512  

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Cecilia Frazier  
23508 Deer Spring Ln  
Diamond Bar, CA 91765-2331
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512  

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Tadzio Kowalczyk  
PO Box 84452  
Los Angeles, CA 90073-0452
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Cary Frazee
499 Redmond Rd
Eureka, CA 95503-9592
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Susanne Johnson  
7510 Hellman Ave  
Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91730-2201
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Courtney Daniels
14542 Greenleaf St
Sherman Oaks, CA 91403-3769
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Grace Foster  
507 S Fuller Ave  
Los Angeles, CA 90036-3244
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Dara Gorelick
15414 Valerio St
Van Nuys, CA 91406-3326
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Anh Nguyen
308 N Bushnell Ave
Alhambra, CA 91801-2002
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Marsha Vas Dupre
3515 Ridgeview Dr
Santa Rosa, CA 95404-2633
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Sam Romero
5134 Moorcroft Cir
Stockton, CA 95206-6156
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Glen Tracy
4033 5th St Apt B
Riverside, CA 92501-2768
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Shana Adams  
3801 Lamborghini Ln  
Modesto, CA 95356-1928
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Steve Myrick
5260 Gary St
San Diego, CA 92115-1525
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Allan Holtzmann
3440 Vista Oaks Dr Apt 126
Martinez, CA 94553-4055
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Jen Fuller
PO Box 1884
Sausalito, CA 94966-1884
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Anita Gimore
340 S Lemon Ave # 3821
Walnut, CA 91789-2706
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Richard Jacobel
PO Box 781
Oakhurst, CA 93644-0781
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Gregg Orr
9910 Circle R Dr
Escondido, CA 92026-5707
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Thomas Jolly
7520 Suey Creek Rd
Santa Maria, CA 93454-9542
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Edward Golden
1616 Sea Bell Cir
Corona Del Mar, CA 92625-1247
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Diana Edwards
1814 Linbrook Dr
San Diego, CA 92111-7115
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

James Schulmeyer
2549 Buena Flores
Fallbrook, CA 92028-4512
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Deobrah Hoskins
1324 Fair Oaks Ave
Santa Rosa, CA 95404-4024
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512  

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Rollin Behrens  
2460 N Bendel Ave  
Fresno, CA 93722-6857
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Kathy Beckwith
12001 Chaucer Rd
Los Alamitos, CA 90720-4531
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Aviva Porter
1611 Dwight Way
Berkeley, CA 94703-1803
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Margarita Perez
13859 Graber Ave
Sylmar, CA 91342-2623
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Meghan Schimmel
1548 W Garland Ave
Fresno, CA 93705-2423
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

James Merrin
2563 Rutland Pl
Thousand Oaks, CA 91362-1601
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Sharon Palmer
2825 Whitaker Bluff Rd
Petaluma, CA 94952-9478
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Lenora Chavez
2780 Utica Dr
San Diego, CA 92139-3844
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Erica Sommers
10747 Lassen Ct
Ventura, CA 93004-1238
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

John Browne
3010 Grinnel Pl
Davis, CA 95618-1627
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Dana Smih
2222 Palomar Ave
Ventura, CA 93001-2464
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

David Martin  
17426 Saint Andrews Dr  
Poway, CA 92064-1233
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Nathalie Galyen
2727 Dwight Way
Berkeley, CA 94704-3112
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Scott Peterson
1231a 46th Ave
San Francisco, CA 94122-1110
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Aaron Selverston
20 Yukon St
San Francisco, CA 94114-2339
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Kyana Jones
2323 Parker St
Berkeley, CA 94704-2855
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Patrick Mcginnis
PO Box 647
Twain Harte, CA 95383-0647
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Robert Meadows
1318 N Avon St
Burbank, CA 91505-2213
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Kenneth Meersand
PO Box 3483
Shell Beach, CA 93448-3483
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512  

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,  

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.  

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.  

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.  

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.  

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.  

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.  

Sincerely,  

Tim Maurer  
8528 E Canyon Vista Dr  
Anaheim, CA 92808-1619
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Guillermo Trejos
21677 Crystal Lake Dr
Sonora, CA 95370-9113
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512  

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Jorge Monastersky  
22972 Belmonte Rd  
Laguna Niguel, CA 92677-2705
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Susanne Mortensen
1722 Westcliff Dr
Newport Beach, CA 92660-5530
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Susan Millis
23011 Moulton Pkwy Ste 19
Laguna Hills, CA 92653-1232
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Jerome Smith
927 Ventura St
Richmond, CA 94805-1032
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Magallon-Fleury
775 Sunset Glen Dr
San Jose, CA 95123-4555
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Ed Atkins
1540 Araki Rd
Big Basin, CA 95006
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Arlene Wiltberger
2573 San Carlos Ave
San Carlos, CA 94070-1747
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512  

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Ann Miller  
176 Alta Dr  
Watsonville, CA 95076-1644
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Susen Kay
25 Viejo
Irvine, CA 92612-2624
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Jeff Hoffman
3030 Dohr St
Berkeley, CA 94702-2714
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

James And Leonore Wilson
5000 Monticello Rd
Napa, CA 94558-9466
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512  

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

paul ludgate  
2136 Newport Blvd  
Costa Mesa, CA 92627-1710
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Paul Allen
34715 Twilight Way
Shingletown, CA 96088-9528
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Rocco Colella
575 Crownpointe Cir
Vacaville, CA 95687-5548
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Bill Canfield
General Delivery
Arcata, CA 95521-9999
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Jean Mari Cropsey
180 N High St
Sebastopol, CA 95472-3705
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Karelkemplay Kemplay
8588 Riverwood Dr
Placerville, CA 95667-9621
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Ronald Mellon
546 Liberty St
El Cerrito, CA 94530-3646
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Courtney Lohnes
386 S Burnside Ave
Los Angeles, CA 90036-5470
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

T. Mc Cranie
19381 De Vry Dr
Irvine, CA 92603-3535
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512  

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,  

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.  

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.  

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.  

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.  

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.  

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.  

Sincerely,  

Laura Cobarruviaz  
11690 Foothill Ave  
Gilroy, CA 95020-9227
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Andrew Calderella
23704 Sarda Rd
Valencia, CA 91355-2904
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Sandra Glover
PO Box 6534
Malibu, CA 90264-6534
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Margaret Hasselman
555 Pierce St
Albany, CA 94706-1044
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Ann Killebrew
160 Collins St
Richmond, CA 94801-3414
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Arlene Stone
1320 Pineridge Dr
Cambria, CA 93428-5932
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Marian Rosson
1311 Mt View Blvd
Walnut Creek, CA 94596-6042
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Jean Molinari
763 W 11th St
San Pedro, CA 90731-4025
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Leszek Slowik  
196 Ivy Dr  
Orinda, CA 94563-4337
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

James Connolly
1286 Glenn Haven Dr
Chico, CA 95926-9658
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Mark Hanisee
6092 Wimbledon Way
Riverside, CA 92506-4708
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Sarah Wintucky  
13917 Runnymede St  
Van Nuys, CA 91405-2508
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Komal Bhojwani
Washington Ave
Miami Beach, FL 33139
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512  

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Arline Mathews  
10027 Casaba Ave  
Chatsworth, CA 91311-3926
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512  

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,  

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.  

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.  

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.  

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.  

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.  

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.  

Sincerely,  

Andy Krill  
14091 Hammon Pl  
Westminster, CA 92683-4116
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Lisa Caloh
3047 Degen Dr
Bonita, CA 91902-2106
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Richard Mansfield
755 E Brokaw Rd
San Jose, CA 95112-1013
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Kerri Fenech
500 W Harbor Dr Unit 517
San Diego, CA 92101-7722
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Jennifer Bury
67 Taormina Ln
Ojai, CA 93023-3627
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Megan Mccosh
2611 Willow Ct
Simi Valley, CA 93063-2218
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Beverly Dahlen
15 Mirabel Ave
San Francisco, CA 94110-4614
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Esther Wilson-Arias
749 Amanda Dr
San Jose, CA 95136-1910
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Mariah Rodriguez
1827 Robin Ln
Concord, CA 94520-3814
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

John Ravenscroft
2712 Alcatraz Ave
Berkeley, CA 94705-2706
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Carlos Martinez  
1733 W 46th St  
Los Angeles, CA 90062-1902
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Janet Gonzales
1133 Arcadia Rd
Encinitas, CA 92024-4603
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Pular Zorrilla
22946 Cantlay St
West Hills, CA 91307-2115
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Christopher Colbe  
6755 21st St  
Sacramento, CA 95822-3916
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Gabriel Almazan
2465 6th St
La Verne, CA 91750-4526
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Marian Smith
249 Ogle St Apt C2
Costa Mesa, CA 92627-7319
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Jim Wilson
5 Castle Pt
Trabuco Canyon, CA 92679-3509
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Hector Herrera
423 Diablo Dr
Travis Afb, CA 94535-1157
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Sara Kraft
7910 Sunrise Blvd
Citrus Heights, CA 95610-1531
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Dave Ogilvie  
3435 Richland Dr Apt 14  
Santa Barbara, CA 93105-3250
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512  

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,  

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.  

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.  

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.  

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.  

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.  

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.  

Sincerely,  

Erin Reiche  
2101 Donald Dr Apt 2  
Moraga, CA 94556-1473
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Laura Rasmussen
556 La Marina
Santa Barbara, CA 93109-1722
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

P. Perry
18911 Stonegate Rd
Hidden Valley Lake, CA 95467-8826
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Todd Field  
1299 Ocean Ave Ste 333  
Santa Monica, CA 90401-1057
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Joseph Stoddard
780 Chaparral Ln
Escondido, CA 92025-6708
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Ronald Attrell  
1915a Clark Ln  
Redondo Beach, CA 90278-4203
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Hector Gonzalez
1535 Prince St
Berkeley, CA 94703-2309
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Christina Zankowski
7358 Willoughby Ave
Los Angeles, CA 90046-7536
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Heather Merrill
1588 Morse Ave Apt 25
Sacramento, CA 95864-2768
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Matthew Mcclure  
637 E St Apt 1  
Petaluma, CA 94952-4155
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Karen Dega
738 6th Ave
San Francisco, CA 94118-3878
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Anna Maria Maccarrone  
4135 Vista Clara Rd  
Santa Barbara, CA 93110-1815
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Hugh Brady
Star Route 2663
Pt Arena, CA 95468
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Sylvester
PO Box 2483
Olympic Valley, CA 96146-2483
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

John Westmoreland
Los Angeles
Los Angeles, CA 90066
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Patricia Barnes
1724 Sapling Ct Apt D
Concord, CA 94519-1540
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Myron Meisel  
2780 McConnell Dr  
Los Angeles, CA 90064-3444
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Noelle Marquis
12 Scott Street
Woodacre, CA 94973-0501
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

James Ferguson
687 Rainbow Crest Rd
Fallbrook, CA 92028-8312
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Elias Wagner
2551 Soderblom Ave
San Diego, CA 92122-4034
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Ward McCreery
12366 Birch Ct
Yucaipa, CA 92399-4219
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Tim Riggle
6626 Kameha Cir
Yorba Linda, CA 92886-6438
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Courtney Cook
838 Pine Ave
Long Beach, CA 90813-5818
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Loretta Goble  
47687 Twin Pines Rd  
Banning, CA 92220-9674
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Donald Taylor
8736 Bluff Ln
Fair Oaks, CA 95628-6411
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Cristian Ellauri  
PO Box 1196  
Woodacre, CA 94973-1196
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

William W. Ellinger III
516 S Oakland Ave
Pasadena, CA 91101-3330
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Jan Messina
4836 Del Monte Ave
San Diego, CA 92107-3207
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512  

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Roy McKenzie  
2520 Haller St # 3  
San Diego, CA 92104-5331
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Brenda Allen
8552 Golden Ridge Rd
Lakeside, CA 92040-5650
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Orson Rheinfurth
4542 Katherine Ave
Sherman Oaks, CA 91423-2709
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Marjorie David
1234 Preston Way
Venice, CA 90291-2944
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

James Michael Kelly
519 California St
Huntington Beach, CA 92648-4916
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Lannon Leiman
1 Twain Ave
Berkeley, CA 94708-1734
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Ronni Solman
5905 Tipton Way
Los Angeles, CA 90042-1257
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Dan Anderson
1822 Ravenna Way
Roseville, CA 95747-5045
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Pam Wright
1185 Del Rey Ave
Pasadena, CA 91107-1812
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

John Varga
21331 Veleta Cir
Huntington Beach, CA 92648-5326
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512  

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,  

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Jacki Williams  
PO Box 5406  
San Luis Obispo, CA 93403-5406
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

traci walker
PO Box 2
Mammoth Lakes, CA 93546-0002
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Natasha Paczkowski  
6615 Franklin Ave Apt 109  
Hollywood, CA 90028-4110
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Robert La Farge
9425 Van Aken St
Pico Rivera, CA 90660-1525
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Jack Waldorf
1520 Senimi Cir
Ceres, CA 95307-1607
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

James Johnson
1158 Tivoli Ln Unit 171
Simi Valley, CA 93065-0944
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Jon-Edmond Abraham
1080 Eddy St Apt 403
San Francisco, CA 94109-7603
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Brebda Mouw
3079 N Parkview Dr
Fresno, CA 93722-4821
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Manuk Avedikyan
8794 Moorcroft Ave
West Hills, CA 91304-1337
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Jesus Jornacion
3460 S Centinela Ave Apt 407
Los Angeles, CA 90066-1800
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512  

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,  

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.  

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.  

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.  

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.  

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.  

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.  

Sincerely,  

Sukey Hughes  
1263 Calzada Ave  
Santa Ynez, CA 93460-9746
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Hannah Lewis
24655 La Plaza
Dana Point, CA 92629-2583
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Joanne Hattum
PO Box 595
Diablo, CA 94528-0595
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Linda Bryant
69 N Willard Ave
San Jose, CA 95126-2816
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Terri Sullivan
2936 Felicita Rd
Escondido, CA 92029-6722
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

bernard pivo  
4480 Westmont St  
Ventura, CA 93003-3814
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Jo Ann Kiva
1245 N Michillinda Ave
Pasadena, CA 91107-1606
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Linda Bruce
1426 El Sereno
Yuba City, CA 95993-5608
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Susan Chaney
224 W D St
Tehachapi, CA 93561-2023
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512  

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Linda Pitkanen  
26145 Cordillera Dr  
Mission Viejo, CA 92691-4015
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512  

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Lindsey Newman  
801 Gramercy Dr  
Los Angeles, CA 90005-3463
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Laura Brown
1025 Armore Circle
Redlands, CA 92374
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512  

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,  

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.  

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.  

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.  

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.  

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.  

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.  

Sincerely,  

Helene Isbell  
4357 Moraga Ave  
San Diego, CA 92117-4503
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Jonathan Hammond  
3386 Sackett Ln  
Winters, CA 95694-9687
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Mary Frances Poh
643 Windsor Dr
Benicia, CA 94510-3748
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512  

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Frank Gonzalez  
11350 Darby Ave  
Northridge, CA 91326
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Steven Ganter
817 W Pedregosa St
Santa Barbara, CA 93101-4634
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Albert Loeb  
2606 Sunset Ave  
Bakersfield, CA 93304-1043
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Brandon Boutros
28221 Stanley Ct
Canyon Cntry, CA 91351-3818
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Elvira Arias
760 Lomita Blvd Spc 192
Harbor City, CA 90710-4298
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Richard Wulliger  
15927 Asilomar Blvd  
Pacific Palisades, CA 90272-4270
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Thomas Kendrick  
PO Box 21238  
El Sobrante, CA 94820-1238
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Stuart Goldman
1000 Sutter St # 205
San Francisco, CA 94109-5818
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Paula Hargraves
5050 Hacienda Dr Apt 1937
Dublin, CA 94568-7959
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Peggy Luna
747 Ruth Dr
Pleasant Hill, CA 94523-1537
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512  

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Scott Clements  
1214 Menlo Dr  
Davis, CA 95616-2168
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Eric Ledgerwood
1545 Edgewood Dr
Palo Alto, CA 94303-2818
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512  

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Laurel Scott  
6359 Rancho Mission Rd Unit 3  
San Diego, CA 92108-2011
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512  

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Christal Landeros  
14926 Mansel Ave  
Lawndale, CA 90260-1408
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Christopher Cioni
2314 Watermarke Pl
Irvine, CA 92612-7688
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Christian Hali
121 Elmwood Ct
Modesto, CA 95354-0316
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Steve Case
1099 38th Ave
Santa Cruz, CA 95062-4427
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Victor Magana
6655 N Fresno St
Fresno, CA 93710-3717
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Michael Taddia
17340 Walker Mine Rd
Redding, CA 96003-0142
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Craig Wolfley
3405 Sun Ave
Marysville, CA 95901-9737
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Fabian Acuna
1466 W Persimmon St
Rialto, CA 92377-8400
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512  

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Larry Anthony  
1048 Irvine Ave # 195  
Newport Beach, CA 92660-4602
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Jen Hyde
2029 Glenrob Ave
Ukiah, CA 95482-6007
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Walter Wiszowaty
4402 Yerba Santa Dr
San Diego, CA 92115-1030
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512  

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

David Peterson  
4527 Van Dyke Ave  
San Diego, CA 92116-4841
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512  

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Steve Hylton  
3971 Erskine Creek Rd  
Lake Isabella, CA 93240-9005
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Lynn Skutches
17625 Route 5 Rd
Sonora, CA 95370-9319
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Philip Johnston
10 Carriage Ln
Scotts Valley, CA 95066-4700
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Jerry Chagala  
12857 Rockwell Ct  
Poway, CA 92064-3835
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Joann Horta
2115 9th St Unit A
Sacramento, CA 95818-1390
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Susan Johnson
1875 W Las Flores Ave
Ridgecrest, CA 93555-8701
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

John Stickney  
30 Shell Rd  
Mill Valley, CA 94941-1550
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Kit Joel
816 Cacique St
Santa Barbara, CA 93103-3622
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Letesha Holley
PO Box 8291
Santa Rosa, CA 95407-1291
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Al Cintra-Leite
1923 S El Camino Real
San Mateo, CA 94403-1321
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Scott Nicolson
4004 Manhattan Cir
Sacramento, CA 95823-1943
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Bradford Hills
917 11th St Apt 9
Santa Monica, CA 90403-2953
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Frank B. Anderson
515 N Meyler St
San Pedro, CA 90731-1840
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Carol Rigrod
5301 Balboa Blvd
Encino, CA 91316-2702
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Mario Acevedo
13240 Parkland Cir
Sylmar, CA 91342-1874
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Ruth Leventhal
6755 Rhodes Ave Apt 136
North Hollywood, CA 91606-1388
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Brenda Sherman  
3143 Hidden Creek Dr  
Chico, CA 95973-5846
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Darrin Nogales
935 S Muirfield Rd
Los Angeles, CA 90019-1824
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Clark Anderson
6511 Highway 175
Hopland, CA 95449-9678
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Carlos Soto
3903 Noel Pl
Bakersfield, CA 93306-1450
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Phillip Corbins
30074 Woodthrush Pl
Hayward, CA 94544-6885
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

H Clarke Gentry
481 60th St
Oakland, CA 94609-1346
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Owen Derby
555 Glen Dr
San Leandro, CA 94577-2952
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

James Slaton
10337 Haskell Ave
Granada Hills, CA 91344-7135
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Manuel Machado Jr
408 W G St Apt 40
Ontario, CA 91762-3255
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512  

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

P.S. Padula  
4146 Prospect Ave  
Dunsmuir, CA 96025-1721
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Debbie Corsiglia
838 Crossway Rd
Burlingame, CA 94010-3607
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Lauren-Michelle Kraft
29 Calvados
Newport Beach, CA 92657-1050
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512  

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,  

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.  

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.  

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.  

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.  

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.  

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.  

Sincerely,  

Zav Hershfield  
3325 Shelby Dr  
Los Angeles, CA 90034-2724
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Davis Keith
2648 Regent St
Berkeley, CA 94704-3315
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Michael Lipinski
250 Elm St Apt 10
San Mateo, CA 94401-2632
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Richard Callahan
4020 Berryman Ave
Los Angeles, CA 90066-5424
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Frank Lahorgue  
12 Mount Susitna Ct  
San Rafael, CA 94903-1117
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Brenda Howell
1638 Avenida Selva
Fullerton, CA 92833-1533
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Vicky Siegert
27 Copperfield Ln
Danville, CA 94506-1131
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Chris Loo
16920 Sorrel Way
Morgan Hill, CA 95037-3864
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Waller  
38 3rd St Apt 204  
Los Altos, CA 94022-2757
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512  

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Damien Shulock
1125 18th St Apt 3
San Francisco, CA 94107-2957
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Jack Foster
15523 Wet Hill Rd
Nevada City, CA 95959-8629
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Janice Stout
24826 Taft St
Los Molinos, CA 96055-9607
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Querido Galdo
3105 Riverdale Rd
The Villages, FL 32162-7606
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Barbara Frances  
399 Carpenteria Rd  
Aromas, CA 95004-9709
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Rev. John Beal
360 Vernon St
Oakland, CA 94610-3064
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

La Tarrell Brown
4720 Coliseum St
Los Angeles, CA 90016-5921
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Ria Brigmann
618 Kent St
Petaluma, CA 94952-2742
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Jens Muhle
Villa La Jolla Dr
La Jolla, CA 92037-1944
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Jess Fernandez
8386 Faust Ave
West Hills, CA 91304-3326
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Angela Gardner
1876 Pritchard Way
Hacienda Heights, CA 91745-5826
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Pauline Haggerty
1022 San Luis Cir Unit 618
Daly City, CA 94014-3615
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Nick Jones
1400 Pinnacle Ct Apt 215
Richmond, CA 94801-4179
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Delayne Auerbach
201 Jaunell Rd
Aptos, CA 95003-4256
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512  

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,  

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.  

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.  

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.  

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.  

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.  

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.  

Sincerely,  

Don Suggs  
2960 Glendale Blvd  
Los Angeles, CA 90039-1802
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Jolene Yates
932 Interlaken Dr
Lodi, CA 95242-9167
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Michelle Shrode
1000 S Coast Dr
Costa Mesa, CA 92626-1767
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Ken Boettcher  
1418 Sylvan Ave  
Modesto, CA 95355-1321
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Deborah Remy
44 Paso Hondo
Carmel Valley, CA 93924-8902
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Narcissa Enzmann
5136 Tierra Granada Dr
Whittier, CA 90601-2248
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Wayne Tomlinson
4023 18th St # 103
San Francisco, CA 94114-2501
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

David Smith
1603 162nd Ave
San Leandro, CA 94578-2117
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Domitilana Navar
4915 S Central Ave
Los Angeles, CA 90011-4119
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Donald Forman
2438 Byron St
Berkeley, CA 94702-2029
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Justin Hallstrom
2220 Lakeshore Ave Apt 3
Oakland, CA 94606-1018
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Sharon Osmond
5548 Lawton Ave
Oakland, CA 94618-1509
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Kim Sanders
445 Webster St Apt 6
San Francisco, CA 94117-2660
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Rachelle Federico
1611 Prince St
Berkeley, CA 94703-2311
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Ron Gillentine
114 Cane Peak Ct
Wofford Heights, CA 93285-9722
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

William Packard
2045 Laurinda Pl
San Diego, CA 92105-5230
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Kellyann Lamb
95 Brodea Way
San Rafael, CA 94901-2309
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Kevin Lee  
3312 Bridgeford Ln  
Modesto, CA 95350-1417
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

A. Gardner
Park Blvd
Oakland, CA 94602
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Lisa Lewis
1900 8th St
Berkeley, CA 94710-2015
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512  

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Hal Young  
1163 Huntington Dr Apt 1  
South Pasadena, CA 91030-5404
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Jeremy Conn
117 E Richmond Ave
Richmond, CA 94801-4034
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Pauline Schneider  
904 Marylyn Cir  
Petaluma, CA 94954-5897
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Jeff Hannan
2237 Polson Ave
Clovis, CA 93611-5318
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Sarah Luu
4075 Cadwallader Ave
San Jose, CA 95121-1110
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Sheri Lochner
231 Oaks Ave
Monrovia, CA 91016-2114
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

V Joseph Klein
700 E L St
Benicia, CA 94510-3515
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Anthony Kelly
23782 Ionian Bay
Dana Point, CA 92629-4409
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Carl Wirz
6693 Corte Maria
Carlsbad, CA 92009-5917
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Michael O'Neal
27707 Mountain Meadow Rd
Escondido, CA 92026-7307
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Bruce Cunningham
3111 Macaulay St Apt 104
San Diego, CA 92106-1960
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Samantha Lubrani
2674 W 232nd St
Torrance, CA 90505-3162
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Matt Wright
7632 Anchor Dr
Goleta, CA 93117-2438
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Elliott Sernel
481 W Mariscal Rd
Palm Springs, CA 92262-2911
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Rosalind Helfand
1956 N Beachwood Dr Apt 8
Los Angeles, CA 90068-4072
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Miriam Blatt
316 Central Ave
Menlo Park, CA 94025-2803
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Michael Craib
28 Brewington Ave
Watsonville, CA 95076-4020
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Brian Jeffery
933 Reed Ave
Sunnyvale, CA 94086-6734
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Karsson Hevia
11 Mount Palomar Ct
San Rafael, CA 94903-1115
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Patricia Tescher
140 Timson Dr
Folsom, CA 95630-5535
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512  

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,  

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.  

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.  

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.  

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.  

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.  

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.  

Sincerely,  

Janessa Caldwell  
2501 E 21st St Apt 301  
Signal Hill, CA 90755-6032
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Tamara Voyles
2049 Blucher Valley Rd
Sebastopol, CA 95472-5303
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Arnold McMahon
1115 Highland Oaks Dr Apt 21
Arcadia, CA 91006-2427
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Christian Herrera
El Prado
Rsm, CA 92688
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Ricardo Wheeler
31775 Indian Oak Rd
Acton, CA 93510-2141
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Sylvia Schwartz  
43 Spring View Way  
Rancho Santa Margarita, CA 92688-8703
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Dave Martin
PO Box 1059
Boonville, CA 95415-1059
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Lorri Farr
195 Collingwood St
San Francisco, CA 94114-2476
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Steve Carr
10016 E Avenue S6
Littlerock, CA 93543-2010
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

David Zizmor
3452 Robinson Dr
Oakland, CA 94602-4138
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Lisa Shimahara
Camino Vista Verde
San Clemente, CA 92673-6815
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Tina Lopez
7110 El Fuerte St
Carlsbad, CA 92009-6514
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Michelle Mondragon
135 S Commonwealth Ave
Los Angeles, CA 90004-6005
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512  

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Barbara Curran  
3039 Via Vista Unit P  
Laguna Woods, CA 92637-2763
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Crystal Whitehead
1443 E Washington Blvd
Pasadena, CA 91104-2650
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Giada Gattoni Gricourt
165 Georgetown Ct
Mountain View, CA 94043-5265
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Terrie Allen
400 N Los Robles Ave
Pasadena, CA 91101-1355
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Judith Anderson  
3621 Gundry Ave  
Long Beach, CA 90807-4209
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Michael Watson
701 Central Ave
Sonoma, CA 95476-3938
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Dolly Daswani
11870 Paseo Lucido Apt 1053
San Diego, CA 92128-6280
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Sheri Opp
5315 Sandburg Dr
Sacramento, CA 95819-1727
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Janet Wilmeth
9798 Hernandez Dr
La Grange, CA 95329-9659
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512  

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Bob Bathrick  
84 Cumberland St  
San Francisco, CA 94110-1525
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Carol Ruth
661 Cabrillo Ave
Stanford, CA 94305-8403
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

John Kolarik
151 Bergwall Way
Vallejo, CA 94591-6705
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Shilpa Jain
King St
Berkeley, CA 94703
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Jim Franzi
22000 Lawrence Rd
Fiddletown, CA 95629-9707
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

John Mason
59 Washington St Ste 224
Santa Clara, CA 95050-6171
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Bruce Rubly  
1921 Wyndham Way  
Lodi, CA 95242-4761
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Michael Hoover
8630 Lookout Mountain Ave
Los Angeles, CA 90046-1816
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Kathryn La Rue
182 Holiday Hills Dr
Martinez, CA 94553-4212
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Kathleen Ryan
2103 Del Hollow St
Lakewood, CA 90712-2843
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Andrew Connelly
PO Box 251
Tahoe City, CA 96145-0251
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Gerry Fightmaster
9961 Troon Ct
Windsor, CA 95492-7989
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

David Munday
3360 N Avenida San Gabriel Rd
Palm Springs, CA 92262-9733
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

David Valls
PO Box 180853
Coronado, CA 92178-0853
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Stephanie Peruzzi
17734 Devonshire St Unit 3
Northridge, CA 91325-1202
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Farrell Hamann  
1237 Dealynn St  
Sacramento, CA 95825-3518
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Stanley Boren
241 Via El Dorado Ln
Martinez, CA 94553-4066
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512  

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,  

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.  

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.  

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.  

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.  

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.  

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.  

Sincerely,  

Pamela Niles  
250 N College Park Dr Apt H11  
Upland, CA 91786-9422
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Colleen Ward
909 S Sunshine Ave Apt 17
El Cajon, CA 92020-5931
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Jose Garavito
PO Box 9252
Fountain Valley, CA 92728-9252
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Jennifer Elsbury
2246 35th Ave
San Francisco, CA 94116-1613
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Phapha Davis
17137 Highway 12
Sonoma, CA 95476-3325
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Rick Nixon
316 Quincy Ave
Mccloud, CA 96057
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Kevin Suscavage
5609 Colfax Ave
North Hollywood, CA 91601-1707
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

John Foster
1403 Inyo St Apt 65
Crescent City, CA 95531-2151
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Lake McManus
4711 Reforma Rd
Woodland Hills, CA 91364-4043
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Kimberly Moon
416 Hickory Ln
San Rafael, CA 94903-2438
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512  

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Emmanuel Ananda  
175 Captain Nurse Cir  
Novato, CA 94949-6436
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Amanda Novak
7324 Quill Dr
Downey, CA 90242-2026
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Hal Slater
3380 Dwight St
San Diego, CA 92104-3830
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

John Ota
1720 Broadway
Alameda, CA 94501-1509
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512  

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,  

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.  

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.  

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.  

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.  

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.  

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.  

Sincerely,  

Edward Caldwell  
510 Alhambra Blvd Apt 4  
Sacramento, CA 95816-3832
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Shelley Waltman  
755 Los Alamos Rd  
Santa Rosa, CA 95409-4414
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Michael Richards
9499 Vomac Rd
Santee, CA 92071-2520
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Nathan Seybold
24062 Nuthatch Ln
Laguna Niguel, CA 92677-1382
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Eileen Pritzker
1261 Rhode Island St
San Francisco, CA 94107-3245
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Tim Gundlach  
96 Hillcrest Rd  
San Carlos, CA 94070-1954
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Robert Lorentzen
16630 Mitchell Creek Dr
Fort Bragg, CA 95437-8727
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Anthony Durante
1322 Meadowbrook Ave
Los Angeles, CA 90019-2871
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Alex Dadnam
47000 Warm Springs Blvd
Fremont, CA 94539-7467
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Thomas Sterling  
PO Box 231603  
Encinitas, CA 92023-1603
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512  

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Rueen Wang  
4183 Borders Dr  
El Dorado Hills, CA 95762-5428
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Cassandra Van Buren  
31597 Wheelon Ave  
Hayward, CA 94544-7632
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

David & Elvira Miller
1621 Oregon St
Berkeley, CA 94703-2005
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Julie Payne
11681 Valleycrest Rd
Studio City, CA 91604-4225
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Betsy Wolf-Graves
751 Emerson Ct
San Jose, CA 95126-1703
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Blue Broxton
500 S Oak Knoll Ave Unit 11
Pasadena, CA 91101-3442
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

John Hansen
Fair Oaks Blvd
Carmichael, CA 95608
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Carrie Besso  
553 Kings Rd  
Alameda, CA 94501-3730
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Pavel Mracek
12320 Texas Ave Apt 8
Los Angeles, CA 90025-1937
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Kate Chase
Delaware St
Berkeley, CA 94710
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Patricia Noragon
361 Corrine Hill Ct
Thousand Oaks, CA 91320-4105
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Erika Catanese  
68 E Alegria Ave  
Sierra Madre, CA 91024-1203
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

George Centeno
2736 Warren St
Santa Cruz, CA 95062-5351
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Ray Bustos  
321 E Chapman Ave  
Fullerton, CA 92832-2011
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Nicolas Neilson
2501 Hurley Way Apt 42
Sacramento, CA 95825-7352
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister, 

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Julie Pierce  
19795 Coventry Ln  
Huntington Beach, CA 92646-4236
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Vicki Osborn-Gagen  
59 Central Ave  
Redwood City, CA 94061-3822
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Mike Hacker
1535 Wessex Ave
Los Altos, CA 94024-5761
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Matthew Winter
916 Iron Horse Dr
San Marcos, CA 92078-7910
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Danica Riner
28533 Vista Del Rio Dr
Valencia, CA 91354-3083
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Linda Belanger
3868 Spring Dr
Spring Valley, CA 91977-1036
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Rhonda Nichols
1223 San Bruno Ave
San Francisco, CA 94110-3526
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512  

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,  

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.  

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.  

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.  

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.  

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.  

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.  

Sincerely,  

Brian B  
51 Marques Ct  
Danville, CA 94526-3032
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Dave Field
119 Western Ct
Santa Cruz, CA 95060-3022
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512  

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,  

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.  

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.  

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.  

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.  

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.  

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.  

Sincerely,  

Carlee Scott  
3710 Gross Rd Spc 11  
Santa Cruz, CA 95062-2046
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Nancy Erb
2456 Carmel St
Oakland, CA 94602-3014
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512  

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Constance Youens  
23341 Red Willow Way  
Murrieta, CA 92562-3245
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Beverly Schenck
3055 Laughlin Rd
Windsor, CA 95492-8230
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be "clean," it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Chris Borkent
202 Roundtree Ct
Sacramento, CA 95831-2645
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

S. Declercq
Lee Street
Oakland, CA 94610
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Suzi Setka
15824 Gault St
Van Nuys, CA 91406-5151
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Roger Marman
4718 Adenmoor Ave
Lakewood, CA 90713-2302
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Edda Spielmann
2503 28th St Apt 4
Santa Monica, CA 90405-2970
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Jude Sullivan  
2727 Edison St Apt 323  
San Mateo, CA 94403-2440
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

James Rea
5921 Colgate Ave
Los Angeles, CA 90036-3264
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Mike Sullivan
10903 Vivaracho Way
San Diego, CA 92124-2227
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Roger Petersen
12778 Shadowline St
Poway, CA 92064-6416
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Chris Griffith
4439 Springwood Dr
Napa, CA 94558-1750
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Anna Janakiraman  
1998 Deodara Dr  
Los Altos, CA 94024-7054
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Tom Falvey
2576 Wightman St
San Diego, CA 92104-3472
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Gloria Lucendo
32, Marischal Rd
London, CA 92230
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Lydia Selfa  
3040 Modoc Ave  
Stockton, CA 95204-1227
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Michele and Jerry Harrison
1211 Mound St
Alameda, CA 94501-5432
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Roy Berkowitz
647 Beacon St
Oakland, CA 94610-3634
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Frank Menhams
27917 Highway 20
Fort Bragg, CA 95437-9298
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Rick Nicholson  
2121 Park St  
Paso Robles, CA 93446-1433
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Moscov
199 Pool Dr
Boulder Creek, CA 95006-9632
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Leah Serb
5465 Victoria Ln
El Sobrante, CA 94803-3833
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512  

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,  

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Sharon Nasella  
1423 Winchester Ave  
Glendale, CA 91201-1217
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Antoine La Stelley
10821 S Freeman Ave
Lennox, CA 90304-2421
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Christopher Hilger
10724 La Terraza Ave
Fountain Valley, CA 92708-3919
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Christian Sautter
6106 W 75th Pl
Los Angeles, CA 90045-1634
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Lysistrata Munson  
8941 Pacheco Pass Way  
Elk Grove, CA 95624-2773
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Rebecca Overmyer-Velazquez
13022 Via Del Sol Ave
Whittier, CA 90601-1434
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Peggy Prendergast
123 Flynn Ave Apt B
Mountain View, CA 94043-3945
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Paul Wolters
331 Panorama Dr
San Francisco, CA 94131-1221
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Joseph Shakal
PO Box 1701
Seaside, CA 93955-1701
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Jerry Manzel
711 Peach St
Lodi, CA 95242-3638
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512  

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,  

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.  

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.  

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.  

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.  

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.  

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.  

Sincerely,  

Linda Avarello  
406 Arenoso Ln Apt A  
San Clemente, CA 92672-5282
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Jonathon Ray  
420 W Lexington Dr Apt 226  
Glendale, CA 91203-2751
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Terrance San Cartier
851 McCloud St
Santa Maria, CA 93455-7108
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Bankole Kim
2037 W 43rd Pl
Los Angeles, CA 90062-1448
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Nicole M. Liebenow
765 Orkney Ave
Santa Clara, CA 95054-2249
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Jack Majarian  
7600 McGroarty St Apt 5  
Tujunga, CA 91042-2600
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Thomas Lizzio
2519 Montrose Ave
Montrose, CA 91020-1469
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Manuel Wong
563 N Las Casas Ave
Pacific Palisades, CA 90272-3311
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Morgan Pierce
270 Currey Ln
Sausalito, CA 94965-1809
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Ian McCullough
8219 Parkside Ct
Sebastopol, CA 95472-2778
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Bernie Wilson
1571 Wyatt Pl
El Cajon, CA 92020-2320
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Dylan Worsley
429 Yuba Pl
Woodland, CA 95695-5456
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Iris Shearer  
4221 Trumbull Dr  
Huntington Beach, CA 92649-3068
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Lauren Bradley
4954 Van Nuys
Valley Village, CA 91423
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Mayra Soto  
15719 Eucalyptus Ave Apt 47  
Bellflower, CA 90706-3840
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Steve Wilson
1655 Mission St
San Francisco, CA 94103-2412
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Nancy Mcgraw
682 Charles Ct
Benicia, CA 94510-3734
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Vera Sadkovsky
2656 El Pasado Dr
Modesto, CA 95354-3223
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

David Kemnitzer
37 Croxton Ave
Oakland, CA 94611-5719
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Jonathan Day
2920 Alexander Rd
Laguna Beach, CA 92651-4120
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

V Zamora
16817 Yukon Ave Apt E
Torrance, CA 90504-2042
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Eugene Pesikov
12347 Huston St
Valley Village, CA 91607-3618
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Wayne Anderson
2911 25th St
Sacramento, CA 95818-3509
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Carol Wolf
5885 Erskine Ct
San Jose, CA 95123-4319
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Julie Wertz
475 Connecticut St
San Francisco, CA 94107-2817
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Douglas Chorpenning
3810 Bowsprit Cir
Westlake Village, CA 91361-3814
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Janet Carlson
3971 N 3rd St
Fresno, CA 93726-4427
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Judith Marsh
101 Echo Peak Ter
Chico, CA 95928-8428
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Derek Cronk
1018 Banbury Ct
Napa, CA 94558-4354
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Donald Coburn
1018 East Ave
Napa, CA 94559-2147
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Rita Burnham
2708 Foothill Blvd # 407
La Crescenta, CA 91214-3516
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Nathalie Franc
4621 Mount Abernathy Ave
San Diego, CA 92117-3314
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Paul Boutin
4825 Winding Way
Santa Barbara, CA 93111-1937
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Barbara Boros
3733 Mariana Way
Santa Barbara, CA 93105-6409
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

David Stebbing
10877 Morning Star Ln
Nevada City, CA 95959-9796
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Timothy Albert
1348 Harol St
El Cajon, CA 92020-7217
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Susan Fowler
PO Box 617
Helendale, CA 92342-0617
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Mark Babski  
2340 S Ola Vista  
San Clemente, CA 92672-4349
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Paul Capps
11984 Pomering Rd
Downey, CA 90242-2116
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Janice Butcher  
10828 Valley Vw  
Marysville, CA 95901-9580
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Nick Evanson
1218 Oddstad Blvd
Pacifica, CA 94044-3851
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Barry & Tracy Kogen
3539 Volk Ave
Long Beach, CA 90808-3028
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Julie Nicholas
310 Tennessee Ave
Mill Valley, CA 94941-3819
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Michael Hourihan
2023 Cloverfield Blvd Apt G
Santa Monica, CA 90404-5121
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

James Hieronymus
4 Fremontia St
Portola Valley, CA 94028-8032
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Cynthia Tobin  
2219 W Olive Ave  
Burbank, CA 91506-2625
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Beverly Andrews
1455 N Alta Vista Blvd
Los Angeles, CA 90046-4303
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

K Mayers
Burton St
Los Angeles, CA 90050
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Don Spicer
8829 Spect Ctr Blvd Apt 3217
San Diego, CA 92123-1481
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Maureen Burness
1038 55th St
Sacramento, CA 95819-3910
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Patricia Blevins
1248 Bryan Ave
San Jose, CA 95118-1808
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Helen Rogers
PO Box 255393
Sacramento, CA 95865-5393
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Betty Toney
PO Box 910
Belvedere Tiburon, CA 94920-0910
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Nathan Bockelman  
1920 Jones Ave  
Los Angeles, CA 90032-3729
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

May Liang
1056 Jackson St
Benicia, CA 94510-2904
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Kenyon Donohew
4909 Tilos Way
Oceanside, CA 92056-7415
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Diane Cary  
155 Rosebay Dr Apt 5  
Encinitas, CA 92024-3332
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Cheryl Richard
940 San Jose Ave Apt 4
San Francisco, CA 94110-5450
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Robert Frederickson
PO Box 237
New Almaden, CA 95042-0237
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Char Ham
223 San Felipe St
Pomona, CA 91767-2729
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Terrie Owen
Primera Ave
Los Angeles, CA 90068
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Sharon Rosen Leib
455 Barbara Ave
Solana Beach, CA 92075-1201
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Christian Colvin
199 Fremont St
San Francisco, CA 94105-2245
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Mark Williams
8009 Johannisberg Way
Sacramento, CA 95829-1278
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Abbas Ehsani  
3108 Joanne Cir  
Pleasanton, CA 94588-5128
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Steven Topik
7 Dickens Ct
Irvine, CA 92617-4028
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

David Welsh
Measow Haven
Agoura Hills, CA 91301
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Jon Randall  
323 Elati Ct  
Danville, CA 94526-3537
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Tony Ling
995 Potrero Ave # 403
San Francisco, CA 94110-2897
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Phillip Randall
22549 Berdon St
Woodland Hills, CA 91367-4409
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Donna Hunt  
8000 Graves Creek Rd  
Atascadero, CA 93422-1801
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Leslie Colyer
362 Mountain View Ave
San Rafael, CA 94901-1352
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Eric Thompson
1222 Cheshire Ct
Concord, CA 94521-3439
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512  

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Deirdre Snyder  
420 37th St  
Oakland, CA 94609-2813
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512  

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

David Lehrer  
2251 Carleton St  
Berkeley, CA 94704-3224
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Kimberly Hegarty
1913 Dufour Ave Apt C
Redondo Beach, CA 90278-1324
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Steve Clark
16820 Chatsworth St Apt 246
Granada Hills, CA 91344-5816
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Ralph Novak
1932 Ladera Dr
Lincoln, CA 95648-7929
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Yan Linhart
2624 Brooks Ave
El Cerrito, CA 94530-1417
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

R Wilson
2643 Saklan Indian Dr Apt 1
Walnut Creek, CA 94595-3023
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512  

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Sky Poole  
PO Box 461  
Tujunga, CA 91043-0461
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512  

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,  

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.  

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.  

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.  

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.  

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.  

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.  

Sincerely,  

Wendy Larson  
1207 Myrtle St  
Turlock, CA 95380-4933
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Branden Faber
2225 Glenneyre St
Laguna Beach, CA 92651-3660
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Logan Sanda
835 Bayview Way
Redwood City, CA 94062-3941
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Nancy Bukowksi
5056 Olive Oak Way
Carmichael, CA 95608-5655
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Irene Snavely
19811 E Covina Hills Rd
Covina, CA 91724-3447
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Andrew Soll
1665 Michael Ln
Pacific Palisades, CA 90272-2035
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Joseph Coelho
678 San Patricio Ave
Sunnyvale, CA 94085-3413
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Andrew Raymond
10046 Paseo Montril
San Diego, CA 92129-3937
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Steve Willis
13107 Induran Dr
Bakersfield, CA 93314-6641
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Jennifer White
601 Northern Ave
Mill Valley, CA 94941-3936
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Linda Spanski
2154 S Coast Hwy
Oceanside, CA 92054-6536
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Cary Fischer
174 Guerrero St
San Francisco, CA 94103-1073
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Lynda Harrison
2241 El Feliz Way
Sacramento, CA 95825-1009
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Lois Russell
171 Ramona Pl
Pasadena, CA 91107-4440
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Janice Atwell
2401 W Clark Ave
Burbank, CA 91506-1913
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Georgia Galey
909 Woodcreek Rd
Fallbrook, CA 92028-3554
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Brian Thompson  
3848 Alsace Ave  
Los Angeles, CA 90008-1106
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Kathleen Jaworski
6004 Lake Murray Blvd
La Mesa, CA 91942-2505
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Walker
214 Bantry Dr
Vacaville, CA 95688-8504
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Michael Mosesman
4643 Rosemont Ave
La Crescenta, CA 91214-3144
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Tom Farquer
PO Box 90876
Long Beach, CA 90809-0876
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Warren Gold
300 Monte Vista Ave
Mill Valley, CA 94941-5080
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512  

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,  

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.  

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.  

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.  

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.  

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.  

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.  

Sincerely,  

Rosalyn Rivkin  
566 Woodmont Ave  
Berkeley, CA 94708-1232
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Jo Zhou
24 Halfmoon
Irvine, CA 92614-5433
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Maria Linda Respicio
1318 Daniel Ct
Milpitas, CA 95035-3759
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Al Alaverdi
19341 Overlook Rd
Los Gatos, CA 95030-4183
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Juan Balboa  
493 Beta Ct  
San Jacinto, CA 92583-2850
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Nick Disney  
9867 Caminito Cuadro  
San Diego, CA 92129-2835
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Robert Aronson
108 Catamaran St
Venice, CA 90292-5708
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512  

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,  

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.  

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.  

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.  

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.  

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.  

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.  

Sincerely,  

Dana Ahlgren  
2330 Vehicle Dr Apt 220  
Rancho Cordova, CA 95670-2867
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Courtney Crane
25911 Hitching Rail Rd
Laguna Hills, CA 92653-6120
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Ellen Wade
1572 Sunset Cliffs Blvd
San Diego, CA 92107-3432
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Jonathan Repreza
15831 Olden St Spc 49
Sylmar, CA 91342-7638
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Patricia Siebert
753 Carlita Cir
Rohnert Park, CA 94928-3425
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Bill Eisen  
PO Box 1882  
Manhattan Beach, CA 90267-1882
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Amber Wills
1871 Brindle Ln
Eureka, CA 95501-2700
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Harry Youtt
513 S Catalina Ave
Redondo Beach, CA 90277-4160
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Raymond Saenz-Medrano
1092 Pan Springs Ln
Big Bear City, CA 92314-9525
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Shannon Mortela  
19050 Uvas Rd  
Morgan Hill, CA 95037-8946
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Sally Ahnger
1618 Yale Dr
Mountain View, CA 94040-3646
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Chris Monroe
650 4th St W Apt 43
Sonoma, CA 95476-6840
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Diane Theus
515 W Gardena Blvd
Gardena, CA 90248-2629
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Stacey Ballard
PO Box 1436
Pleasanton, CA 94566-0143
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512  

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Ben Shapiro  
8 Valley High  
Lafayette, CA 94549-2418
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Thomas Laps
3414 Appleton St
Los Angeles, CA 90039-1624
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Khalifa Alshammiry  
27715 Jefferson Ave Ste 203  
Temecula, CA 92590-6618
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Romana Downie
27800 N Highway 1
Fort Bragg, CA 95437-8454
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Lara Petersen
3651 Low Gap Rd
Ukiah, CA 95482-7605
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Janice Putnam
3333 W 3rd St
Los Angeles, CA 90020-1602
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Tim Holmes
4364 Howe St
Oakland, CA 94611-4724
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Asucena Valentin
13391 Blackbird St
Garden Grove, CA 92843-2842
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Jayne Andrews
944 Rayland Dr
Torrance, CA 90502-2911
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Amanda Frohman
5050 Hacienda Dr Apt 537
Dublin, CA 94568-7952
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Marc Cadieux
15010 Hesby St
Sherman Oaks, CA 91403-1339
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

James Krisvoy
1538 Sawtelle Blvd
Los Angeles, CA 90025-3207
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Robin Pickard-Richardson
1859 Granada Dr
Concord, CA 94519-1326
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Raja Bisharat
2037 Taylor St
San Francisco, CA 94133-2663
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Kirsten Furlong
21825 Castlewood Dr
Malibu, CA 90265-3406
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Timmy Huang
656 Wickford Ave
La Puente, CA 91744-5045
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Judith Wright
2515 J St Apt 306
Sacramento, CA 95816-4821
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Sandra Walker
Seacountry Ln
RSM, CA 92688-5535
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Helen Gales
6333 La Jolla Blvd Unit 170
La Jolla, CA 92037-6614
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Megan Morris
1408 Response Rd Apt 152
Sacramento, CA 95815-4828
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Neil Ferguson
513 Galway Ct
Vacaville, CA 95688-9223
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Kathi Ruel
16215 Lyle St
San Leandro, CA 94578-1114
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512  

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,  

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County. 

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort. 

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant. 

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region. 

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come. 

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal. 

Sincerely, 

Warren Parks  
5008 Hwy 140  
Mariposa, CA 95338
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Inna Habelski  
4959 Elrod Dr  
Castro Valley, CA 94546-2415
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Susan Dow
1729 Terrapin Way
Newport Beach, CA 92660-4342
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Briana Graham-Ramos
8037 Columbine Cir
Buena Park, CA 90620-2143
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Ruth Decker
1836 Yosemite
Emeryville, CA 94608-3553
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Karla Mendoza
2621 1/2 S Manhattan Pl
Los Angeles, CA 90018-2661
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Monica Cunningham
8154 Sterling Dr
El Cajon, CA 92021-1721
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Barbara Danese
3026a Lewis St
Placerville, CA 95667-5601
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Francesca Massarotto
1026 S Valinda Ave
West Covina, CA 91790-5359
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Jeremy Taylor
4856 Malibu Dr
Carpinteria, CA 93013-1710
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Mary Loy
4 Eccelstone Cir
Irvine, CA 92604-2917
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Jeane Ming
3695 Las Pasas Way
Sacramento, CA 95864-2867
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Donald Waight
2118 Alameda Ave Apt D
Alameda, CA 94501-4334
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

William Walbridge
123 Woodside Dr
San Anselmo, CA 94960-1335
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

George Cornell
7889 Driftwood Way
Pleasanton, CA 94588-4334
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512  

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,  

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.  

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.  

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.  

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.  

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.  

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.  

Sincerely,  

Earl Scheelar  
2322 Roosevelt Ave  
Berkeley, CA 94703-1724
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Alan Townsend
520 S Van Ness Ave Apt 281
San Francisco, CA 94110-7320
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Steve Wendt
6 New Dawn Cir
Chico, CA 95928-6811
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Sandra Wawrytko
10869 Wallingford Rd
San Diego, CA 92126-2560
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Mary and Thomas Reed
3900 Bones Rd
Sebastopol, CA 95472-9754
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Emmanuel Fabiyi
PO Box 13242
Torrance, CA 90503-0242
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Laurence Taylor  
3103 W Wren Ave  
Visalia, CA 93291-8714
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Gary Thomsen
1721 Miramar Dr
Newport Beach, CA 92661-1409
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Rebecca Holzer
8766 Tulare Dr Unit 404h
Huntington Beach, CA 92646-6272
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Nicholas Hollander
3539 Via Picante
La Mesa, CA 91941-7321
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Debra Lane
20525 Nottingham Ct
Fort Bragg, CA 95437-6104
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Ben Trainer
PO Box 629
Carmel Valley, CA 93924-0629
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Vito Degrigoli
2292 E Belding Dr
Palm Springs, CA 92262-0322
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Miranda Todd
PO Box 1711
Redondo Beach, CA 90278-0747
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Robert Hance
2124 Kittredge St
Berkeley, CA 94704-1486
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Norma Von Dohren
2705 Adriatic Way
Sacramento, CA 95826-2201
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Enid Folger
7 Captain Dr Apt 403
Emeryville, CA 94608-1730
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Susan Magana
4469 English Oaks Ave
Tracy, CA 95377-8250
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Daniel Walton
11070 Strathmore Dr Apt 19
Los Angeles, CA 90024-2340
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Maureen Patchett
29021 Bouquet Canyon Rd
Santa Clarita, CA 91390-1201
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512  

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Jan Nolte  
411 Olive Ave  
Palo Alto, CA 94306-2226
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

John Tansley
PO Box 330351
San Francisco, CA 94133-0351
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Angel Ferreira
1772 Orchid Ave Apt 7
Hollywood, CA 90028-4319
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Linda Jean Edwards
205 East St
Penngrove, CA 94951
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Regina Drummond  
811 Wilshire Blvd  
Los Angeles, CA 90017-2606
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

David Hernandez
17130 Van Buren Blvd # 347
Riverside, CA 92504-5905
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512  

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Kate Winslett  
520 Prescott St  
Pasadena, CA 91104-2860
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512  

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,  

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.  

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.  

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.  

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.  

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.  

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.  

Sincerely,  

Kristi Clark  
13429 Middle Canyon Rd  
Carmel Valley, CA 93924-9467
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Zappo Dickinson
1301 Henry St
Berkeley, CA 94709-1928
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Aaron Ludlow
1915 Sumba Cir
Costa Mesa, CA 92626-3540
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

J Jensen
32101 E Nine Dr
Laguna Niguel, CA 92677-2925
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Sandra Harra
PO Box 427
Cazadero, CA 95421-0427
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Edo Fuijschot  
7871 Grado Cipreso  
Carlsbad, CA 92009-8703
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Thomas Calderon
8917 Moose Creek Ct
Bakersfield, CA 93306-7721
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Lillian Conat
733 Nob Cir
Vista, CA 92084-3809
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512  

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,  

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.  

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.  

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.  

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.  

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.  

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.  

Sincerely,  

Beate Lohser  
3616 Monterey Blvd  
Oakland, CA 94619-1564
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Peggy Lopez
855 Luther Rd Apt 34
Red Bluff, CA 96080-4806
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

B Chan
9895 Scripps Westview Way
San Diego, CA 92131-2430
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Wendy Hinsberger
17542 Rainier Dr
Santa Ana, CA 92705-1833
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Carol Uschyk
1709 Reynard Ln
Calistoga, CA 94515-1122
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512  

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,  

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.  

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.  

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.  

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.  

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.  

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.  

Sincerely,  

Ashley Namasondhi  
546 N Plymouth Blvd  
Los Angeles, CA 90004-1411
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Yoshi Zemba
26545 La Zanja St
San Juan Capistrano, CA 92675-2418
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Elliot Safdie
3245 Cabrillo St
San Francisco, CA 94121-3439
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Patricia Rose
PO Box 1444
Redway, CA 95560-1444
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Daniel Kangas
3520 Pinecrest Ave
South Lake Tahoe, CA 96150-8436
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512  

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Joann Mizutani  
2227 L St  
Sacramento, CA 95816-4926
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512  

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Lawrence Jacobs  
393 Pantano Cir  
Pacheco, CA 94553-5639
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Col Dupont
537 Jones St # 898
San Francisco, CA 94102-2007
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Nita Nelson
60 29th St # 236
San Francisco, CA 94110-4929
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Catalina Rivas
1351 Montecito Cir
Los Angeles, CA 90031-1447
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Heather Vieira
3731 1/2 Crestwood Pl
San Diego, CA 92103-4609
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Julia Jimenez
20639 Circulo Loma
Yorba Linda, CA 92887-3307
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Edward Opton
405 14th St
Oakland, CA 94612-2715
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Frank Letton
PO Box 294
Whitethorn, CA 95589-0294
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Sandra Jaffe
5955 W 8th St
Los Angeles, CA 90036-4543
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

David Hansen
4722 Cambridge Ct
Santa Rosa, CA 95403-1452
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Elvis Zornoza
298 Birch Creek Dr
Pleasanton, CA 94566-6781
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Jack Treadwell
2960 Redwood Ave
Stockton, CA 95205-2626
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Maneck Chichgar
2165 Coachman Ln
Corona, CA 92881-7400
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Teresa Casco
408 Central Ave Apt C
Alameda, CA 94501-3660
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

William Higbee
3051 Ladoga Ave
Long Beach, CA 90808-4017
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Conrad Ohlson
1511 Crown St
Redlands, CA 92373-6502
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

William Chee
1601 Fillmore Pl
West Sacramento, CA 95691-5152
Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Calvin Yee
621 Santiago St
San Francisco, CA 94116-1838
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Eric Miller
980 Front St Spc 39
Soledad, CA 93960-2949
May 22, 2014
California Energy Commission
Media and Public Communications Office
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Lynn Nardella
PO Box 3462
Lake City, CA 96115-3462
May 22, 2014  
California Energy Commission  
Media and Public Communications Office  
1516 Ninth Street, MS-29  
Sacramento, CA 95814-5512

Dear Commissioners Douglas and McAllister,

We write to express our concerns with the proposed Hydrogen Energy California project being considered for development in Kern County.

California has made considerable strides to eliminate dirty coal from its energy portfolio. We cannot move backwards in this important effort.

From the mine to the smokestack to the waste left behind, coal is irrevocably dirty. This project would rail coal from New Mexico, through California and then possibly rely on dirty trucks to ship the coal from the rail depot to the plant. While the project alleges to be “clean,” it would emit unsafe levels of pollution, including pollutants that cause smog. Kern County already has the dirtiest air in the nation. We simply cannot afford any more pollution, especially from a coal plant.

In addition to the dirty air and problems from coal, the project proposes to use an unacceptable amount of water. As currently planned, the project would consume upwards of 7,500 acre feet of water every year. That’s water currently used by pistachio and almond farmers in the region, and water we can’t afford to spare given our changing climate and the extreme drought facing our region.

Lastly, the project cannot mitigate for the tons of waste (100 truckloads a day!) this project will create. This threatens to put the county out of compliance with our waste diversion rules and risks putting the county on the hook for huge and costly penalties in the years to come.

Coal has no place in California’s energy mix. We have cleaner, safer, more cost-effective alternatives. We strongly urge you to reject this dangerous proposal.

Sincerely,

Christina Kotlarski  
5408 E Mezzanine Way  
Long Beach, CA 90808-3538